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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.

(Albert Einstein)

The first realization of Bose-Einstein condensation in 1995 has revolutionized the field of atomic

physics [1–4] and lead to the demonstration of a plethora of new phenomena and applications ever

since. Shortly afterwards mixtures of ultra-cold quantum gases have added a new layer of complexity

to the systems under study by combining different internal states [5–8] or atomic species [9–11] that

all interact with each other.

Moreover, great efforts have been undertaken during the last years to create Bose-Einstein conden-

sates (BECs) in microgravity [12,13] and to bring them into space [14,15] to allow for unperturbed,

long free evolution times which are extremely beneficial for studying fundamental physical concepts

and for performing high-precision measurements.

With this thesis we take advantage of these developments and propose novel ideas for multi-species

BECs that fully exploit the unique conditions of microgravity facilities. In addition to atom-atom

interactions, which play a key role for the dynamics in the absence of gravity, we consider multi-

color optical trapping schemes and suitable internal-state couplings to tweak the time evolution. With

these methods we are able to predict interaction-induced trapping as well as the creation of spherically

symmetric atom-laser shells. Our study is based on analytical as well as numerical approaches and

paves the way for a future experimental realization of the presented concepts.

1.1. Mixtures of ultra-cold quantum gases

Nowadays, BECs generated from dilute atomic vapors are studied in many laboratories around the

world to built quantum sensors based on atom interferometry [16–19] and to explore fundamental

physical effects like the weak equivalence principle [20–25]. In analogy to the laser, which is invalu-

able due to its unmatched beam properties like monochromaticity, high intensity, and long spatial and

temporal coherence, the corresponding features of BECs [26–28], namely their narrow momentum
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Chapter 1. Introduction

width, high phase-space density, and good coherence properties, render them ideal candidates for such

precision measurements.

However, BECs are not just an improved version of cold thermal atoms, which can also be employed

for atom interferometry, but they are nonlinear quantum objects granting access to a whole new range of

phenomena including the generation of vortices [29–32], solitons [33–36], and quantum droplets [37–

41]. In this sense the nonlinear interactions between the different atoms of a BEC can be seen as a

valuable resource to bring some of the most fascinating effects of ultra-cold quantum gases to light.

The main contribution to this interaction is determined by the s-wave scattering length which, in the

case of a single atomic species, is identical for all particles occupying the same internal state. Although

the scattering length can be tuned with the help of Feshbach resonances [42,43], only by considering

mixtures of different internal states, isotopes or elements the full power of inter-particle interactions

can be unleashed.

Thanks to the mutual interactions present in such a multi-species BEC and the state- and isotope-

dependent response to the trapping potentials a rich structure of ground-state configurations [44–51]

can be realized not accessible with a single atomic species. Dynamically, mixtures of ultra-cold quan-

tum gases also offer more flexibility by switching between repulsive and attractive inter-species interac-

tions or by resonantly driving transitions between different internal states. The formation of self-bound

quantum droplets [40,41,52] and the realization of atom lasers [53–56] are just two prominent examples

of the capabilities of such BEC mixtures.

1.2. Bose-Einstein condensates in microgravity

The versatility of multi-species BECs can be further enhanced by performing experiments in micro-

gravity environments, where there is no gravitational sag shifting the minimum of the trapping poten-

tials. In addition, after the creation of the condensate no external electromagnetic fields are required in

microgravity to hold the atoms in place and thus long free evolution times can be realized and studied.

These properties are particularly important for precision measurements like quantum tests of the

weak equivalence principle [20–25,57–59] and proposed detectors for gravitational waves [60–63]

which are both based on matter-wave interferometers. Moreover, such setups can also serve as universal

sensors for measuring accelerations and rotations for the purpose of earth observation, navigation, and

inertial sensing [64–76]. Driven by these practical as well as fundamental applications several projects

around the world have been initiated throughout the last two decades to generate ultra-cold quantum

gases in microgravity.

One of the longest running endeavors is the German QUANTUS1 project funded by DLR2 which

first realized Bose-Einstein condensation [12] and subsequently performed atom interferometry with

1QUANTengase Unter Schwerelosigkeit, engl.: Quantum gases in microgravity
2Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, engl.: German aerospace center
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1.2. Bose-Einstein condensates in microgravity

BECs [13] in microgravity. These experiments were carried out in the drop tower at ZARM3 in Bre-

men, where free-fall times of about 4.7 seconds in drop mode and 9.3 seconds in catapult mode can

be realized. For this purpose the whole experiment has been miniaturized and built into a capsule with

a volume of about 0.3 m3. Currently, the second generation of the QUANTUS apparatus [77] is be-

ing used in the drop tower with an emphasis on precisely controlling the dynamics of single-species

BECs through advanced transport protocols [78,79] and delta-kick collimation [80–82]. For the future,

experiments with mixtures of rubidium and potassium atoms are envisaged as well as further studies

based on atom interferometry.

In parallel to the drop tower campaigns the QUANTUS collaboration has adapted a similar device for

usage in the sounding-rocket mission MAIUS4. The first rocket launch of this project has been carried

out on January 23rd 2017 in Kiruna, Sweden, and allowed for roughly six minutes of microgravity time

that were used to perform a total of 110 experiments including the creation and the transport of a BEC

on the atom chip and the demonstration of magnetic lensing and interferometry pulses [14]. During

this flight the rocket achieved an apogee of 243 km so that the first BEC was created in space. Two

more launches with advanced setups are planned for the next years including tests with BEC mixtures.

A related approach is pursued by the French ICE5 project which performs microgravity experiments

with cold atoms utilizing parabolic flights onboard an airplane. This collaboration has demonstrated

atom interferometry employing single-species thermal gases [83,84] as well as thermal mixtures [24].

As pioneered in Stanford, long free evolution times can also be exploited on ground by making use

of a large atomic fountain [85,86]. In this setup the atoms are first condensed at rest and then launched

vertically by an optical lattice from the bottom of a 10-meter vacuum chamber allowing evolution

times of around 2.5 seconds. In contrast to the above mentioned projects, the laser system, pumps, and

control electronics are installed on ground and only the atoms are in free fall. As a result, mixtures

experience a differential gravitational sag during the preparation phase. With their atomic fountain the

Stanford group has successfully performed delta-kick collimation in the picokelvin regime [87] and has

created a coherent superposition at the half-meter scale during an interferometry sequence [88] with a

single atomic species. Moreover, they have demonstrated important steps towards a test of the weak

equivalence principle with two different rubidium isotopes [89] which in the future can be compatible

with classical tests. Similar atomic fountains are being constructed and tested in Wuhan [90] and

Hanover [58] as well as by the projects MAGIS-1006 [62] and ZAIGA7 [63].

A new era of ultra-cold quantum physics in microgravity has begun with NASA’s Cold Atom Labo-

ratory (CAL) [15] which was launched to the International Space Station (ISS) on May 21st 2018. CAL

is a multi-user facility and allows for BEC experiments with a much higher repetition rate compared to

the drop tower or parabolic flights. Currently, experiments proposed by different groups are performed

3Zentrum für Angewandte Raumfahrttechnologie und Mikrogravitation, engl.: Center of applied space technology and
microgravity

4MAteriewellenInterferometrie Unter Schwerelosigkeit, engl.: Matter-wave interferometry in microgravity
5Interférométrie atomique à sources Cohérentes pour l’Espace, engl.: Atom interferometry for space applications
6Matter-wave Atomic Gradiometer Interferometric Sensor
7Zhaoshan long-baseline Atom Interferometer Gravitation Antenna
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Chapter 1. Introduction

with CAL including the controlled transport of BECs, delta-kick collimation, atom lasers, adiabatic

trap release, and the creation of shell-shaped BECs. Scientists from the QUANTUS collaboration also

participate in this project as part of the CUAS8 consortium with the space atom laser presented in this

thesis being one major science goal. Experiments with mixtures are planned as well in a later phase of

the mission.

For the future DLR and NASA have joined forces in the BECCAL9 project [91] which will be the

successor of CAL onboard the ISS and that is currently in the design phase. BECCAL will extend

the capabilities offered by CAL and ensures that experiments with ultra-cold quantum gases will be

continued in space in the years to come.

1.3. Outline of the thesis

Clearly, the field of ultra-cold quantum gases in microgravity develops fast with new ambitious projects

pushing the frontiers of science. Mixtures of different atomic species start to become experimentally

available and are very well suited to take full advantage of microgravity. Consequently, studying

mixtures from the theoretical perspective and identifying new schemes as well as methods that allow

to improve the experimental performance of BEC mixtures and that lead to the demonstration of new

unobserved phenomena is of particular interest to the community. The present thesis, which has been

carried out in the framework of the projects QUANTUS, CAL, and BECCAL, contributes to this effort.

A central theme of this thesis is the idea that atom-atom interactions do not just imply theoretical and

experimental difficulties but they can be employed as a powerful tool to realize striking phenomena.

This feature is even more prominent in microgravity, where these interactions are not overshadowed by

gravity but can really shine and dominate the dynamics. Besides atom-atom interactions, the individual

trapping potentials play a major role for the ground state and the dynamics of multi-species mixtures,

which is why we also discuss new developments in this field. For each application we provide analytical

insights into the general features and substantiate these results by thorough numerical simulations for

a more quantitative analysis.

This thesis addresses three main topics: (i) We carry out a comparison of monochromatic and bichro-

matic optical dipole potentials with special emphasis on the generation of equal trap frequencies for a

wide range of dual-species mixtures. (ii) We present a scheme which allows for the trapping of one

atomic species solely through the repulsive interaction with another species based on selective optical

tune-out potentials and Feshbach resonances. (iii) We perform a thorough analysis of atom lasers in

microgravity driven by radio-frequency (rf) fields and demonstrate that an isotropic output can be re-

alized even if the initial BEC has an elgongated shape. We note that main parts of the study of atom

lasers in microgravity have already appeared in our publication [92]10, where the author of this thesis

8Consortium for Ultra-cold Atoms in Space
9Bose-Einstein Condensate and Cold Atom Lab

10This paper is available via DOI: 10.1088/1367-2630/aaf7b5 and has been published under the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion 3.0 License (CC BY 3.0, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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1.3. Outline of the thesis

was responsible for the concept, planning, and execution of the scientific study including writing the

manuscript of the published article.

In chapter 2 we begin by introducing our notation and the theoretical tools needed to describe multi-

species BECs in microgravity. Here the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation, which is based on

a mean-field theory, serves as the starting point for our analytical and numerical calculations. In this

context we discuss possible ground-state configurations of a dual-species mixture and elaborate on the

efficient description of the time evolution. Crucial ingredients for the GP equation are the external

trapping potentials, the atom-atom interactions, and the couplings between the internal states of the

atoms. Therefore, we briefly review magnetic and optical trapping schemes, Feshbach resonances,

and the coupling of internal states with radio-frequency fields and microwaves as they will all play an

important role for evaluating new ideas and methods in later chapters.

The dynamical properties of BEC mixtures mainly rely on the external potentials and the atom-atom

interactions. While tuning individual interaction strengths with the help of Feshbach resonances is a

well established method, applying species-selective potentials is a rarely seen approach. However, as

pointed out for monochromatic setups in Ref. [93] and for bichromatic setups in Refs. [94–96], optical

dipole traps are ideal candidates for this method since each element reacts differently to off-resonant

laser light. In chapter 3 we compare such monochromatic and bichromatic optical potentials and focus

on two regimes that deserve special attention: equal trap frequencies for two atomic species and tune-

out schemes, where only one out of two species is affected by the optical potential. In particular,

equal trap frequencies are noteworthy for mixtures since they allow to achieve a vanishing differential

gravitational sag even in an earth-bound laboratory. In addition, after release a dual-species mixture

initially subject to equal trap frequencies preserves its relative shape as it expands so that the overlap

between the two condensates stays constant in time, which for high-precision interferometry is quite

beneficial on ground as well as in microgravity. So far these unique features have been overlooked in

the design of new experiments. Therefore, we evaluate them in detail and discuss which dual-species

mixtures are best suited for the realization of equal trap frequencies.

In chapter 4 we apply selective tune-out potentials to a dual-species mixture and show that it is

possible to trap one atomic species only through the repulsive interaction between two species. In order

to make this approach work a suitable initial state is required, where one species is fully surrounded

by the other and the trapping potential for the inner species is switched off selectively while the inter-

species interaction is increased through Feshbach resonances. The required potentials can either be

generated with monochromatic or bichromatic optical setups. In addition, microgravity conditions are

mandatory for this proposal because gravity will inevitably destroy the confinement created by the

atoms. With this method we demonstrate the trapping of one quantum object by another quantum

object and refer to it as atoms trapped by atoms. This approach is complementary to the common

trapping schemes, where ultra-cold quantum gases are trapped by spatially-dependent electromagnetic

fields.

13



Chapter 1. Introduction

Another system which features an entirely different dynamical behavior in microgravity compared

with ground-based experiments is the atom laser. On earth, atoms of a magnetically trapped BEC are

transferred to an untrapped state through internal-state couplings and are subsequently accelerated by

gravity so that they form a directed beam of atoms [53–56]. In the absence of gravity the outcoupled

atoms are only subject to the atom-atom interactions and propagate in all directions away from the

remaining BEC forming a slowly expanding shell. In chapter 5 we present a thorough study of this

space atom laser with an emphasis on the shape of the output state. In particular, we show that an

almost spherically symmetric shell can be realized even if the initial BEC was confined in an elongated

trap. This unique topology can only be realized in microgravity and opens up new applications in

matter-wave optics. The space atom laser has been proposed by the CUAS consortium to be realized

with CAL and first experiments towards this goal have already been performed on the ISS.

The main results of this thesis are summarized in chapter 6, where we also give an outlook on future

experimental realizations of the proposed concepts. The basic ingredients of our numerical simulations

are presented in appendix A which concludes this thesis.

14



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The physics is theoretical,
but the fun is real.

(Sheldon Cooper, The Big Bang Theory)

Before turning to the novel ideas and concepts developed within this thesis we have to form a solid the-

oretical basis from which we can safely depart to our journey through the realm of ultra-cold quantum

gases in microgravity. Therefore, we introduce in this chapter the basic formalism and notation neces-

sary to describe the various phenomena discussed later on. Experts in the field of ultra-cold quantum

gases can easily skip over this chapter while for beginners we briefly present the relevant concepts and

provide references for further reading.

We start with a short review of Bose-Einstein condensation in section 2.1, where we present the the-

oretical tools required to describe multi-species mixtures. In particular, we discuss the Gross-Pitaevskii

equation governing the dynamics of BECs, give an overview of the possible ground-state configurations

accessible with a two-component mixture and provide insights how the time evolution of multi-species

BECs can efficiently be solved with analytical and numerical methods.

In section 2.2 we describe how atomic BECs and neutral atoms in general can be trapped by mag-

netic and optical potentials. We also highlight the advantages and disadvantages of these different

approaches.

The atom-atom interactions play an important role for the ground state as well as for the dynamical

properties of multi-species BECs. In section 2.3 we address this topic and discuss how the effective

interaction strength between two states can be changed either by adjusting the particle numbers or by

applying Feshbach resonances to tune the scattering length.

Finally, the internal state of the atoms forming a BEC can be changed by a large range of different

electromagnetic fields enabling spin mixtures of different spin states of a single atomic species. In

section 2.4 we focus on the relevant properties of radio-frequency and microwave fields which imprint

only a negligible momentum kick when switching between different internal states and are therefore

ideal candidates for generating atom lasers in microgravity.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical foundations

2.1. Multi-species Bose-Einstein condensates

In a nutshell, Bose-Einstein condensation occurs, if a macroscopic fraction of all particles in a given

system occupies the same state associated with the lowest energy. This fundamental physical phe-

nomenon was first predicted by Einstein [97] in 1925 based on the work of Bose on the statistics of

photons [98]. A simple theoretical model to describe BECs made of dilute atomic gases was estab-

lished by Gross [99] and Pitaevskii [100] in 1961 and is still the preferred theory for many analytical

and numerical studies of BECs.

The first experimental realization of atomic Bose-Einstein condensation was achieved in 1995 for

rubidium [1] and sodium [2]. In the following years many different isotopes were successfully Bose-

Einstein condensed [101–114] and the applied methods were also extended to produce BECs made of

molecules [115–117], quasi-particles [118–121], and even photons [122–124]. In addition, mixtures of

several spin states of single atomic species [5–8] as well as mixtures of different isotopes [11,125,126]

and elements [9,10,127–134] were studied and realized in the laboratories.

Today, single- and multi-species BECs form a fast developing, active field of research thanks to

their characteristic properties such as large atom numbers, long coherence times, and small expansion

rates. Experimentally BECs can be well controlled through magnetic and optical fields which allow

unprecedented capabilities giving rise to phenomena like the creation of vortices [29–32,135,136],

solitons [33–36], quantum droplets [37–41], atom lasers [53–56,137], and the realization of matter-

wave interferometers [13,70,76,88,138–142].

In this section we focus on the theoretical description of BEC mixtures based on a coupled multi-

component Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation. We introduce the reader to the notation and formalism

used throughout this thesis and give a short overview of the different ground-state configurations that

can be realized with a dual-species BEC. Finally, we discuss the so-called scaling approach which can

be used to approximately solve the time evolution of BECs analytically and to speed up numerical

simulations tremendously.

2.1.1. Coupled multi-component Gross-Pitaevskii equation

At zero temperature weakly-interacting BECs can be accurately described by the non-linear GP equa-

tion, which takes into account only the condensed fraction of the bosonic gas and furthermore requires

that the atom-atom interactions can be modeled by a contact potential. As a consequence of this mean-

field approximation, the state of the condensate is given by a single wave function for all particles. For

a detailed discussion of the theory of single-species BECs based on the GP equation and beyond we

refer to Refs. [26,27,143,144].

In the case of multi-component BECs the inter-species interactions and the possibility to change

the internal state of the atoms through external electromagnetic fields have to be taken into account

additionally. Hence, a system of coupled GP equations is required for a theoretical description of such

BEC mixtures [26,44,50,145,146] which is discussed in the following.
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2.1. Multi-species Bose-Einstein condensates

Macroscopic wave function

In order to develop a general model applicable to a wide range of different setups we assume a mixture

of arbitrarily many different BECs. Each BEC is labeled by an index α which encodes the atomic

species and the internal state of the respective condensate. Since we solely work within the mean-

field approximation at zero temperature the state of each individual BEC can be described by the

macroscopic wave function ψα(x, t) in position representation which is shared by all particles of the

condensate α. Consequently, the macroscopic wave function is normalized to the particle number

Nα(t) according to the relation ∫
d3x |ψα(x, t)|2 = Nα(t) . (2.1)

Throughout this thesis we consider three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates with position given by

x = (x, y, z)T and time denoted by t.

Time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation

Within the mean-field approximation the time evolution of a multi-species BEC is governed by the

coupled multi-component GP equation which in a very general form reads [145]

i~
∂

∂t
ψα(x, t) =

[
−~2∇2

x

2Mα
+ Vext,α(x, t) + Vint,α(x, t)

]
ψα(x, t) +

∑
β

Hcoup,α,β(x, t)ψβ(x, t) .

(2.2)

Here Mα denotes the mass of a single particle of species α and Vext,α(x, t) is the external trapping

potential generated by magnetic or optical fields as discussed in detail in section 2.2.

The interaction potential

Vint,α(x, t) =
∑
β

gα,β Nβ(t)
|ψβ(x, t)|2

Nβ(t)
(2.3)

contains the non-linear atom-atom interaction within a single species and also between different species

labeled by α and β. Note that, therefore, the summation is carried out over all species. To highlight

how the particle number affects the interaction between the condensates, we have expanded Eq. (2.3)

by Nβ(t) so that the fraction |ψβ(x, t)|2 /Nβ(t) is always normalized to one according to Eq. (2.1).

Thus, the strength of the interaction potential generated by species β acting on species α is determined

by the product of the number of particles Nβ(t) and the interaction constant

gα,β = 2π~2aα,β
Mα +Mβ

MαMβ
, (2.4)
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where aα,β is the s-wave scattering length between these two species. Obviously, the interaction po-

tential can be modified either by changing the number of particles or by tuning the s-wave scattering

length through Feshbach resonances as described in section 2.3.

Finally, transitions between different internal states of one isotope are modeled by the coupling term

Hcoup,α,β(x, t) which in principle allows to describe couplings between all states of the mixture. In

practice, only specific transitions are allowed depending on the applied coupling mechanism and the

atomic species present. An overview on how different hyperfine sublevels can be coupled via rf and

microwave fields is given in section 2.4.

Ground state

In order to obtain the ground state of a multi-species BEC at t = 0 one has to find the lowest-energy

solution of the time-independent GP equation

µα φα(x) =

[
−~2∇2

x

2Mα
+ Vext,α(x, 0) + Vint,α(x, 0)

]
φα(x) (2.5)

which can be derived from Eq. (2.2) with the separation ansatz

ψα(x, t) = e−iµα t/~ φα(x) (2.6)

and under the assumption that the coupling term Hcoup,α,β(x, 0) = 0 and the number of particles is

constant for each species α. Note that Eq. (2.5) is an eigenvalue equation for the ground-state wave

function φα(x) = ψα(x, 0) with the eigenvalue µα being the chemical potential of species α.

Due to the additional degrees of freedom associated with the inter-species interactions there is a

rich structure of possible ground-state configurations for BEC mixtures. In section 2.1.2 we give an

overview of these configurations for the case of a dual-species BEC.

Energy functional

The energy associated with a BEC of species α is determined by the energy functional [26,44]

Eα(t) = E [ψα(x, t)] =

∫
d3x

[
~2

2Mα
|∇ψα(x, t)|2 + Vext,α(x, t) |ψα(x, t)|2

+
∑
β

gα,β Nα(t)Nβ(t)

2

|ψα(x, t)|2

Nα(t)

|ψβ(x, t)|2

Nβ(t)

]
.

(2.7)

Here the first term contains the kinetic energy corresponding to the motion of the atoms and the quan-

tum pressure given by the curvature of the condensate wave function. The second term is the potential

energy while the last term yields the interaction energy.
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2.1. Multi-species Bose-Einstein condensates

The total energy of the mixture

Etot(t) =
∑
α

Eα(t) (2.8)

is given by the sum of all single-species energies and is conserved, if there are no time-dependent

external potentials or couplings.

Particle number

As already defined in Eq. (2.1) the number of particles for each condensate α is determined by the

normalization of the corresponding wave function ψα(x, t) and is in principle a function of time. By

taking the derivative with respect to time of Eq. (2.1) and applying the GP equation (2.2) the relation

∂Nα

∂t
=

2

~
∑
β

∫
d3x Im

[
ψ∗α(x, t)Hcoup,α,β(x, t)ψβ(x, t)

]
(2.9)

can be derived which yields the rate at which the population of the internal state α changes due to the

coupling term Hcoup,α,β(x, t). By integrating Eq. (2.9) over time we obtain the expression

Nα(t) = Nα(t0) +
2

~
∑
β

t∫
t0

dt′
∫

d3x Im
[
ψ∗α(x, t′)Hcoup,α,β(x, t′)ψβ(x, t′)

]
(2.10)

for the particle number. We emphasize that we only consider coherent changes of the particle numbers

through the coupling Hcoup,α,β(x, t) and do not take unwanted loss mechanisms like heating or spin

change collisions into account. This procedure is justified by the low densities of the BECs studied

within this thesis.

As a consequence, within our model the total number of particles of a BEC mixture is conserved and

Eq. (2.9) fulfills the relation

∑
α

∂Nα

∂t
= 0 (2.11)

for all times.

Dimensionless coordinates

For the sake of clarity and comparability we use dimensionless coordinates when presenting quantita-

tive results throughout this thesis. Therefore, we choose a suitable reference frequency ω̄ and reference
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mass M̄ for each setup as the basis for our dimensionless framework. To complete this set of dimen-

sionless units we define the reference length

ā =

√
~

M̄ ω̄
(2.12)

which corresponds to the typical oscillator length of a harmonic oscillator with mass M̄ and frequency

ω̄. Thus, the dimensionless coordinates are given by

ζ =
x

ā
, t̄ = ω̄ t (2.13)

with the derivatives and differentials being rescaled accordingly.

Due to the normalization condition (2.1) the wave functions also have to be rescaled leading to the

relation

ψ̄α(ζ, t̄) = ā3/2 ψα(x, t) . (2.14)

By applying all these scalings to the GP equation (2.2) we obtain the dimensionless expression

i
∂

∂t̄
ψ̄α(ζ, t̄) =

[
− M̄

2Mα
∇2
ζ + V̄ext,α(ζ, t̄) + V̄int,α(ζ, t̄)

]
ψ̄α(ζ, t̄) +

∑
β

H̄coup,α,β(ζ, t̄) ψ̄β(ζ, t̄)

(2.15)

with the scaled external potential

V̄ext,α(ζ, t̄) =
Vext,α(ā ζ, t̄/ω̄)

~ω̄
(2.16)

and the scaled interaction potential

V̄int,α(ζ, t̄) =
∑
β

ḡα,β Nβ(t̄)

∣∣ψ̄β(ζ, t̄)
∣∣2

Nβ(t̄)
, (2.17)

where

ḡα,β =
gα,β
~ω̄ā3

(2.18)

is the dimensionless interaction constant. Finally,

H̄coup,α,β(ζ, t̄) =
Hcoup,α,β(ā ζ, t̄/ω̄)

~ω̄
(2.19)

is the scaled coupling Hamiltonian.
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2.1. Multi-species Bose-Einstein condensates

Details on how to solve the dimensionless coupled GP equation (2.15) numerically are discussed in

appendix A.

2.1.2. Dual-species ground-state configurations

As a consequence of the many different interaction strengths present in a multi-component BEC, the

ground-state-density distributions feature a rich variety of possible shapes. Since later in this thesis

we consider only single-species and dual-species BECs as initial states for our systems of interest, we

present in this section the ground-state scenarios realizable with a two-component BEC.

For dual-species mixtures various ground-state configurations can be derived and classified analyti-

cally [44–46,48,50,147] within the Thomas-Fermi approximation [143] which relies on the fact that the

kinetic term of the time-independent GP equation (2.5) can be neglected if the interactions are dom-

inant. A similar treatment is feasible for Bose-Fermi mixtures [51,148,149] which allow for certain

novel configurations [51] not accessible with a Bose-Bose mixture. In addition, numerical simula-

tions can be used to support and complement the classification of the ground-state of a dual-species

BEC [47,49].

Overview

Here we will not repeat the full analytical treatment, but rather give an overview of all possible con-

figurations together with the relevant conditions that need to be fulfilled in each case. We emphasize

that all quantitative statements presented in this section have been calculated for a mixture of 41K and
87Rb with equal particle numbers, while for other combinations of isotopes and elements the order-

ing of which species is the inner or outer one might change. Also the ratios of the masses, particle

numbers, and trap frequencies are important for these considerations. In these cases similar conditions

can be derived analogously as shown in Refs. [44–46,48,50,147]. However, the general structure of in

principle available ground-state configurations is independent of the chosen atomic species.

In Fig. 2.1 the ground-state-density distribution of a dual-species BEC is shown for different values

of the inter-species interaction strength and equal number of particles N = NK = NRb. These results

have been computed by numerically solving the time-independent GP equation (2.5). The numerical

methods used to obtain the ground state are presented in appendix A. To later distinguish between

the initial and the dynamical values of the relevant parameters, we have added the subscript 0 for the

ground-state parameters. Clearly, four different ground-state scenarios can be distinguished from each

other, which are discussed in the following. We emphasize that the analytic conditions defining the

different scenarios have been derived based on the Thomas-Fermi approximation.
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Figure 2.1.: Non-integrated ground-state-density distribution of a dual-species BEC made of
41K and 87Rb atoms determined by Eq. (2.5) for different inter-species interaction strengths
ḡ0,K,RbN . For attractive and vanishing inter-species interaction (a-b) the overlap between
both condensates is large and decreases for growing repulsive interactions (c-f) until both
BECs are separated with one species being surrounded by the other (g-h). For very strong
repulsive interactions (i) this shell structure breaks down and the two condensates are located
next to each other minimizing the contact surface further. The number of particles is N =
NK = NRb = 105 for both species and the scaled frequencies of the spherically-symmetric
harmonic trap are ωK = ω̄ and ωRb = 0.733 ω̄. The self-interaction strengths are ḡ0,KN =
1.8 · 103 and ḡ0,RbN = 1.4 · 103 corresponding to the natural scattering lengths of both
isotopes. For the simulations no gravitational sag has been assumed.

Scenario 1: Large overlap For small negative and positive inter-species interaction strengths

ḡ0,K,RbN fulfilling the condition [45,46,50]

−
√
ḡ0,K ḡ0,RbN < ḡ0,K,RbN < ḡ0,RbN

MK ω
2
K

MRb ω
2
Rb

(2.20)

the overlap between both condensates is large but decreases for growing values of ḡ0,K,RbN as shown

in Fig. 2.1.a-d). In this scenario both condensates reach their maximum density at the center of the trap

at x = 0 and resemble the parabolic shapes of harmonically trapped single-species BECs.
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2.1. Multi-species Bose-Einstein condensates

For a large negative interaction strength beyond the lower bound of inequality (2.20) the attractive

forces between the two condensates become so strong that no stable ground state can be formed and

the mixture collapses [45,46]. For the exemplary parameters used in Fig. 2.1 this situation occurs if the

inter-species interaction strength is below ḡ0,K,RbN = −1.59 · 103.

Scenario 2: Change of curvature For intermediate positive interaction strengths

ḡ0,RbN
MK ω

2
K

MRb ω
2
Rb

≤ ḡ0,K,RbN <
√
ḡ0,K ḡ0,RbN (2.21)

both condensates still overlap but the curvature of the density profile of the outer species changes its

sign at the center of the trap [50] as displayed in Fig. 2.1.e-f). Instead of having a maximum at x = 0

the density distribution develops a bimodal shape with a dip at the center and two maxima which are

shifted towards the edge of the other BEC. This configuration ensures that the total energy is still

minimized for the whole mixture.

For the parameters used in Fig. 2.1 the transition from a concave to a convex density distribution,

corresponding to the lower bound of Eq. (2.21), takes place for an interaction strength of ḡ0,K,RbN =

1.23 · 103.

Scenario 3: Shell structure In the case of strong repulsive interaction [45,48,50]

√
ḡ0,K ḡ0,RbN ≤ ḡ0,K,RbN < gasym,K,RbN (2.22)

the dual-species mixture features the shell structure displayed in Fig. 2.1.g-h), where one species is

located at the center of the trap being fully surrounded by the other one. This setup minimizes the

overlap between both species while preserving the spherical symmetry of the external trap and thus

limits the growth of the total energy of the mixture driven by the increase of the inter-species interaction

strength.

Although the overlap between both condensates decreases continuously with growing ḡ0,K,RbN ,

within the Thomas-Fermi approximation it is possible to derive an analytical expression for the max-

imal interaction strength compatible with a miscible region of the two BECs [45,48]. Once the geo-

metric mean of the single-species interaction strengths is exceeded it is energetically favorable to form

separated shells for each condensate, which for the example given in Fig. 2.1 is the case for values

beyond ḡ0,K,RbN = 1.59 · 103.

Scenario 4: Spontaneous symmetry breaking If the inter-species interaction strength is increased

even further

gasym,K,RbN ≤ ḡ0,K,RbN (2.23)
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a fourth scenario becomes energetically favorable, where the symmetry of the external trap is broken

and the two condensates are located side-by-side [49] as depicted in Fig. 2.1.i). In order to obtain

this radically different configuration a small initial asymmetry has to be included in the numerical

simulation.

For the parameters used in Fig. 2.1 the transition between the spherically symmetric shell

structure and the asymmetric density distribution takes place for an interaction strength of

ḡ0,K,RbN = 3.47 · 103. We emphasize that in this case the value of the threshold has to be de-

termined numerically.

In summary, we have shown that there exist four different ground-state configurations for a

dual-species BEC which can be scanned through by changing the inter-species interaction strength

from small negative values to very large positive values. In the further course of this thesis we will

refer to this classification and investigate how the initial shape of the mixture influences the dynamical

properties in certain situations.

2.1.3. Efficient description of the time evolution

The time evolution of a multi-species BEC is in general non-trivial due to the different trap frequencies

experienced by the various atomic species involved in the mixture. Hence, in most cases the density

distribution initially determined by the ground state of the system will be deformed dramatically if the

mixture is released from the trapping potential.

As a consequence, the analytical scaling approach [150–154] used to describe the dynamics of har-

monically trapped single-species BECs based on the time-dependent Thomas-Fermi approximation

cannot be directly applied to multi-component BECs. Nevertheless, we will show in this section that

a generalization of this method to mixtures is still beneficial since it allows to enormously speed up

numerical simulations and can in the special case of equal trap frequencies also be used to derive analyt-

ical solutions. We emphasize that the analytical treatment discussed here cannot account for transitions

between different spin states and we therefore only consider the case of a vanishing coupling term.

The scaling approach for single-species BECs

At the heart of the scaling approach [150–154] lies the idea that due to the nonlinear structure of the GP

equation a BEC initially trapped in a harmonic potential deep within the Thomas-Fermi regime main-

tains a constant but rescaled shape and primarily acquires a quadratic phase during the time evolution.

As a result, the wave function of such a BEC can be described by the relation

ψ(x, t) =
ψ
(
Λ−1(t)x, 0

)√
detΛ(t)

exp

{
i

~

[
M

2
xT dΛ

dt
Λ−1(t)x− β(t)

]}
, (2.24)
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where ψ(x, 0) is the initial wave function and Λ(t) is a time-dependent 3 × 3 matrix that governs the

dynamics of the BEC. The scalar phase β(t) =
∫ t

0 dt′ µ/ detΛ(t′) contains the chemical potential µ

of the initial BEC and leads to a global phase shift during the dynamics.

In general Λ(t) is determined by the ordinary differential equation of second order

d2Λ

dt2
+Ω2

scale(t)Λ(t) =
Λ−T(t)Ω2

scale(0)

detΛ(t)
(2.25)

with the initial conditions

Λ(0) = 1 and
dΛ

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

= 0 . (2.26)

Here Ωscale(t) is a 3× 3 matrix containing the time-dependent trap frequencies ωx(t), ωy(t) and ωz(t)

along its diagonal.

Hence, in order to obtain the time evolution of a single BEC within the Thomas-Fermi approximation

one only has to solve Eq. (2.25) for Λ(t) under the initial conditions (2.26) and then substitute the

solution into Eq. (2.24). We emphasize that there exists an exact analytical solution of Eq. (2.25) for

the case of a sudden release from an isotropic harmonic trap [154].

Analytical solutions for multi-species mixtures with equal trap frequencies

Unfortunately, the method described in the previous section breaks down for multi-species mixtures

with different trap frequencies for each species. Introducing individual scaling matrices for the atomic

species does not solve this problem because depending on the trap frequencies the different condensates

evolve with their own expansion rate leading to a deformation of the density distributions due to the

inter-species interaction and thus rendering the ansatz (2.24) pointless. Consequently, in general the

dynamics of multi-species mixtures can only be determined numerically. However, as we will show

later an intermediate scaling can be used to tremendously reduce the computational complexity of the

simulations.

Nevertheless, if the trap frequencies of all atomic species present in the mixture are identical, then the

scaling approach discussed above can straightforwardly be applied. In fact, there are a lot of different

systems available that fulfill this condition. For optically trapped spin mixtures the trap frequencies

are equal for all spin states [8,155], while for mixtures of different isotopes of the same element like
85Rb and 87Rb the trap frequencies are approximately the same [11,125,126]. As we show in chapter 3,

equal trap frequencies can also be realized for a wide range of other mixtures with specifically chosen

monochromatic or bichromatic optical dipole traps.

In all these cases the shape of the ground-state-density distribution is approximately conserved dur-

ing the time evolution, if at most harmonic potentials are applied and the interactions are strong enough
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to justify the Thomas-Fermi approximation. As a result, the wave functions of the individual species α

are determined by

ψα(x, t) =
ψα
(
Λ−1(t)x, 0

)√
detΛ(t)

exp

{
i

~

[
Mα

2
xT dΛ

dt
Λ−1(t)x− βα(t)

]}
(2.27)

with the scalar phase

βα(t) =

t∫
0

dt′
µα

detΛ(t′)
. (2.28)

The scaling matrix Λ(t) is governed by Eq. (2.25) with the initial conditions (2.26) and the trap matrix

Ωscale(t) features the same trap frequencies for all species.

Effective scaling to speed up numerical simulations

In the case of unequal trap frequencies the ideas of the scaling approach discussed so far can be applied

to transform the coupled GP equation (2.2) in such a way that most of the dynamics is included in

the transformation and does not need to be computed numerically. This procedure yields exact results

since the resulting transformed GP equation contains all the remaining contributions that are not taken

into account by the effective scaling. Hence, with this approach the computational effort required to

obtain the time evolution of a multi-species mixture can be reduced drastically.

In order to derive the transformed coupled GP equation, we follow the procedure described in

Ref. [154] for single BECs and introduce the adapted coordinates

ξ = Λ−1(t)x , τ = t , (2.29)

where the adaptive matrix Λ(τ) is the solution of the ordinary differential equation (2.25) with the

initial conditions (2.26). Here the frequencies on the diagonal of Ωscale(τ) not necessarily have to

coincide with the real trap frequencies of one of the atomic species involved, but can rather be chosen

as the average trap frequency so that Λ(τ) describes an effective scaling.

As shown in Ref. [154] if the adaptive matrix Λ(τ) fulfills the differential equation (2.25) then it

also fulfills the so-called irrotationality condition

ΛT(τ)
dΛ

dτ
=

dΛT

dτ
Λ(τ) . (2.30)

When we now apply the ansatz

ψα(x, t) =
ψΛ,α (ξ, τ)√

detΛ(τ)
exp

{
i

~

[
Mα

2
ξT ΛT(τ)

dΛ

dt
ξ − βα(τ)

]}
(2.31)
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to the coupled GP equation (2.2) rewritten in the adapted coordinates (2.29) and require Λ(τ) to fulfill

Eqs. (2.25), (2.26), and (2.30), we arrive at the transformed coupled GP equation

i~
∂

∂τ
ψΛ,α(ξ, τ) =

[
− ~2

2Mα
∇T
ξ Λ
−1(τ)Λ−T(τ)∇ξ

+
1

detΛ(τ)

(
Mα

2
ξTΩ2

scale(0) ξ +
∑
β

gα,β

∣∣∣ψΛ,β(ξ, τ)
∣∣∣2 − µα)

+ Vext,α

(
Λ(τ) ξ, τ

)
− Mα

2
ξTΛT(τ)Ω2

scale(τ)Λ(τ) ξ

]
ψΛ,α(ξ, τ)

(2.32)

for the affinely transformed wave function ψΛ,α (ξ, τ).

Although at first sight Eq. (2.32) might look more involved than the original coupled GP equa-

tion (2.2), in practice it is much easier to solve in many cases since most of the dynamics is included

in the transformation (2.31). In the following we illustrate the benefits of applying Eq. (2.32) with two

examples.

Example 1: Equally, harmonically trapped mixture At first we assume the special case of a

multi-species mixture initially in the ground state deep within the Thomas-Fermi regime trapped by

a time-dependent harmonic potential with equal trap frequencies for all species. In this case the time-

dependent Thomas-Fermi approximation [150,152] allows to neglect the kinetic term on the right-hand

side of the first line of Eq. (2.32). In addition, the kinetic term in the stationary GP equation (2.5) can

also be neglected so that the second line of Eq. (2.32) vanishes, too. Finally, the time dependent poten-

tial Vext,α(Λ(τ) ξ, τ) cancels with the second term in the last line of Eq. (2.32) since they describe the

same trapping potential with opposite sign.

Consequently, the entire right-hand side of Eq. (2.32) is approximately zero and the wave function

ψΛ,α (ξ, τ) stays constant in the adapted coordinates during the entire dynamics. Thus, the time evolu-

tion of the original wave function ψα(x, t) given by Eq. (2.31) reduces to the analytical solution (2.27)

discussed earlier and therefore only requires to solve the ordinary differential equation (2.25) for the

adaptive matrix Λ(τ).

Example 2: Freely expanding mixture In another setup we consider a mixture initially trapped

with different trap frequencies for each species that is suddenly released from the confining potential

and subsequently expands freely. Here no analytical solution exists. If one would attempt to solve the

original GP equation (2.2) numerically in this case, the continuous expansion of the mixture would for

long times require very large spatial grids rendering the simulation quite demanding resource-wise.

However, when solving the transformed GP equation (2.32) with the matrix Ωscale(τ) consisting

of the average trap frequencies of the atomic species, the residual dynamics are typically small and

do not require an increase of the grid size compared with the ground-state. Actually, in the adapted

coordinates (ξ, τ) the dynamics freeze out and ψΛ,α (ξ, τ) obtains a constant state for long expansion
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times. The reason for this behavior lies in the fact that during the free expansionΛ(τ) increases linearly

for long times so that the terms on the right-hand side of the first two lines of Eq. (2.32) approach zero.

In addition, the terms in the third line of Eq. (2.32) vanish during a free expansion. Hence, in the

long-time limit the entire right-hand side of the transformed GP equation (2.32) is zero.

Of course, there are some residual dynamics present during the first stages of the time evolution, but

since already a large portion of the expansion is absorbed by the affine transformation (2.31) the actual

dynamics in the adapted coordinates is small and can be solved with standard numerical approaches.

This method is applied in section 3.2.1 for calculating the expansion dynamics of dual-species BECs

displayed in Fig. 3.3.

In summary, the scaling approach is a valuable tool for determining analytical as well as nu-

merical solutions of the time evolution of multi-species BECs. The examples presented in this section

just highlight some of the possible applications and shine light on the underlying concept that allows

for an efficient description of the BEC dynamics.

2.2. Trapping of neutral atoms

The possibility to cool and confine neutral atoms with external potentials is an essential requirement

for the generation of atomic BECs. In general, there are two independent approaches to achieve this

goal, namely magnetic traps based on static or time-dependent magnetic fields and optical dipole traps

which rely on far off-resonant laser light.

During the race for Bose-Einstein condensation in the 1980s and 1990s the emphasis was on building

appropriate magnetic traps [156–160] accompanied by the development of novel cooling techniques

like laser cooling [161–165] and evaporative cooling [166–168] to reach the condensation temperature.

Soon after the successful realization of Bose-Einstein condensation with such magnetic traps optical

dipole traps were also applied to confine the atoms [155,169] which ultimately lead to the all-optical

creation of BECs [170–172].

In recent years there has been a lot of progress leading to innovative trapping mechanisms both

with magnetic and optical fields that enable a much better control over the experimental conditions.

In particular, the development of atom chips allows for a miniaturization of magnetic traps [173–178]

while the ability to paint nearly arbitrary potentials with spatial modulated laser beams gives rise to

new trapping geometries [179–181].

In this section we briefly recall the basic concepts of magnetic and optical traps and discuss the rele-

vant features required later in this thesis. For magnetic traps we focus on the influence of the quadratic

Zeeman effect on the confinement and shine light on the Breit-Rabi formula used to determine the

correct values for the trapping potentials. In the case of optical dipole traps we discuss Gaussian beam

shapes and the properties of crossed-beam geometries which are widely used in many laboratories.
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2.2.1. Magnetic traps

Magnetic traps have been the workhorse during the early days of Bose-Einstein condensation and are

still intensively used to confine neutral atoms. Thanks to the compact design of atom chips they are

nowadays quite efficient and flexible in their application. In contrast to optical dipole traps magnetic

traps are state-sensitive and can be combined with rf fields to create non-trivial topologies in the form

of double-well, ring or bubble potentials [182–186].

In this section1 we discuss the concept of trapping neutral atoms with static or time-dependent mag-

netic fields. We highlight the differences between the linear and the general Zeeman effect and present

the Breit-Rabi formula which allows for an accurate determination of the magnetic potentials. In this

process we show that even in the mF = 0 hyperfine sublevel atoms experience a weak, spatial de-

pendent potential. The relations derived in this section are the basis for the analysis of atom lasers in

microgravity presented in chapter 5.

The linear Zeeman effect

According to the Zeeman effect external magnetic fields lead to a shift of the potential energy of neutral

atoms. The strength and sign of this energy shift depends on the magnetic moment of the atoms and

thus different magnetic sublevels of the same hyperfine manifold experience different potentials. While

atoms in one sublevel are repelled, the other might feel an attractive potential and can thus be trapped.

At first order the external potential for a given hyperfine sublevel mF is determined by the linear

Zeeman effect [187]

VLZ,mF
(x, t) = mF gF µB|B(x, t)| , (2.33)

where gF is the hyperfine Landé g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton. Based on the sign of the

product mF gF the potential energy of the sublevel mF either grows with increasing magnetic field

strength or it decreases which allows to trap or repel the atoms, respectively.

In most practical cases the magnetic field B(x, t) consists of a large background field that defines

the quantization axis for the hyperfine sublevels and spatial modulations with smaller amplitude that

actually form the trap. Hence, for convenience we split the absolute value of B(x, t) according to the

relation

|B(x, t)| = Bbot +Btrap(x, t) , (2.34)

where Bbot is the magnetic field minimum at the center of the trap and Btrap(x, t) describes the

spatially dependent field.

1The content of this section has already been published by the author in Ref. [92] under the Creative Commons Attribution
3.0 License (CC BY 3.0, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/), where the author was responsible for the concept,
planning, and execution of the scientific study including writing the manuscript of the published article.
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Consequently, the external potential generated by such a magnetic field can also be written as

Vext,mF(x, t) = Vbot,mF
+ Vtrap,mF(x, t) , (2.35)

where Vbot,mF
corresponds to the trap bottom and Vtrap,mF(x, t) determines the geometry of the trap.

This separation of the magnetic field and the resulting potential will be quite advantageous for cal-

culating the energy splitting between different hyperfine sublevels later on.

The general Zeeman effect and the Breit-Rabi formula

The linear Zeeman effect given by Eq. (2.33) predicts a symmetric energy splitting for hyperfine sub-

levels with opposite magnetic quantum number mF. However, even for relatively low magnetic fields

of a few Gauss, the general Zeeman effect [187] leads to an asymmetry between the potential energies

of these states which can be of the order of other relevant energy scales such as the chemical potential

in the context of BECs. Thus, for an accurate description of magnetic potentials and their impact on

the dynamics of ultra-cold quantum gases, these asymmetries have to be taken into account.

In 1931 Breit and Rabi [188] developed a model that analytically describes the regime of inter-

mediate magnetic field strength between the linear Zeeman effect and the Paschen-Back effect [187].

According to the Breit-Rabi formula [187,188] the external potential for an atom in the ground-state

manifold of the D-transition with total electron angular momentum J = 1/2 and total nuclear angular

momentum I subject to a magnetic fieldB(x, t) is given by

VBR,J=1/2,mJ ,I,mI (x, t) =− ∆Ehfs

2(2I + 1)
−mgI µB

∣∣B(x, t)
∣∣

± ∆Ehfs

2

√
1 +

4m

2I + 1
b(x, t) + b2(x, t)

(2.36)

with

b(x, t) =
(gJ − gI)µB

∣∣B(x, t)
∣∣

∆Ehfs
. (2.37)

Here ∆Ehfs = Ahfs(I + 1/2) denotes the hyperfine splitting energy, Ahfs is the zero field hyperfine

constant of the atom and gI and gJ are the nuclear g-factor and the fine structure g-factor, respectively.

In addition, m = mI±mJ , where the plus-minus sign is chosen to coincide with the one in Eq. (2.36).

The dependence of the potential VBR(x, t) on the magnetic-field strength |B(x, t)| and the internal

states of the atoms is displayed in Fig. 2.2 for the exemplary case of the F = 1 and F = 2 ground-state

manifolds of 87Rb. Since gI only plays a minor role in Eq. (2.36) and the value of gJ changes very

little for different alkaline metals the results plotted in Fig. 2.2 are also valid for other isotopes like 7Li,
23Na, and 41K.

Clearly, F is a good quantum number for low magnetic-field strengths |B| � ∆Ehfs / µB and at

first the potential energy depends linearly on |B|, while for stronger magnetic fields higher order con-
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Figure 2.2.: Potential energy VBR as a function of the magnetic field strength |B| for theF =
1 and F = 2 ground-state manifolds of 87Rb as determined by the Breit-Rabi formula (2.36).
For small magnetic field strengths the internal states are grouped with respect to their total
angular momentum F , while for large magnetic fields the system enters the Paschen-Back
regime and the states are grouped according to mJ . For F = 2 (blue) the potential energy
decreases while going from the mF = +2 to the mF = −2 hyperfine sublevel. For F = 1
(red) this ordering is reversed and the potential energy of the mF = −1 state is larger than
for the mF = +1 state. The parameters for this plot are J = 1/2, gJ = 2.002, I = 3/2,
and gI = −0.001 corresponding to the ground state of 87Rb, but also showing the correct
qualitative behavior for other alkali metals like 7Li, 23Na, and 41K.

tributions to the Zeeman effect become important. For even larger magnetic fields |B| > ∆Ehfs / µB

the states are ordered according to the value of mJ corresponding to the Paschen-Back regime and are

again linearly dependent on the magnetic-field strength.

Since throughout this thesis we only consider magnetic traps for bosonic alkali metals like 87Rb in

the F = 1 ground-state hyperfine manifold which feature the quantum numbers J = 1/2 and I = 3/2,

we can simplify Eq. (2.36) by taking the negative sign in front of the last term of Eq. (2.36) and by

identifying m = mF which for small magnetic field strengths is a good quantum number as shown in

Fig. 2.2. As a result, we obtain the magnetic potential

VBR,mF
(x, t) = −Ahfs

4
−mF gI µB

∣∣B(x, t)
∣∣−Ahfs

√
1 +mF b(x, t) + b2(x, t) (2.38)

which accurately describes the energy splitting for the hyperfine sublevels mF = −1, 0, and +1.

The necessity of using the Breit-Rabi formula will become apparent in section 5.2 when we discuss

quantitatively the space atom laser and evaluate the relevant quantities such as the chemical potential

of the initial BEC and the transition frequencies.
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Special properties of the mF = 0 hyperfine sublevel

According to Eq. (2.38) the external potential for the mF = 0 hyperfine state does depend on the

magnetic field B(x, t) through the quantity b(x, t), defined in Eq. (2.37), and can thus vary in space.

For small magnetic fields, that is b2(x, t) � 1, one can expand the square root in Eq. (2.38) around 1

which yields the potential

VBR,0(x, t) = −5Ahfs

4
− Ahfs b

2(x, t)

2
+O

(
b4(x, t)

)
. (2.39)

By applying Eqs. (2.37) and (2.34) one can cast Eq. (2.39) into the form

VBR,0(x, t) =− 5Ahfs

4
−

(gJ − gI)2 µ2
B

8Ahfs

[
B2

bot + 2BbotBtrap(x, t) +B2
trap(x, t)

]
+O

(
|B(x, t)|4

)
.

(2.40)

Hence, when we split Eq. (2.40) according to Eq. (2.35), the spatial-dependent potential for themF = 0

state is given up to first order in Btrap(x, t) by

Vtrap,0(x, t) ≈ −
(gJ − gI)2 µ2

B

4Ahfs
BbotBtrap(x, t) . (2.41)

Since the prefactor in Eq. (2.41) is negative, atoms in the F = 1,mF = 0 hyperfine state are subject to

a small anti-trapping potential for increasing magnetic field strength.

In order to compare the potentials for the mF = 0 and the mF = −1 hyperfine state one can

analogously derive a relation for mF = −1, which basically gives rise to Eq. (2.33) for the linear

Zeeman effect

Vtrap,−1(x, t) ≈ −gF µBBtrap(x, t) . (2.42)

For the F = 1 ground-state manifold of 87Rb gF = −1/2 and therefore the mF = −1 sublevel can be

trapped with typical magnetic-field configurations [177,178] while the mF = +1 sublevel is subject to

an anti-trapping potential.

Finally, combining Eqs. (2.41) and (2.42) yields the proportionality

Vtrap,0(x, t) ≈ −(gJ − gI)2 µB

4 |gF |Ahfs
Bbot Vtrap,−1(x, t) (2.43)

between the two potentials. Hence, atoms in the mF = 0 state feel a small repulsive potential, which

is proportional to −Vtrap,−1(x, t).
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The asymmetry of the external potentials caused by the general Zeeman effect also manifests itself

in the energy difference

∆E−1,0;0,+1(x, t) = Vext,−1(x, t) + Vext,+1(x, t)− 2Vext,0(x, t) . (2.44)

If one considers only the linear Zeeman effect (2.33) the quantity ∆E−1,0;0,+1 = 0. However, when

taking into account the Breit-Rabi formula (2.38) one obtains the relation

∆E−1,0;0,+1(x, t) = Ahfs

[
2
√

1 + b2(x, t)−
√

1− b(x, t) + b2(x, t)−
√

1 + b(x, t) + b2(x, t)
]

≥ 0 . (2.45)

The inequality can be easily verified by comparing the square of the first term with the square of the

sum of the second and third term within the square brackets in Eq. (2.45). In summary, there is indeed

an asymmetry of the energy splitting so that the energy difference between the sublevelsmF = −1 and

mF = 0 is always larger compared to the difference between the mF = 0 and mF = +1 sublevels.

We will make use of this relation and the other results derived in this section in the context of the space

atom laser discussed in chapter 5.

2.2.2. Optical dipole traps

Optical dipole traps are an alternative scheme for trapping neutral atoms complementary to the mag-

netic confinement discussed in the previous section. In particular, optical dipole traps can be combined

with magnetic traps, even chip based ones, to generate nearly arbitrary trapping geometries. However,

with pure optical traps the magnetic background field can be changed granting access to Feshbach res-

onances that can be used to tune the interaction strength between the atoms as described in section 2.3.

In the following we present the basic equations describing optical dipole potentials, discuss the

intensity distribution of Gaussian beams typically used for optical dipole traps and consider the case of

a crossed-beam trap as a standard example.

General principle

Neutral atoms experience a potential shift when being subject to external light fields that are off reso-

nant from the atomic transitions, the so-called ac Stark shift. Depending on the detuning of the light

source with respect to the atomic transition frequency the resulting optical dipole force repels or attracts

the atoms and thus can be used to build barriers or traps for neutral atoms [169,189,190].

A linearly polarized, monochromatic laser field of intensity IL(x, t) and with the laser frequency

ωL = 2πc/λL generates the optical dipole potential [190]

VOD,α,L(x, t) =
πc2

2

∑
j

fα,0j
ω3
α,0j

(
Γα,0j

ωL − ωα,0j
− Γα,0j
ωL + ωα,0j

) IL(x, t) (2.46)
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for atoms of species α. Here ωα,0j is the transition frequency from the ground state to the excited state

labeled j with the natural linewidth Γα,0j and the degeneracy factor fα,0j = (2Jj + 1)/(2J0 + 1),

where J0 and Jj are the quantum numbers for the total angular momentum of the ground and the

excited state, respectively. We emphasize that Eq. (2.46) is only valid far away from the resonances,

where |ωL − ωα,0j | � Γα,0j . In addition, the dipole approximation [190] must hold true, namely that

the size of the atom is much smaller than the wavelength of the laser λL, which can safely be assumed

to be the case for lasers operating in the optical regime.

In the case of alkali metals which are commonly used in atomic physics, the relevant transitions for

most applications are the D1 and D2 lines and Eq. (2.46) reduces to

VOD,α,L(x, t) =
πc2

2

[
1

ω3
α,D1

(
Γα,D1

ωL − ωα,D1
−

Γα,D1

ωL + ωα,D1

)

+
2

ω3
α,D2

(
Γα,D2

ωL − ωα,D2
−

Γα,D2

ωL + ωα,D2

)]
IL(x, t)

(2.47)

=
~
8
καL IL(x, t) , (2.48)

where ωα,D1 and ωα,D2 are the atomic D1- and D2-transition frequencies with the linewidths Γα,D1

and Γα,D2, respectively. Here we have introduced the abbreviation

καL =
1

3

[
κα,D1
L + 2κα,D2

L

]
, (2.49)

where

κα,DL =
12πc2

~ω3
α,D

(
Γα,D

ωL − ωα,D
−

Γα,D
ωL + ωα,D

)
(2.50)

with D = D1,D2.

Whether the potential (2.47) is attractive or repulsive depends on the sign of the detuning

∆α,D
L = ωL − ωα,D (2.51)

between the laser L and the D-lines of species α.

If the detuning ∆α,D
L < 0, then VOD,α,L(x, t) ≤ 0 and the potential is attractive so that the atoms of

species α are strong-field seekers with respect to the red detuned laser L. Hence, at the focus point of

a single or multiple red detuned laser beams α-atoms can be confined. This method is typically used

for optically trapping ultra-cold atoms.

For a blue detuned laser we find ∆α,D
L > 0 and obtain VOD,α,L(x, t) ≥ 0 which corresponds to a

repulsive potential. In this case the atoms of species α are weak-field seekers and are repelled from the

barrier generated by the laser L. By fully enclosing atoms with blue detuned light a box potential that
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confines the atoms can be created [191,192]. With this method large-volume traps can in principle be

realized allowing the study of homogeneous quantum gases.

Although off-resonant light is used to trap the atoms, there is still a non-vanishing probability that

an atom is excited by the laser and experiences a recoil kick that heats the atom cloud or even leads to

atom losses from the trap. The scattering rate

ΓOD,α,L(x, t) =
πc2 ω3

L

6~

[
1

ω3
α,D1

(
Γα,D1

ωL − ωα,D1
−

Γα,D1

ωL + ωα,D1

)

+
2

ω3
α,D2

(
Γα,D2

ωL − ωα,D2
−

Γα,D2

ωL + ωα,D2

)]2

IL(x, t)

(2.52)

=
~ω3

L

96πc2

[
καL

]2
IL(x, t) (2.53)

quantifies the frequency of such scattering events [190]. Clearly, the scattering rate decreases for a

growing detuning |ωL − ωα,D| and is minimal far away from the atomic resonances. Hence, to avoid

heating and atom losses far detuned lasers are typically used to generate optical dipole traps.

Gaussian beam profiles

According to Eq. (2.48) the shape of an optical dipole potential is determined by the detuning and

the intensity of the laser beam IL(x, t). In the context of red detuned optical dipole traps typically

Gaussian beams are used to generate the trapping potential since their intensity distribution is nearly

harmonic close to the maximum and therefore offers convenient experimental properties.

The intensity of a Gaussian laser beam Lj pointing along the xj-axis is given by the relation [169]

ILj (x, t) =
2PLj (t)

πw2
Lj

(1 + x2
j/R

2
Lj

)
exp

[
−

2(x2 − x2
j )

w2
Lj

(1 + x2
j/R

2
Lj

)

]
(2.54)

≈
2PLj (t)

πw2
Lj

[
1−

2(x2 − x2
j )

w2
Lj

]
, (2.55)

where PLj is the beam power, wLj is the beam waist radius, and RLj = πw2
Lj
/λLj is the Rayleigh

range. In the second line we have expanded the intensity into a Taylor series up to first order in x2

around x = 0. This approximation is valid for |x| � RLj and |x| � wLj .
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In the case of three orthogonal laser beams pointing along the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively, and

with identical laser frequencies we find the total laser intensity

IL(x, t) =
3∑
j=1

ILj (x, t)

≈ 2

π

(
PL1(t)

w2
L1

+
PL2(t)

w2
L2

+
PL3(t)

w2
L3

)
(2.56)

− 4

π

[(
PL2(t)

w4
L2

+
PL3(t)

w4
L3

)
x2 +

(
PL1(t)

w4
L1

+
PL3(t)

w4
L3

)
y2 +

(
PL1(t)

w4
L1

+
PL2(t)

w4
L2

)
z2

]

with the individual laser powers PLj and the beam waists wLj .

In principle interference between different laser beams can lead to modulations of the total laser

intensity (2.56) and consequently to changes of the optical potential. However, by choosing appropriate

orthogonal polarizations for all beams the occurrence of such interference effects can be prevented.

Crossed optical dipole trap

Of particular experimental relevance is the crossed optical dipole trap that consists of two identical,

red detuned, orthogonal beams enabling a stable three dimensional confinement for neutral atoms. The

intensity distribution of such a crossed-beam geometry in the x-y-plane is given by the expression

ICODT,L(x, t) ≈ 4PL(t)

πw4
L

(
w2
L − x2 − y2 − 2z2

)
(2.57)

which can be derived by inserting PL1 = PL2 = PL, PL3 = 0, and wL1 = wL2 = wL into the more

general setup (2.56).

When applying the intensity (2.57) to Eq. (2.48) and considering red detuned lasers where καL < 0

one obtains the potential

VCODT,α,L(x, t) ≈ −
~PL(t)καL

2π w4
L

(
x2 + y2 + 2z2 − w2

L

)
(2.58)

= VCODT,α,L(0, t) +
Mα

2

(
ω2
x,α,L(t)x2 + ω2

y,α,L(t) y2 + ω2
z,α,L(t) z2

)
(2.59)

for a crossed optical dipole trap in the harmonic approximation. Here Mα is the mass of a single atom

and the trap frequencies are given by

ωx,α,L(t) = ωy,α,L(t) =
ωz,α,L(t)√

2
=

(
−~PL(t)

π w4
L

καL
Mα

) 1
2

. (2.60)

The trap frequencies (2.60) display the characteristic pancake shape of the equipotential surfaces of the

crossed optical dipole trap (2.59), where the slope of the potential is steeper along the axis perpendic-
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ular to the beam plane. This behavior is contrary to magnetic traps which typically feature elongated

cigar-shaped trapping potentials.

2.3. Interaction control

As already discussed in section 2.1.2 interactions play an important role for experiments with ultra-cold

quantum-gas mixtures because the shape of a multi-species BEC crucially depends on the values of the

different interaction strengths involved. In addition, also the expansion dynamics is governed by the

repulsive or attractive forces between the atoms. Therefore, the ability to change specific interaction

strengths opens up new possibilities for BEC experiments.

According to the GP equation (2.2) there are two main mechanisms to alter the interaction strength

for a given mixture: (i) either the absolute or relative number of particles can be modified or (ii) the

s-wave scattering lengths can be tuned with the help of Feshbach resonances. Both approaches have

their merits and drawbacks and will be discussed in this section.

2.3.1. Particle numbers

Since the interaction potential (2.3) scales with the particle density, changing the number of particles

Nα of a given condensate α allows to modify the intra- as well as inter-species interaction strengths.

Although it is in principle straightforward to reduce the number of condensed atoms by resonantly

outcoupling them with rf fields, microwave sources or laser pulses, it is in contrast an extremely chal-

lenging task to dynamically replenish an already existing BEC [193–196]. Consequently, the idea

of utilizing different absolute or relative particle numbers to adjust the interaction strengths of BEC

mixtures is in most cases limited to preparing an appropriate initial state.

As shown in Fig. 2.3 a change of the relative number of particles in a dual-species BEC not only

leads to different particle densities for the respective species but also to a modification of the shape of

both condensates due to the modified inter-species interaction strength. In this way different particle

numbers can be used as a resource to create the favored ground-state-density distribution.

However, as a consequence of the symmetry of the interaction term of the coupled GP equation (2.2)

the conditions for different ground-state scenarios discussed in section 2.1.2 do not depend on the

relative particle numbers as long as the interactions are strong enough so that the Thomas-Fermi ap-

proximation is well fulfilled. Hence, the dual-species mixture displayed in Fig. 2.3 preserves its shell

structure even if the relative number of particles is changed by a factor of 25.

In summary, the method of changing the relative particle number cannot be used as a universal tool

to create arbitrary density distributions, but in contrast to Feshbach resonances, which are discussed in

the next section, it is not limited to optical traps either. Nevertheless, in situations where the effect of

a small impurity on a large condensate is studied this concept can help in generating the desired initial

state for the experiment and thus allows to control the interactions.
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Figure 2.3.: Influence of a changing relative particle numberNK/NRb on the non-integrated
ground-state-density distribution of a dual-species BEC made of 41K and 87Rb atoms based
on the scenario displayed in Fig. 2.1.g). For a small relative particle number (a) the shape of
the inner species resembles the parabolic shape of a single BEC while for growing relative
particle number (b-c) not only the density of the outer species increases but also the shape
of the inner species is altered due to the stronger interaction between both species. The
number of particles for rubidium is NRb = 105 and the inter-species interaction constant is
ḡ0,K,Rb = 2.0 · 10−2 while all other parameters are equal to those used in Fig. 2.1.

2.3.2. Feshbach resonances

A common way of changing the interaction strength for ultra-cold quantum gases is the use of so-

called Feshbach resonances [42,43], which allow to tune the s-wave scattering length of the atoms

by applying suitable offset magnetic fields. Such resonances have been predicted for a wide range of

isotopes [197–201] and have been studied for ultra-cold atoms [202–204] soon after the first realization

of Bose-Einstein condensation. Feshbach resonances are also particularly important for ultra-cold

mixtures of different atomic species [10,11,205–210] since they allow to selectively tune the inter-

species interaction strength to realize different ground-state configurations and dynamical regimes.

The basic mechanism of Feshbach resonances relies on the resonant coupling of a quasibound molec-

ular state to the free state of the colliding atoms. This interplay between the bound and the free state

strongly affects the collisional properties of the two atoms and leads to a change of the s-wave scat-

tering length a. However, the energies of these states are very sensitive to the external magnetic field

through the Zeeman effect, discussed in section 2.2.1, and thus coincide only for distinct magnetic-field

strengths. As a consequence, the s-wave scattering length can only be tuned close to such a resonance

and is rather constant otherwise following the relation [26,199]

a(B) = abg

(
1− ∆B

B −B0

)
. (2.61)

Here abg is the background scattering length, B0 the resonance position, and ∆B the width of the

resonance.
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Figure 2.4.: Inter-species s-wave scattering length of a dual-species mixture of 41K and 87Rb
as a function of the magnetic-field strength B close to two Feshbach resonances determined
by Eq. (2.62). Positive values of aK41,Rb87 correspond to a repulsive interaction and negative
values to an attractive interaction between the two species. The broad resonance at 39.4 G
allows to utilize very strong interactions while in the vicinity of the narrow resonance at
78.9 G smaller interaction strengths can be adjusted precisely. At magnetic fields of 70.4 G
and 83.7 G the scattering length crosses zero and a non-interacting mixture can be realized.

If the separation between multiple resonances is of the same order than their individual widths, they

overlap and have to be treated together. In this case Eq. (2.61) can be generalized as

a(B) = abg

(
1−

∑
k

∆Bk
B −B0,k

)
, (2.62)

where abg corresponds to the background scattering length with respect to the whole set of Feshbach

resonances under consideration. In Fig. 2.4 the effect of two such Feshbach resonances on the inter-

species scattering length of a mixture of 41K and 87Rb [10,209–212] is shown.

The combination of a broad and a narrow resonance as displayed in Fig. 2.4 enables the realization

of large as well as small scattering lengths with high precision. In addition, the zero crossings of

the scattering length allow to generate a mixture with vanishing interaction between the two species.

The combination of these Feshbach resonances together with the fact that the intra-species scattering

lengths for 41K and 87Rb are both positive for the applied magnetic-field strengths [213,214] (aK41 =

60 a0 and aRb87 = 100 a0), make this mixture an ideal candidate for studying interaction phenomena

in dual-species BECs. In particular, the above mentioned scattering properties allow the realization of

all possible ground-state configurations displayed in Fig. 2.1 and can also be used to appropriately tune

the interaction during the dynamics as for instance required in chapter 4.
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We emphasize that Feshbach resonances are most useful in combination with optical trapping tech-

niques since according to Eq. (2.61) close to a resonance the interaction strength strongly changes with

the magnetic field and therefore magnetic traps would cause a spatially dependent interaction strength.

2.4. Internal state coupling

In the field of ultra-cold quantum physics the ability to transfer atoms from one internal state to an-

other one is an important experimental tool and is exploited in many different applications including

evaporative cooling [166–168], atom lasers [53–56], and atom interferometry [16–18]. Furthermore,

the concept of driving transitions between internal states of atoms and molecules is also heavily used

for diagnostics in solid-state physics, chemistry, and medicine [215]. The frequencies of the electro-

magnetic waves needed to drive these transitions strongly depend on the specific application and span

the whole spectrum from rf fields to x-rays.

In this section we focus on magnetic dipole transitions with rf and microwave fields which are needed

to describe atom lasers in chapter 5. We specify the coupling term of the GP equation (2.2) introduced

in section 2.1.1 and discuss which transitions are allowed due to the corresponding selection rules.

2.4.1. Radio-frequency fields

As discussed in section 2.2.1 a constant magnetic field B0 serves as a quantization axis for the mag-

netic moment of an atom and leads to a sublevel-dependent energy shift according to the Breit-Rabi

formula (2.36). Figure 2.2 shows this energy splitting for the case of the F = 1 and F = 2 ground-state

manifolds of 87Rb.

Oscillating magnetic fields can drive magnetic dipole transitions between these states following the

selection rules [187]

∆mF = 0 for ∆F = ±1 (σ-components, perpendicular toB0) , (2.63)

∆mF = ±1 for ∆F = 0,±1 (π-components, parallel toB0) (2.64)

valid in the presence of weak magnetic fields. Here σ corresponds to fields circularly polarized in the

direction ofB0 while π labels fields which are polarized parallel toB0.

For small magnetic field strengths of a few Gauss, transitions between neighboring mF states within

a single hyperfine manifold (∆F = 0) require frequencies of the order of a few MHz, as can be seen in

Eq. (2.36), while for transitions between different hyperfine manifolds (∆F = ±1) frequencies of the

order of a few GHz are needed. The former fall into the range of rf fields while the latter correspond to

microwave fields.

According to Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64) rf fields can only couple sublevels with ∆mF = ±1 and have to

be polarized parallel to the magnetic field B0. In Fig. 2.5 the allowed rf transitions are illustrated for

the three mF states of the F = 1 ground-state manifold of an atom with nuclear spin I = 3/2.
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E

mF = +1

mF = 0

mF = −1

Figure 2.5.: Allowed rf transitions between the different hyperfine sublevels of the F = 1
manifold of a 2S1/2 state with nuclear spin I = 3/2 (e.g. the ground state of 87Rb) in the
presence of an external magnetic field B0. Due to the selection rules for magnetic dipole
transitions given by Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64), only rf fields polarized parallel to the magnetic
fieldB0 can couple neighboring magnetic sublevels directly as indicated by the blue arrows.

Based on these selection rules the coupling term of the GP equation (2.2) can be written as

Hcoup,mF,mF
′(x, t) = −µ ·Brf(t)

(
δmF,mF

′+1 + δmF,mF
′−1

)
(2.65)

in the case of rf transitions [145]. Here the magnetic moment of the atom is denoted by µ, Brf(t) is

the oscillating rf field, and δmF,mF
′ is the Kronecker delta. Note that for clarity we have replaced the

index α with mF throughout this section.

By choosing the rf field

Brf(t) = Brf cos (ωrf t) erf (2.66)

with erf ‖ B0 and inserting this expression into Eq. (2.65), we obtain the coupling term

Hcoup,mF,mF
′(x, t) = ~Ωrf cos (ωrf t)

(
δmF,mF

′+1 + δmF,mF
′−1

)
(2.67)

with the Rabi frequency

Ωrf =
|gF|µBBrf

~
. (2.68)

The rf field (2.66) can for instance be generated by applying an rf signal to a ring coil which is oriented

such that the normal vector of the ring is perpendicular to the magnetic fieldB0 [56].

Since at first order the energy splitting of the hyperfine sublevels due to the Zeeman effect is linear as

discussed in section 2.2.1 and also illustrated in Fig. 2.5 a single rf frequency is approximately resonant

to all allowed transitions between the mF states of one hyperfine manifold. By working with larger

magnetic fields B0 and smaller Rabi frequencies Ωrf , this effect can be reduced and a more selective

coupling can be realized as discussed in more detail in chapter 5.
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2.4.2. Microwave fields

Microwave fields are used to couple magnetic sublevels of different hyperfine manifolds and can drive

transitions with ∆mF = 0 as well as ∆mF = ±1 according to the selection rules (2.63) and (2.64).

A schematic overview of the allowed microwave transitions for the F = 1 and F = 2 ground-state

manifolds of an atom with nuclear spin I = 3/2 is given in Fig. 2.6.

E

F = 2

F = 1

mF = −2 −1 0 +1 +2

Figure 2.6.: Allowed microwave transitions between the hyperfine manifolds with total an-
gular momentum F = 1 and F = 2 for a 2S1/2 state with nuclear spin I = 3/2 (e.g. the
ground state of 87Rb) in the presence of an external magnetic field B0. The allowed transi-
tions are determined by the selection rules for magnetic dipole transitions (2.63) and (2.64).
The blue arrows show microwave fields polarized parallel to the magnetic fieldB0 that cou-
ple states with ∆mF = ±1 while the red arrows indicate circular polarized fields that couple
states with ∆mF = 0.

Clearly, the structure of possible magnetic dipole transitions in the microwave regime is richer com-

pared to the rf regime. In particular, not only parallel polarized fields can be utilized but also circular

polarized ones. Moreover, the energy spacings between different states are not the same. For a given

state each allowed transition requires a unique frequency so that the selective coupling of only two

states can be realized with ease.

The coupling term describing microwave transitions can be derived in analogy to section 2.4.1.

However, as discussed above, in most cases it is sufficient to consider an effective two-level system

including only the states which are near-resonantly coupled.
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CHAPTER 3

NOVEL PROSPECTS FOR OPTICAL DIPOLE TRAPS

trap
beam

trap
beam

In recent years optical dipole traps have benefited from intensive developments aiming for the real-

ization of almost arbitrary trapping geometries [179–181]. With these innovative schemes it is even

possible to generate time-dependent toroidal or box-shaped traps with ease giving rise to completely

new research areas that exploit these non-standard topologies [216–219].

However, for experiments with ultra-cold atoms not only the shape of the laser beam is important,

but also its color. For a single atomic species the laser is either blue or red detuned with respect to the

atomic transition lines leading to a repulsive or attractive potential, respectively. The strength of this

optical potential can then be adjusted by tuning the laser intensity accordingly.

In case of dual-species mixtures this situation is more involved. Here the choice of the laser wave-

length determines the relative strength of the trapping potentials for the two species. Changing the

intensity of the laser does not alter this relation, but scales both potentials with a common factor. This

dependency limits the parameter space that can be explored with quantum gas mixtures and for ex-

ample restricts the ground-state configurations [44–51,148,149] that can be realized with a specific

experimental setup.

Nevertheless, for a given dual-species mixture there also exist characteristic wavelengths which

feature special properties for the optical potentials. In particular, tune-out wavelengths [220,221] that

are defined by having no effect on one of the two species while still generating a potential for the

other one have been applied in various experiments to address one species individually [209,222–

226]. Moreover, as discussed by Safronova and co-workers [93] in the context of molecule formation

in Bose-Fermi mixtures [227], it is even possible to generate equal trap frequencies with a single

laser wavelength for a wide range of isotope combinations. We show in this chapter that this method

allows to overcome the differential gravitational sag for quantum gas mixtures and offers also striking

advantages for atomic lensing and the expansion dynamics of dual-species BECs.
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Clearly, the drawback of using a single laser wavelength is the poor tunability of the setup. For each

ratio of the trap frequencies that should be realized a new laser source has to be implemented which

from an experimental point of view is rather unpractical.

To overcome this limitation one can for example use two instead of one wavelength to generate

the optical dipole potentials for the atoms. Such a bichromatic setup consists of two sets of lasers

with individually controllable wavelength and laser power. This approach allows to tune the trapping

potentials for the different species while still enabling the use of Feshbach resonances. With this

method nearly arbitrary ratios of the trapping potentials can be achieved including tune-out scenarios

and equal trap frequencies.

The benefits of this approach have first been highlighted by Onofrio and Presilla [94–96] for

Bose-Fermi mixtures, where large ratios of the trap frequencies can be used to achieve deep Fermi

degeneracy through sympathetic cooling. In recent years bichromatic traps operating in the tune-out

scheme have been applied to generate individual potentials for one of the two species [228–230].

Furthermore, the ability to selectively control the strength of the potentials has been exploited to adjust

the gravitational sag for a mixture of 6Li and 133Cs [231,232].

In this chapter we explore novel applications for species-selective potentials generated by monochro-

matic and bichromatic setups. We start in section 3.1 by deriving the conditions for tune-out

wavelengths and equal trap frequencies for dual-species mixtures with both approaches.

The possibility to achieve equal trap frequencies for dual-species BECs with different methods con-

stitutes a very promising tool for ground-based experiments and microgravity environments alike. Not

only the differential gravitational sag can be overcome, but also atomic lensing can be improved sub-

stantially because both species react equally on the lensing potential. These properties are discussed in

detail in section 3.2 together with an analysis of the heating rate and the alignment requirements that

have to be taken into account for an experimental realization of equal trap frequencies. We conclude

this section with an overview of suitable isotope combinations for which equal trap frequencies can be

generated either with monochromatic or with bichromatic setups.

In section 3.3 we present novel applications for species-selective tune-out schemes, where one

species is trapped while the second species effectively does not feel any external potential at all. In

combination with Feshbach resonances such a setup can be used to keep the second species confined

only through the attractive interaction between the two species. Alternatively, a potential wall gener-

ated by repulsive interactions can also be applied to trap atoms by atoms. In addition to these tune-out

scenarios we discuss how the trap frequencies can be changed for one species while being constant for

the other.

Finally, in section 3.4 we summarize the results of this chapter and highlight how they can affect

future experiments. Throughout this chapter we exemplarily focus on mixtures of 41K and 87Rb, but

the presented concepts can be straightforwardly applied to many different combinations of isotopes.
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3.1. Comparison of monochromatic and bichromatic potentials

In order to obtain an overview of the different approaches to optically confine dual-species BECs, we

compare in this section the optical dipole potentials that can be generated either with monochromatic

or bichromatic setups. In particular, we discuss the existence of special sets of parameters that allow to

trap both species individually or with equal trap frequencies, respectively.

3.1.1. Role of the laser wavelength

As discussed in section 2.2.2 the optical dipole potential VOD,α,L(x, t) of a single laser labeled by the

subscript L with the wavelength λL = 2πc/ωL and the intensity IL(x, t) acting on atoms of species α

is determined by Eq. (2.48) which reads

VOD,α,L(x, t) =
~
8
καL IL(x, t) . (3.1)

Here the term καL is defined by Eq. (2.49) and depends on the optical transition frequencies of the atoms

as well as on the laser wavelength. Hence, for a monochromatic setup the potential can be adjusted by

changing either the intensity or the wavelength of the laser whereas the latter is much harder to realize

in the laboratory.

In contrast, a bichromatic setup can be realized by combining the optical potentials of two lasers

with different wavelengths and individually tuneable intensities. According to Eq. (2.48) the resulting

bichromatic optical dipole potential is thus given by

VBOD,α(x, t) = VOD,α,LI
(x, t) + VOD,α,LII

(x, t)

=
~
8

[
καLI

ILI
(x, t) + καLII

ILII
(x, t)

]
,

(3.2)

where the subscripts LI and LII label the two lasers with wavelengths λLI
and λLII

, respectively.

Clearly, by doubling the experimentally accessible parameters bichromatic setups are in principle much

more flexible than monochromatic ones.

Figure 3.1 shows the dependence of the optical dipole potentials (3.1) and (3.2) on the laser wave-

length λL for 41K and 87Rb. In the monochromatic case the potentials only depend on the atomic

properties of the two species [233,234] and on the laser wavelength, but are independent of the laser

intensity or geometry. In the bichromatic case the ratio of the laser intensities is relevant and was cho-

sen to be ILI
/ILII

= 0.2 with the wavelengths λLI
= λL and λLII

= 1064 nm. The second wavelength

is constant and red-detuned to the transition lines of both atomic species and can be generated with a

standard Nd:YAG laser which is a typical choice for red-detuned lasers in many laboratories.

We emphasize that in Fig. 3.1 we have not plotted the bare potential but the ratio of the potential and

the mass of a single atom which in case of a harmonic confinement corresponds to the square of the

trap frequencies and is therefore an appropriate measure for the trapping capabilities of the different

methods compared in this section.
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Figure 3.1.: Optical dipole potentials divided by the atom mass Mα as a function of the
laser wavelength λL for 41K (blue) and 87Rb (red) for (a) a monochromatic setup and (b) a
bichromatic setup. In the bichromatic case the wavelength of the first laser is varied while
the second laser has the constant wavelength λLII

= 1064 nm and the ratio of the intensities
of both lasers is ILI

/ILII
= 0.2. Positive values correspond to a repulsive potential while

negative values correspond to attractive potentials. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
wavelengths of the D1- and D2-transition lines while the red and blue dots correspond to
the tune-out wavelength for each species, respectively. The green dots show wavelengths
for which the potentials divided by the masses are equal for both species which in the case
of harmonic confinement corresponds to equal trap frequencies. In the bichromatic case a
second tune-out wavelength for each species as well as a fourth wavelength for equal trap
frequencies appears blue detuned to the D-lines of 41K. Other than that both setups show a
similar dependence of the optical potentials.
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Naturally, for a monochromatic setup the potentials are repulsive for a blue detuned laser and attrac-

tive for a red detuned laser as displayed in Fig. 3.1.a). Moreover, for specific values of λL the potentials

are zero giving rise to tune-out possibilities, while for other values the trap frequencies of both species

even coincide. These two special cases are discussed in more detail in the next sections.

By comparing Figs. 3.1.a) and 3.1.b) one finds that the potentials qualitatively agree very well for

wavelengths close to the transition lines. This behavior can be explained by the fact that the influence

of the far red-detuned laser LII on the bichromatic potential VBOD,α is negligible if λLI
is close to a

resonance and thus VBOD,α effectively reduces to the monochromatic potential (3.1).

However, for larger detunings there are fundamental differences between monochromatic and

bichromatic optical dipole potentials. As shown in Fig. 3.1.b) the combination of a red and a blue

detuned laser gives rise to an additional zero-crossing for each species and an additional possibility to

achieve equal trap frequencies. This range of the spectrum is particularly interesting since the positions

of these special points strongly depend on the ratio of the laser intensities and can therefore be shifted

far away from the atomic resonance which leads to suppressed heating and decreased losses of atoms.

3.1.2. Tune-out conditions

As shown in Fig. 3.1 there exist special wavelengths for which the optical potential for a single atomic

species is zero, while the other species still experiences a non-vanishing potential. These so-called

tune-out wavelengths can for instance be used to selectively apply beam-splitter or mirror pulses in

atom interferometers including species-selective lattice launches [235]. Furthermore, a setup operating

in the tune-out regime can create an additional confinement for one species while not affecting the

other one which allows to shape the trapping potential individually [209,220–226].

In the following we derive the tune-out conditions for monochromatic and bichromatic potentials

while novel applications for these kind of potentials are discussed in section 3.3.

Monochromatic case

In the monochromatic case the optical dipole potential (3.1) switches from an attractive to a repulsive

behavior in between the resonance lines. Consequently, for each species α there exists at least one

tune-out wavelength λ0,α for which the optical dipole potential

VOD,α,L(x, t) = 0 . (3.3)

According to Eq. (3.1) the zeros of the potential VOD,α,L(x, t) are found by solving the relation

καL = 0 , (3.4)

where καL is given by Eq. (2.49) and depends on the wavelength of the laser and the optical parameters

of the atomic species.
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Table 3.1.: Characteristic wavelengths for monochromatic optical dipole potentials for 41K
and 87Rb. The wavelengths for the D1- and D2-transition lines [233,234] as well as the tune-
out wavelengths only depend on a single atomic species while the wavelengths for equal trap
frequencies are determined by both species collectively.

41K 87Rb

D1 line λD1,α / nm 770.108 794.979

D2 line λD2,α / nm 766.700 780.241

Tune-out λ0,α / nm 768.970 790.027

Equal frequencies λeq,1 / nm 769.061

λeq,2 / nm 784.624

λeq,3 / nm 808.240

The numeric values of the tune-out wavelengths of 41K and 87Rb determined by Eq. (3.4) together

with the values of the D1- and D2-transition lines from Refs. [233,234] are listed in Tab. 3.1. Sim-

ilar calculations were performed in Refs. [220,221] and recent measurements of the tune-out wave-

lengths [236,237] are in good agreement with the presented results.

The tune-out wavelengths λ0,α given in Tab. 3.1 are also marked with blue and red dots in Fig. 3.1.a)

for both species, respectively.

Bichromatic case

Analogously, in the bichromatic case we require

VBOD,α(x, t) = 0 (3.5)

in order to realize a species-selective tune-out. By inserting the potential (3.2) into Eq. (3.5) we obtain

the condition

ILI

ILII

= −
καLII

καLI

(3.6)

which in addition to the laser wavelengths included in the terms καLI
and καLII

also involves the ratio of

the laser intensities.

Physically reasonable solutions to Eq. (3.6) exist only, if the right-hand side is positive. Hence, if

λLII
is considered to be far red-detuned and constant, then according to Eq. (2.49) καLII

is negative.

Consequently, καLI
needs to be positive which is the case if

λLI
< min

(
λD1,α, λD2,α

)
or (3.7)

λ0,α < λLI
< max

(
λD1,α, λD2,α

)
, (3.8)
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where λ0,α is the monochromatic tune-out wavelength determined by Eq. (3.4).

Indeed, there are two distinct regimes that allow to selectively tune-out the potential for each species

which are marked by the blue and red dots in Fig. 3.1.b). Here in particular condition (3.7) is relevant

for experiments since it enables the use of far off-resonant light leading to relatively low scattering

rates.

3.1.3. Equal trap frequencies

Apart from the species-selective tune-out scenarios optical dipole traps offer another unique method of

trapping dual-species quantum gases, namely the possibility to achieve equal trap frequencies for both

species. Not only does the differential gravitational sag between the two species vanish in this case

but also the expansion dynamics and the effect of atomic lensing are identical for both species. While

in this section we focus on deriving the basic conditions under which equal trap frequencies can be

realized, section 3.2 is dedicated to a detailed analysis of the benefits and challenges that come along

with this kind of potentials.

Monochromatic case

For a monochromatic, harmonic confinement equal trap frequencies for the species α and β occur, if

the condition

VOD,α,L(x, t)

Mα
=
VOD,β,L(x, t)

Mβ
(3.9)

is fulfilled. By making use of Eq. (3.2) condition (3.9) can be rewritten into

Mβ κ
α
L −Mα κ

β
L = 0 (3.10)

which in general can be solved by more than one wavelength λeq,j depending on the atomic species

involved.

In the case of 41K and 87Rb there are three solutions to Eq. (3.10) which are depicted as green dots

in Fig. 3.1.a) and are also listed in Tab. 3.1. Again, our results are in good agreement with previous

calculations [93].

For λeq,1 the potentials are repulsive and can therefore not be used to trap atoms in the focus of the

laser beams. In the other two cases, λeq,2 and λeq,3, the potentials are attractive and in principle allow

for strong-field trapping.

However, the wavelength λeq,2 is very close to some of the D-transition lines and thus an experi-

mental implementation is limited by the large heating introduced into the system through spontaneous

photon-scattering events [169]. For λeq,3 the scattering is still large compared to typical wavelengths

used for optical dipole traps, but an experimental realization for short holding or lensing times seems

feasible. A detailed comparison of the different scattering rates is presented in section 3.2.
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Bichromatic case

In analogy to the monochromatic case equal trap frequencies can also be achieved for bichromatic

setups, if

VBOD,α,L(x, t)

Mα
=
VBOD,β,L(x, t)

Mβ
(3.11)

holds true. By inserting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.11) we obtain the condition

ILI

ILII

= −
Mβ κ

α
LII
−Mα κ

β
LII

Mβ κ
α
LI
−Mα κ

β
LI

≡ Cα,βLI,LII
(3.12)

for the laser intensities, where we have introduced the abbreviation Cα,βLI,LII
.

Again, the right-hand side of Eq. (3.12) needs to be positive to have a physical solution. Assuming

that λLII
is far red-detuned with respect to both species, the numerator of Cα,βLI,LII

is non-zero and con-

stant according to Eq. (2.49). However, Eq. (2.49) also states that the denominator of Cα,βLI,LII
changes

its sign at the four D1- and D2-transition lines of the two isotopes as well as at the three wavelengths

λeq,i derived for the monochromatic case from Eq. (3.10) and listed in Tab. 3.1. Consequently, the

sign of Cα,βLI,LII
changes in total seven times when going from a far blue-detuend to a far red-detuned

wavelength λLI
yielding four distinct regions where the right-hand side of Eq. (3.12) is positive.

For the special case of λLII
= 1064 nm and ILI

/ILII
= 0.2 the corresponding wavelengths λLI

for

which equal trap frequencies can be realized are marked by the green dots in Fig. 3.1.b). As in the

monochromatic case not all of these wavelengths lead to attractive trapping potentials. However, the

combination of a far red-detuned and a far blue-detuned laser generates a confinement with equal trap

frequencies and large detunings from the atomic resonances.

3.1.4. Differences between both approaches

In summary, we have shown that species-selective tune-outs and equal trap frequencies for a dual-

species mixture can be realized both with monochromatic and bichromatic optical dipole potentials.

An overview of the different conditions that need to be fulfilled in the various cases is given in Tab. 3.2.

The main difference between monochromatic and bichromatic approaches is the fact that in the

monochromatic case only specific laser wavelengths fulfill the conditions, while in the bichromatic

case the conditions also include the ratio of the laser intensities and can therefore be solved for a wide

range of different laser wavelengths.

We emphasize that in the case where one laser intensity is much larger than the other the bichro-

matic conditions listed in Tab. 3.2 effectively reduce to their monochromatic counterparts. This effect

together with the general dependence of the bichromatic conditions (3.6) and (3.12) on the laser inten-

sities are displayed in Fig. 3.2 for the exemplary case of 41K and 87Rb with λLII
= 1064 nm.
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Table 3.2.: Comparison of the conditions for species-selective tune-out and equal trap
frequencies for monochromatic and bichromatic optical dipole potentials derived in sec-
tions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.

Monochromatic setup Bichromatic setup

Tune-out condition καL = 0 ILI

ILII

= −
καLII

καLI

Equal-frequency condition Mβ κ
α
L −Mα κ

β
L = 0 ILI

ILII

= −
Mβ κ

α
LII
−Mα κ

β
LII

Mβ κ
α
LI
−Mα κ

β
LI

single wavelengths as solutions
independent of the laser intensity

large parameter space
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Figure 3.2.: Tune-out condition, Eq. (3.6), for 41K (blue lines) and 87Rb (red lines) as well
as equal frequency condition (green lines), Eq. (3.12), in a bichromatic setup as functions of
the laser-intensity ratio ILI

/ILII
and the wavelength of the first laser λLI

. The second laser
has the constant wavelength λLII

= 1064 nm. The yellow area indicates where the potentials
are attractive for both species. For small intensity ratios the tune-out and equal-frequency
lines converge towards the corresponding atomic D-lines, while for large intensity ratios they
approach their monochromatic values listed in Tab. 3.1. If λLI

is blue detuned with respect to
all D-lines, both tune-out lines and the equal-frequency line can be accessed with a constant
wavelength only by changing the laser intensities.

Figure 3.2 shows that the combination of one laser red-detuned to all relevant transition frequencies

and one correspondingly blue-detuned laser enable the realization of nearly arbitrary ratios of the trap
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frequencies, including equal frequencies and selective tune-outs for both species, only by tuning the

intensities of the lasers.

Furthermore, Fig. 3.2 illustrates that the tune-out of one species can either be combined with an

attractive or repulsive potential for the other species. Hence, all possible combinations of species-

selective tune-out can in principle be realized with a bichromatic optical dipole trap while monochro-

matic approaches have more restrictions. A brief outlook on what kind of experiments such setups

allow is given in section 3.3, while in chapter 4 we make use of one of these tune-out scenarios to show

how one species can be trapped solely by the repulsive interaction with the other.

In the next section we elaborate more on the application of equal trap frequencies to dual-species

BECs and its impact on state-of-the-art experiments.

3.2. Equal trap frequencies for ground-based experiments and beyond

As discussed in the previous section there are several ways of generating equal trap frequencies for

dual-species mixtures: either by choosing one of the specific laser wavelengths λeq,i listed in Tab. 3.1

or by appropriately tuning the laser intensities of a bichromatic setup according to Eq. (3.12). Both

methods have their individual benefits and limitations, but ultimately enable the same experimental

capabilities. Therefore, in this section we take a closer look at possible applications of equal trap

frequencies, derive their dependence on the experimental parameters and analyze in detail the different

drawbacks that need to be considered for a successful implementation in the laboratory. At the end of

this section we give an overview of how equal trap frequencies can be best realized for a wide range of

different mixtures.

3.2.1. General advantages and limitations

In the following we present advantages and possible applications of equal trap frequencies which are

common to both monochromatic and bichromatic setups. In addition, we lay out the limitations of these

methods and discuss possible ways of mitigating these drawbacks. Here we focus on a qualitative

understanding of the implications of equal trap frequencies, while a quantitative analysis of some

relevant aspects will be carried out later on.

Overcoming the differential gravitational sag

The main benefit of equal trap frequencies for a dual-species mixture lies in the fact that the gravita-

tional sag zsag,α = −g/ω2
z,α, that shifts the potential minimum due to the local gravitational accelera-

tion g [5,9,45,50], is in this case equal for both species so that the positions of both minima coincide

naturally. This situation can typically be achieved only by magnetic levitation [127,128] or by per-

forming experiments in microgravity environments [15,24,57,238]. Since magnetic fields prevent the

usage of Feshbach resonances and microgravity conditions require enormous efforts, generating equal
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3.2. Equal trap frequencies for ground-based experiments and beyond

trap frequencies by optical means is a promising way of compensating the differential gravitational sag

in future experiments.

The importance of the gravitational sag is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, where the integrated ground-state

density distribution of a dual-species BEC made of 41K and 87Rb atoms is plotted for different trapping

environments. Clearly, Fig. 3.3.a) shows that there is no overlap between the two condensates in case

of different trap frequencies generated in an earthbound laboratory, where the gravitational sag leads to

different positions for the potential minima. However, in the absence of any differential gravitational

sag both BECs are centered at the same position as displayed in Fig. 3.3.b-c). This exact collocation of

the trapping potentials has direct implications for quantum gas mixtures.

First, if the potentials fully overlap, then there is also a large overlap between both atom clouds so

that the sympathetic cooling of one species by the other is more efficient down to very low temperatures.

Hence, with this technique the process of generating dual-species BECs can be sped up leading to

shorter duty cycles. Likewise, improvements to sympathetic cooling can help in reaching quantum

degeneracy for a larger set of combinations of different isotopes, both bosonic and fermionic ones.

Second, the perfect collocation of the two atomic species, together with the fact that the potentials

are generated all-optically enabling the use of Feshbach resonances to tune the interaction strength,

allows to investigate the full spectrum of possible ground-state configurations for dual-species BECs

[44,45,47,48,50] which are exemplarily displayed in Fig. 2.1. Naturally, equal trap frequencies can also

be applied to explore the ground state of Bose-Fermi mixtures [51,148,149]. In particular, scenarios

in which one species is entirely surrounded by the other one are only stable if both potentials are

centered at the same position. Otherwise, the symmetry is broken and an asymmetric ground state

emerges [45,50]. Thus, these configurations can only be observed without gravitational sag. The

challenge of the collocation of the ground-state distributions also plays an important role in chapter 4

for the idea of trapping atoms only by the repulsive interaction with other atoms and will again be

addressed there.

Third, due to the symmetric intensity profile of typical Gaussian beams, Eq. (2.54), the resulting

potentials are in general point-symmetric around their minimum. As a result, the center-of-mass of

a BEC confined in such a potential lies in the potential minimum. Hence, if these minima coincide

for different isotopes, then their center-of-mass positions will also be equal. In this case differential

measurements, for example of the gravitational acceleration to test the weak equivalence principle [20–

24,57,58,142], are not limited by the initial offset of the two atom clouds and therefore the precision of

such experiments can be considerably increased.

Steady shape during the expansion dynamics and atomic lensing

Apart from the clear benefits for the ground state of a dual-species mixture, equal trap frequencies also

yield important advantages for the expansion dynamics. In particular, as discussed in section 2.1.3

a BEC in the Thomas-Fermi regime that is released from a harmonic trap by a sudden switch-off,

maintains a constant shape during the time evolution [150–154]. In the case of equal trap frequencies
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Figure 3.3.: Numerically obtained integrated density distributions of a mixture of 41K (blue)
and 87Rb (red) in the x-z-plane displayed for (a-c) the ground state of the system determined
by Eq. (2.5) and (d-f) after a free expansion time ω̄ t = 6.3 governed by the GP equa-
tion (2.2) for three different initial experimental conditions: (a) earthbound laboratory with
gravitational sag and non-equal trap frequencies with a laser wavelength λL = 1064 nm,
(b) microgravity conditions with non-equal trap frequencies, and (c) equal trap frequencies
with a laser wavelength λL = 808.240 nm and no differential gravitational sag indepen-
dent of the location. The small figures show the integrated line densities along the x- and
z-axis, respectively. Without differential gravitational sag (b-c) both species are precisely
collocated and initially show a large overlap, which is not the case for earthbound con-
ditions (a). In the case of equal trap frequencies (c) the relative shape of the mixture is
conserved during the entire time evolution (f), while for non-equal trap frequencies (a-b) the
two condensates expand with different velocities leading to deformations of the density pro-
files (d-e). The particle numbers are N = NK = NRb = 105 and the interaction strengths
ḡKN = 1.8 · 103, ḡRbN = 1.4 · 103, and ḡK,RbN = 1.0 · 103. The initial trap frequencies
are ωx,K = ωy,K = ωz,K/

√
2 = ω̄ and ωRb = 0.733ωK for scenario (a-b) and ωRb = ωK

for scenario (c). All lengths are scaled by the reference length (2.12).
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3.2. Equal trap frequencies for ground-based experiments and beyond

this statement is also true for multi-species mixtures as discussed in section 2.1.3 and the time evolution

of the wave function for each species is given by the analytic expression (2.27).

This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.f), where the density distribution is just rescaled during the

expansion dynamics compared with the initial ground-state configuration displayed in Fig. 3.3.c). In

contrast, Fig. 3.3.d-e) shows that for non-equal trap frequencies the density distributions are strongly

deformed during the dynamics. Hence, the shape of a dual-species mixture is only preserved in case of

equal initial trap frequencies.

As a consequence, the relative overlap between the two species is kept constant for the whole time

evolution making it an ideal source for precision atom interferometry, where some of the most severe

systematic effects are connected to insufficient collocation and overlap of the wave functions [57,58].

We emphasize that this effect is independent of the strength of the gravitational force at the position of

the atoms and can thus be exploited in earthbound laboratories and microgravity environments alike.

Another very promising application of equal trap frequencies is atomic lensing [13,80–82,87] which

is used to reduce the expansion velocity of an atom cloud during its free expansion and is therefore

an important tool for preparing ultra-cold samples for long-time atom interferometry. Atomic lensing

relies on rotating the Wigner function of the BEC in phase space in order to reduce the momentum

spread of the condensate [81,82,239]. If the trap frequencies are equal during the lens, then this rotation

is identical for both species and their momentum spreads become minimal. In this way the average 3D

expansion velocity of a dual-species mixture can be minimized with half of the lensing pulses compared

to the case of non-equal trap frequencies. We thus propose to employ this method in future experiments

on ground as well as in microgravity.

Heating and atom losses due to increased scattering rate

One of the major experimental challenges that have to be taken into account to achieve equal trap

frequencies is the increased scattering rate that can occur compared to the case of non-equal frequen-

cies generated by one far red-detuned laser. A detailed quantitative analysis of this phenomenon will

be carried out in section 3.2.3, but the general principle of this effect is already summarized in the

following.

In the case of a monochromatic setup with wavelength λeq,j the detuning of the laser is typically

much smaller than that of an ordinary far red-detuned optical dipole trap. When assuming a similar po-

tential strength, the scattering rate increases for smaller detunings and consequently scattering becomes

a more severe concern.

A similar effect occurs in the bichromatic case. Here the detunings can be chosen nearly arbitrarily,

but compared to an optical dipole trap generated by a single far red-detuned laser, the intensities need to

be much larger in order to achieve the same potential depths. As a result, also in this case the scattering

rates play a significant role.

The additional heating and atom losses introduced into the system by spontaneous photon scatter-

ing might limit the applicability of equal trap frequencies. However, since the two atom clouds are
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automatically collocated there is no need to choose large trap frequencies to reduce the differential

gravitational sag. As a consequence, by making use of weaker traps the scattering rate can be reduced

to some extent leading to an improved experimental performance. To further minimize the atom losses,

it is also possible to use magnetic traps for the first stages of cooling the atomic ensemble and to switch

to the optical trapping system for the final steps of the preparation only.

Alignment challenges for bichromatic traps

Finally, the involvement of different laser frequencies directly affects the complexity of the experi-

mental setup, especially when it comes to the precise alignment of the laser beams relative to each

other. This challenge is of particular relevance for bichromatic setups and has only a minor effect on

monochromatic setups.

While it might be in principle possible to use frequency-doubling crystals to produce the two needed

wavelengths for a bichromatic trap and to share the optical elements for both wavelengths, the differ-

ence of the refraction indices leads to a misalignment of the laser beams. As a result, the potentials

generated by the red- and blue-detuned lasers, respectively, are not perfectly collocated, leading to a

relative shift between the potentials of the two atomic species. This offset needs to be compensated

carefully to attain an optimal performance for a bichromatic setup. In order to assess the alignment

precision needed, we present a thorough study of the effect of misaligned laser beams on the relative

potential shift in section 3.2.4.

3.2.2. Derivation of the trap frequencies in a crossed beam geometry

A natural choice for realizing equal trap frequencies in an earth-bound laboratory is the crossed-beam

geometry from section 2.2.2 which has been discussed for monochromatic beams. In this section we

generalize this setup to the bichromatic case and derive the corresponding trap frequencies.

In analogy to Ref. [94] we consider the superposition of two crossed optical dipole traps with laser

wavelengths λLI
and λLII

. For each wavelength a set of two laser beams is aligned along the x- and

y-axis, respectively. The focus point of all lasers is at the origin x = (0, 0, 0)T. Moreover, for the

sake of simplicity, we assume that all lasers sharing the same wavelength λL also have the same beam

power PL and beam waist wL.

Close to the focus point the intensities of the lasers LI and LII can be approximated by the harmonic

expression (2.57) derived in section 2.2.2. In order to generate equal trap frequencies for both species

the intensities ILI
and ILII

have to additionally fulfill Eq. (3.12). By inserting these relations into the

bichromatic potential (3.2) we obtain the resulting potential

VCBODT,α(x, t) = −~PLII
(t)

2π w4
LII

Kα,β
LI,LII

(
x2 + y2 + 2z2 − w2

LII

)
(3.13)

= VCBODT,α(0, t) +
Mα

2

(
ω2

eq,x(t)x2 + ω2
eq,y(t) y

2 + ω2
eq,z(t) z

2
)

(3.14)
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for a crossed, bichromatic optical dipole trap with equal trap frequencies. Here we have introduced the

quantity

Kα,β
LI,LII

≡ καLI
Cα,βLI,LII

+ καLII
= −Mα

κβLI
καLII
− καLI

κβLII

Mβκ
α
LI
−Mακ

β
LI

= Cα,βLI,LII
Kα,β
LII,LI

(3.15)

with Cα,βLI,LII
defined by Eq. (3.12).

A comparison of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) immediately yields the trap frequencies

ωeq,x(t) = ωeq,y(t) =
ωeq,z(t)√

2
=

(
−~PLII

(t)

π w4
LII

Kα,β
LI,LII

Mα

) 1
2

. (3.16)

Interestingly, Eq. (3.16) is very similar to Eq. (2.60) with the difference, that here the term καL is

replaced by Kα,β
LI,LII

which depends on both laser wavelengths and the optical properties of both atomic

species. In analogy to the monochromatic case, where καL < 0 corresponds to a trapping potential,

Kα,β
LI,LII

< 0 is required for an attractive potential in a bichromatic setup.

With the help of Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15) it is straightforward to show thatKα,β
LI,LII

fulfills the properties

MαK
β,α
LI,LII

= MβK
α,β
LI,LII

, (3.17)

ILI
Kα,β
LII,LI

= ILII
Kα,β
LI,LII

. (3.18)

According to Eq. (3.17) changing the labels α and β for the two different isotopes in Eq. (3.16) does not

affect the value of the trap frequencies. Hence, the trap frequencies are indeed equal for both species

if the laser intensities fulfill the equal-frequency condition (3.12).

In addition, the trap frequencies are independent of the labeling of the lasers LI and LII. To prove

this property we recall that the ratio PL/w4
L is proportional to the intensity of the laser IL as given

by Eq. (2.57). With the help of Eq. (3.18) it is now clear that the trap frequencies (3.16) are invariant

under exchange of the laser labels.

Although in Eq. (3.16) only PLII
and wLII

enter, changing the beam power or the beam waist for

one laser alone violates the condition for equal trap frequencies, Eq. (3.12). Hence, in order to keep

the trap frequencies equal for both species any adjustments to the laser intensities have to be carried

out synchronously for all lasers.

3.2.3. Comparison of the scattering rates

In the previous section we have derived a condition for the trap frequencies in the bichromatic case en-

suring that both atomic species experience the same trap frequencies. An alternative implementation of

equal trap frequencies makes use of the wavelengths λeq,j discussed in section 3.1.3. In order to judge

which of these alternatives is more suitable for an experimental implementation we now determine the

scattering rates of both methods and compare them to the reference case of one far red-detuned laser.
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Naturally, the scattering rate strongly depends on the intensity of the laser beam, which is why we

require the potentials generated by the different laser configurations to be identical in all cases.

Reference case: Monochromatic beams, different trap frequencies

As a reference case we consider a far red-detuned laser L0 with wavelength λL0 = 1064 nm which can

be produced by a Nd:YAG laser. Since here we only have a monochromatic beam the optical dipole

potential VOD,α,L0 is given by Eq. (2.48) and the scattering rate ΓOD,α,L0 by Eq. (2.53).

Case 1: Monochromatic beams, equal trap frequencies

According to section 3.1.3 it is possible to achieve equal trap frequencies for a dual-species mixture

with the single laser wavelength λeq3
. In this case Eqs. (2.48) and (2.53) also determine the optical

potential VOD,α,L3 and the scattering rate ΓOD,α,L3 , respectively.

However, the detuning of laser L3 with respect to the atomic transition lines is usually quite different

from the reference laser L0. Therefore, a different laser intensity is needed to generate the same

potential. By requiring VOD,α,L3 = VOD,α,L0 and applying Eq. (2.48) the laser intensity results to be

IL3 = IL0

καL0

καL3

. (3.19)

When we apply this expression to Eq. (2.53) we obtain the scattering rate

ΓOD,α,L3(x, t) = ΓOD,α,L0(x, t)
καL3

καL0

(
ωL3

ωL0

)3

(3.20)

which shows the typical cubic dependence on the laser frequency. Remarkably, Eq. (3.20) depends

linearly on καL3
whereas the scattering rate (2.53) grows quadratic with καL. This difference is a conse-

quence of the 1/καL3
scaling of the laser intensity (3.19) which for smaller detunings requires to reduce

the laser intensity in order to generate the same trapping potential.

Case 2: Bichromatic beams, equal trap frequencies

In a bichromatic setup two lasers LI and LII with the laser-intensity ratio defined by Eq. (3.12) are

used to create equal trap frequencies for both species. In this case the optical potential VBOD,α is given

by Eq. (3.2). When we require VBOD,α = VOD,α,L0 and take Eq. (3.12) into account we obtain the

relations

ILI
(x, t) = IL0(x, t)

καL0

Kα,β
LII,LI

, (3.21)

ILII
(x, t) = IL0(x, t)

καL0

Kα,β
LI,LII

. (3.22)
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In contrast to the monochromatic case, the laser intensities now depend on the mixed terms Kα,β
LI,LII

and Kα,β
LII,LI

defined in Eq. (3.15) instead of the terms καL. By inserting Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) into the

definition of the scattering rate given by Eq. (2.53) and summing up the contributions for both lasers

we arrive at

ΓBOD,α(x, t) = ΓOD,α,LI
(x, t) + ΓOD,α,LII

(x, t)

= ΓOD,α,L0(x, t)

[
(καLI

)2

καL0
Kα,β
LII,LI

(
ωLI

ωL0

)3

+
(καLII

)2

καL0
Kα,β
LI,LII

(
ωLII

ωL0

)3
]
.

(3.23)

Again, the scattering rate has a cubic dependence on the laser frequencies. However, due to the cor-

relation between the laser intensities, the dependence on καL involves more terms compared with the

monochromatic case determined by Eq. (3.20).

Comparison for 41K and 87Rb

We now make use of the expressions derived earlier in this section to compare the scattering rates of

monochromatic and bichromatic setups for our standard case of a dual-species mixture of 41K and
87Rb.

By choosing the wavelengths λL0 = 1064 nm for our reference laser and λL3 = 808.240 nm as

listed in Tab. 3.1 we obtain from Eq. (3.20) the relative scattering rates

ΓOD,K41,L3

ΓOD,K41,L0

= 11.2 ,
ΓOD,Rb87,L3

ΓOD,Rb87,L0

= 20.9 (3.24)

for the monochromatic case. Since the detuning of laser L3 with respect to the transition lines of

potassium and rubidium is quite small as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.a), the scattering rates are rather large

in this case.

For the bichromatic case we choose the laser wavelengths λLI
= 532 nm and λLII

= λL0 =

1064 nm, which could simply be generated by a frequency doubling crystal, and insert these values

into Eq. (3.23) yielding

ΓBOD,K41

ΓOD,K41,L0

= 31.8 ,
ΓBOD,Rb87

ΓOD,Rb87,L0

= 14.1 . (3.25)

Surprisingly, the relative scattering rates for the bichromatic case are of the same order of magnitude as

for the monochromatic case, which comes from the fact that the laser intensities needed for a bichro-

matic setup can be quite large compared with monochromatic approaches. One reason for this effect is

that the attractive potential generated by the red-detuned laser is lowered by the repulsive potential of

the blue-detuned laser and therefore the intensity of the red-detuned laser needs to be larger to create

the same trapping potential than in the monochromatic case. In addition, the blue detuned laser also

introduces scattering which, according to the cubic scaling of the scattering rate with growing laser

frequency, Eq. (3.23), significantly contributes to the total scattering rate in the bichromatic case.
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Figure 3.4.: Relative scattering rates ΓBOD,α/ΓOD,α,L0 for 41K and 87Rb given by Eq. (3.23)
as functions of the laser wavelengths λLI

and λLII
. The reference laser has the wavelength

λL0 = 1064 nm. The scattering rate for 41K (a) is maximal as λLI
approaches the D-

transition lines of 41K and takes on minimal values as λLII
approaches the D-transition lines

of 87Rb. This behavior is fully inverted (b) for 87Rb and the scattering rate is overall smaller
in this case. The blue dots mark the combination of wavelengths considered in Eq. (3.25)
while the green dots indicate the alternative setup of Eq. (3.26).

This rather involved dependence of the scattering rate on the laser wavelengths λLI
and λLII

is

visualized in Fig. 3.4. For both isotopes the relative scattering rate grows if the detuning of the two

lasers with respect to the D-transition lines listed in Tab. 3.1 is increased.

The scattering is also maximal if one of the lasers approaches the D-transition line of the respective

species, while it is minimal if one laser approaches the D-transition line of the other species. Thus, for
41K the scattering is large if λLI

→ 766 nm and it is small if λLII → 795 nm as shown in Fig. 3.4.a).

For 87Rb it is vice versa as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.b). As a consequence, reducing the scattering rate for

one species will most likely increase the scattering for the second species.

In order to have reasonably low scattering rates for both species one needs to find a compromise for

the two laser wavelengths. An alternative setup to the one considered in Eq. (3.25) makes use of the

wavelengths λLI
= 694 nm and λLII

= 819 nm which are much closer to the transition lines of 41K

and 87Rb. In this case the relative scattering rates determined by Eq. (3.23) are given by

ΓBOD,K41

ΓOD,K41,L0

= 16.9 ,
ΓBOD,Rb87

ΓOD,Rb87,L0

= 16.9 (3.26)

and are marked by the green dots in Fig. 3.4. Although the scattering rate for potassium is considerably

lower with this setup, the overall scattering rates are still rather large which is a general problem for

mixtures of 41K and 87Rb as we will see later on.
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In summary, both the monochromatic as well as the bichromatic approach potentially lead to in-

creased scattering rates compared with a single far red-detuned laser for a dual-species mixture of 41K

and 87Rb. Nevertheless, both setups can be used to create equal trap frequencies, especially if the

potentials are switched on only for short times or the required trap frequencies are rather low. Hence,

possible applications range from providing the final trapping potential for evaporative cooling to the

reduction of the momentum width of the condensates through atomic lensing. For combinations of

other isotopes the situation can be quite different as we will discuss in section 3.2.5.

3.2.4. Alignment considerations for bichromatic setups

As already mentioned in the general overview in section 3.2.1 the precise alignment of the laser beams

is important for any kind of multi-beam setup. In the case of a bichromatic optical dipole trap for a dual-

species mixture this requirement becomes even more crucial, since here lasers of different wavelengths

have to be focused at the same spot to avoid differential shifts of the minima of the trapping potentials.

Such shifts translate into different center-of-mass positions of the two BECs and consequently to a

reduced overlap between the two atom clouds that we are trying to avoid with equal trap frequencies

in the first place.

To address this topic we calculate in this section the offset of the potential minima between the two

species as a function of the misalignment of the different lasers in a crossed-beam setup. We assume a

misalignment s = (sx, sy, sz)
T between the focal points of the lasers LI and LII which together with

Eq. (3.12) yields the relation

ILI
(x, t) = Cα,βLI,LII

ILII
(x− s, t) (3.27)

for the intensities of the two lasers.

By applying the harmonic approximation for the laser intensities in a crossed-beam geometry,

Eq. (2.57), and the relation (3.27) to the bichromatic potential (3.2), we obtain after some algebra

the potential

VCBODT,α(x, t) =−
~PLII

(t)Kα,β
LI,LII

2π w4
LII

(x− καLI

Kα,β
LII,LI

sx

)2

+

(
y −

καLI

Kα,β
LII,LI

sy

)2

+ 2

(
z −

καLI

Kα,β
LII,LI

sz

)2

+
καLI

καLII

Kα,β
LI,LII

Kα,β
LII,LI

(
s2
x + s2

y + 2s2
z

)
− w2
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for species α. Hence, the potential minima is shifted to the position

xαmin =
καLI

Kα,β
LII,LI

s (3.29)

due to the misalignment of the laser beams.
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Figure 3.5.: Differential potential offset ∆xα,βmin/|s| for 41K and 87Rb given by Eq. (3.30) as
a function of the laser wavelengths λLI

and λLII
. The potential offset is minimal if one of

the laser wavelengths approaches the D-transition lines of the two isotopes listed in Tab. 3.1.
The blue dot marks the combination of wavelengths considered in Eq. (3.31) while the green
dot marks the alternative setup of Eq. (3.32).

In the case of two species α and β the difference between the two potential minima can be calculated

with the help of relation (3.17) and reads

∆xα,βmin =
∣∣∣xαmin − x

β
min

∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣Mβ κ
α
LI
−Mα κ

β
LI

MβK
α,β
LII,LI

∣∣∣∣∣ |s| . (3.30)

Clearly, the offset of the two potentials, Eq. (3.30), not only depends on the optical properties of the

atoms and the laser wavelengths, but also on the masses of the two isotopes. Figure 3.5 shows the

dependence of ∆xα,βmin/|s| on the laser wavelengths λLI
and λLII

for our standard case of a mixture of
41K and 87Rb.

As displayed in Fig. 3.5 the potential offset is large if both lasers are far detuned to the atomic

transition lines and gets minimal close to the transition lines. For our standard example of λLI
=

532 nm and λLII
= 1064 nm marked by a blue dot in Fig. 3.5 we obtain the value

∆xK41,Rb87
min = 3.60 |s| (3.31)

for the potential shift. Hence, in this case the initial misalignment of the lasers s would be amplified

by a factor 3.6 in the difference of the potential minima. Consequently, an optimal alignment of the

various laser beams is key for practical applications of bichromatic optical dipole traps.
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However, as shown in Fig. 3.5 by choosing laser wavelengths closer to the transition lines it is

possible to reduce the scaling factor ∆xα,βmin/|s| below unity, which relaxes the requirements on the

alignment of the lasers. For instance, the alternative setup with the wavelengths λLI
= 694 nm and

λLII
= 819 nm features the potential offset

∆xK41,Rb87
min = 0.29 |s| (3.32)

and is marked by the green dot in Fig. 3.5. Examples for mixtures of other atomic species are discussed

in the next section.

3.2.5. Possible realizations for a wide range of isotopes

Up to now we have discussed the general idea and the properties of achieving equal trap frequencies for

a dual-species mixture and have illustrated the advantages and challenges with our standard example

of 41K and 87Rb. However, there are a lot more combinations of different isotopes that are experimen-

tally studied around the world. In this section we therefore present suitable combinations of alkaline

elements and selected other isotopes and evaluate how equal trap frequencies can be generated in these

cases.

Monochromatic setups

The simplest realization of equal trap frequencies relies on a monochromatic laser with wavelength λeq

as defined by Eq. (3.10). Figure 3.6 gives an overview of how the ratio VOD,α,L/Mα which corresponds

to the square of the trap frequencies for a harmonic trap scales with the laser wavelength λL for different

alkaline isotopes together with strontium and ytterbium.

Apparently, there are many combinations of alkaline isotopes for which equal trap frequencies can

be achieved with rather far red-detuned lasers. Exceptions are combinations involving 7Li, which due

to its very low mass has relatively large trap frequencies so that crossings with other isotopes typically

have small detunings. Mixtures of 41K and 87Rb also show this behavior since their transition lines

are very close together while the mass ratio roughly gives a factor of two. As a consequence, the trap

frequencies strongly differ and only coincide close to the transition lines where their slope is large.

The precise values of the wavelengths λeq and the relative scattering rates ΓOD,α,Leq/ΓOD,α,L0 ,

given by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.20), respectively, are listed in Tab. 3.3 for all possible combinations of

alkaline elements. As usually we have chosen the wavelength λL0 = 1064 nm for the reference laser.

The optical properties of the different isotopes have been obtained from Refs. [233,234,240–242].

Our results for the wavelengths λeq are in good agreement with the calculations performed in

Ref. [93]. In addition, by calculating the values for the scattering rates we evaluate which mixtures

are suitable candidates for realizing equal trap frequencies with monochromatic beams in future exper-

iments.
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Figure 3.6.: Monochromatic optical dipole potential VOD,α,L divided by the atom mass Mα

as a function of the laser wavelength λL for all stable alkaline elements as well as for stron-
tium and ytterbium. Positive values correspond to a repulsive potential while negative values
correspond to attractive potentials. The vertical dashed lines indicate the wavelengths of the
resonant transition lines for each species, respectively. For specific wavelengths, that are
red-detuned to all atomic transitions, the ratio VOD,α,L/Mα is identical for different isotopes
indicating equal trap frequencies for that wavelength.

Clearly, there are very promising combinations like 23Na – 87Rb, 23Na – 133Cs, and 87Rb – 133Cs

which feature small scattering rates for both isotopes and require laser wavelengths that can be pro-

duced with state-of-the-art diode lasers. For these mixtures it seems possible to perform the whole

evaporation process while optically trapping with the wavelength λeq rendering the need for a second

optical or magnetic trapping system obsolete. Since some of these combinations, together with 39K –
87Rb and 41K – 87Rb, are also used in current experiments [127,128,130,131,134], we expect fruitful

applications of this method to achieve equal trap frequencies in the near future.

Bichromatic setups

Unfortunately, there is no way to achieve equal trap frequencies with a single laser wavelength for com-

binations of either strontium or ytterbium with any alkaline elements as shown in Fig. 3.6. Reasons

for this effect are the large transition frequencies of strontium and ytterbium due to their different elec-

tronic structure as well as their large mass leading to rather weak trapping potentials for wavelengths

that are red-detuned to the transition lines of the alkaline elements. Hence, there are no crossings of

the trap frequencies and we have to resort to bichromatic setups.

In Tab. 3.4 we give examples of bichromatic configurations for certain relevant mixtures involving

strontium and ytterbium for which the optical properties can be found in Refs. [234,242]. In all these
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3.2. Equal trap frequencies for ground-based experiments and beyond

Table 3.3.: Overview of the required laser wavelengths and resulting scattering rates for
generating equal trap frequencies for dual-species mixtures of different alkaline isotopes de-
termined by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.20). The wavelength of the reference laser is λL0 = 1064 nm.
The green shaded areas indicate isotope combinations that feature low scattering rates and
require laser wavelengths that can be produced with modern dipole lasers.

isotopes α, β λeq / nm
ΓOD,α,Leq

ΓOD,α,L0

ΓOD,β,Leq

ΓOD,β,L0

Li7, Na23 not possible – –
Li7, K39 808.917 4.4 11.0
Li7, K41 806.129 4.5 11.9
Li7, Rb87 807.481 4.4 21.8
Li7, Cs133 907.711 2.1 9.4
Na23, K39 not possible – –
Na23, K41 5928.980 0.004 0.003
Na23, Rb87 946.002 1.6 2.1
Na23, Cs133 1022.052 1.2 1.4
K39, Rb87 806.771 11.7 22.8
K41, Rb87 808.240 11.2 20.9
K39, Cs133 937.091 2.1 3.7
K41, Cs133 941.602 2.1 3.4
Rb87, Cs133 1164.081 0.64 0.57

Table 3.4.: Comparison of the properties of generating equal trap frequencies for exemplary
dual-species mixtures with bichromatic optical dipole traps. The relative scattering rates
are determined by Eq. (3.23) and the wavelength of the reference laser is λL0 = 1064 nm.
The offset of the potential minima as a consequence of misaligned laser beams is given by
Eq. (3.30). Except for the first row the wavelengths λLI

and λLII
are chosen to minimize the

scattering and the potential offset while still being realizable with appropriate lasers.

Isotopes α, β λLI
/nm λLII

/ nm
ΓBOD,α

ΓOD,α,L0

ΓBOD,β

ΓOD,β,L0

∆xα,βmin/|s|

K41, Rb87 532 1064 31.8 14.1 3.60
K41, Rb87 694 819 16.9 16.9 0.29
Rb87, Sr84 635 1064 3.8 3.9 0.97
Rb87, Yb170 532 1064 3.4 8.5 1.20
Cs133, Yb170 622 1064 2.9 5.0 1.33

cases the scattering rates are only moderately increased by adding a second laser wavelength to generate

equal trap frequencies.
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For comparison Tab. 3.4 also includes the results of the two scenarios for 41K and 87Rb which we

have used in the previous sections to illustrate the general dependence of the scattering rates and the

potential offset on the laser wavelengths. As discussed earlier the optical properties of 41K and 87Rb

are less-than-ideal for generating equal trap frequencies.

We emphasize that there is a lot of freedom in choosing the wavelengths of the two lasers so that the

availability of suitable laser sources should not be a limiting factor. In the examples listed in Tab. 3.4

we have tried to minimize the overall scattering for both species. Hence, bichromatic optical dipole

traps can indeed extend the range of dual-species mixtures benefiting from equal trap frequencies. This

development is particularly important since recently there has been a lot of interest in BEC mixtures

beyond combinations consisting solely of alkaline elements [58,129,243].

3.3. Species-selective tune-out potentials and their applications

The ability to select specific ratios of the trap frequencies with appropriate single laser wavelengths

or to tune the trapping potentials with bichromatic setups offers a rich variety of possible applications

beyond generating equal trap frequencies. In this section we focus on two main aspects, namely (i)

the idea to release only one atomic species from the trap while the other is still confined and (ii) the

possibility to selectively change the trap for one species while keeping both trapped.

The selective tune-out of one atomic species can be combined with either attractive or repulsive

interactions between both species. In this way an attractive atom sink can be realized, where the

attractive inter-species interactions and the repulsive self-interactions are kept in balance to create a

confinement for the actually released species. Alternatively, with the help of repulsive interactions one

species can form a potential wall used to trap the other one. In the following we briefly discuss the case

of attractive interaction while the case of repulsive interaction is thoroughly analyzed in chapter 4.

Furthermore, the idea of selectively changing the trapping potential for one species only while not

affecting the confinement of the other one is discussed at the end of this section. In particular, we

derive the relevant expressions for the trap frequencies and review possible applications.

3.3.1. Attractive atom sink

As discussed in section 3.1.2 for monochromatic and bichromatic setups there are several ways to

optically trap one atomic species, while the other does not feel any potential at all. These tune-out

scenarios have been discussed theoretically [220,221] and were applied by several experimental groups

[209,222–226,228–230] in combination with other optical or magnetic traps to realize an additional,

individual trapping potential for one atomic species while not affecting the other.

However, in the absence of additional traps this method can also be used to study new dynamical

phenomena with dual-species BECs when combined with Feshbach resonances to tune the inter-species

interaction towards negative values.
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Concept

We assume a trapped dual-species BEC initially in the ground state determined by Eq. (2.5) with the

parameters chosen such that there is a large overlap between the two species α and β as for example

illustrated in Fig. 2.1.a). If suddenly the trap is selectively switched off only for species β while the α

atoms are still trapped, then the now unconfined atoms of species β expand and species α undergoes

collective excitations due to inter-species interactions.

If, in addition to the selective switch-off of the trap the interaction between the two species is changed

with the help of Feshbach resonances to being strongly attractive, compare section 2.3, the time evo-

lution is completely different. This approach can be exploited to create a situation, where species β

gets stuck within species α and expands very little. To make this idea work the attractive inter-species

interaction needs to compensate for the repulsive self-interaction of the atoms of species β.

We analyze this scenario by considering the combined potential

Vtot,β(x, t) = Vext,β(x, t) + Vint,β(x, t) (3.33)

for species β consisting of the external trap Vext,β(x, t) and the intra- and inter-species interactions

defined in Eq. (2.3). In Fig. 3.7 the potential (3.33) is plotted for the ground state of the 41K – 87Rb

mixture displayed in Fig. 2.1.a) and three different scenarios for the situation right after switching

off the trap and adjusting the inter-species interaction strength ḡK,RbN . Depending on the value of

ḡK,RbN either a potential hill, a relatively flat potential or a potential well can be realized.

Dynamics

The dynamics of a dual-species BEC under these conditions is highly nontrivial, especially when the

attractive interactions become so strong that three-body losses have to be considered [244–248] and

the mixture approaches its collapse [45,46,131]. Therefore, we content ourselves with describing the

basic dynamical features of such a species-selective release from the trap without performing a detailed

quantitative analysis.

In the case that ḡK,RbN is not changed after switching off the external trap the rubidium atoms are

subject to a potential hill as displayed in Fig. 3.7.b) because their repulsive self-interaction is much

larger than the attractive inter-species interaction. Consequently, the rubidium BEC expands and no

trapping is expected.

However, by increasing the attractive interaction between the two species during the dynamics, the

expansion of the rubidium BEC can be slowed down such that the final expansion velocity is lower

compared to the case of less attractive interaction. Hence, this method enables another promising way

of preparing slow-expanding samples of ultra-cold atoms as sources for future experiments in matter-

wave optics.

By further increasing the attractive interaction the chemical potential, calculated with the help of

Eq. (2.5) for the adjusted interaction strength and no external trapping potential, approaches zero while
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Figure 3.7.: Combined potential (blue) given by Eq. (3.33) for 87Rb in a dual-species mix-
ture with 41K for different values of the interaction strength ḡK,RbN (a) with and (b-d)
without external trapping potential. The setup corresponds to the ground-state shown in
Fig. 2.1.a) with the real wave function ψRb displayed in red and the value of the chemical
potential indicated by the red dashed line. By switching off the external trap the remaining
potential Vtot,Rb forms (b) a hill, (c) a rather flat plain or (d) a sink depending on the value
of ḡK,RbN resulting in contrary dynamics.

the combined potential (3.33) becomes rather flat as illustrated in Fig. 3.7.c). In this case dynamical

trapping of the rubidium atoms through the attractive interaction with the potassium atoms is possible.

In fact, the mixture undergoes periodic oscillations during which attractive and repulsive dominated

phases alternate due to the varying densities of the two species. During these oscillations a fraction of

the rubidium atoms periodically escapes and expands freely while the remaining atoms are subject to

a suspension-like force holding them back as long as the overlap between both species is large.

However, this confinement is only meta-stable since over time atoms leak out of the trap at the edge

of the condensates, where the densities are low. In addition, at the center of the trap the densities

can become quite large giving rise to three-body collisions and subsequent atom losses, which further

reduce the trapping efficiency.
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Finally, if the inter-species interaction becomes too large a deep potential well forms with the chem-

ical potential being negative as displayed in Fig. 3.7.d). In this situation the mixture is not stable

anymore and rapidly collapses.

In summary, attractive interactions can in principle lead to a dynamical atom sink enabling a time-

dependent trapping only through the inter-species interactions. However, choosing the correct param-

eters is crucial in order to observe this effect experimentally. Too small interaction strengths cannot

confine the atoms while too strong interactions lead to the collapse of the whole mixture. For the fu-

ture it is worthwhile studying this concept in more detail taking high-density effects like three-body

collisions into account in order to precisely model the time evolution.

The effect of dynamically trapping atoms through attractive interactions resembles the formation

of self-bound quantum droplets [40,41,52], where repulsive forces arising from quantum fluctuations

compensate the attractive interaction of the droplet and prevent its collapse. Instead of making use of

quantum fluctuations to stabilize the system, the concept of the atom sink discussed here relies on the

fact that one species is trapped externally while the attractive interaction creates a bound state for the

second species which consequently is trapped as well.

Instead of trapping atoms with attractive interactions, it is also possible to realize a potential wall

through repulsive interactions and thereby trap one species by the other. A detailed discussion of this

phenomenon is presented in chapter 4 which is solely dedicated to the idea of trapping atoms by an

atomic barrier made of other ultra-cold atoms.

We emphasize that the different tune-out scenarios discussed so far can in principle both be realized

with monochromatic and bichromatic setups. However, as we show in the next section there are also

unique applications for which two independent laser wavelengths are essential.

3.3.2. Selective change of the trap frequencies

Bichromatic setups consisting of two independently controllable lasers with different wavelengths al-

low to selectively change the ratio of the trap frequencies of a dual-species mixture to nearly arbitrary

values. In the context of Bose-Fermi mixtures this approach has been proposed as a tool to increase the

ratio of fermionic to bosonic trap frequencies such that sympathetic cooling can be efficiently carried

out down to very low temperatures [94–96].

Here we investigate an alternative application, namely the possibility to selectively tune the trap

frequency for one species only while keeping it constant for the other one. In the following we derive

a condition for the laser powers that ensures exactly this behavior for the trap frequencies and also

discuss possible applications of this method.
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Conditions for the laser powers

In analogy to the derivation presented in section 3.2.2, the trap frequencies of a bichromatic, crossed-

beam setup are in general given by the relation

ωx,α(t) = ωy,α(t) =
ωz,α(t)√

2
=

[
− ~
πMα

(
καLI

PLI
(t)

w4
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w4
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)] 1
2

(3.34)

which we have obtained by applying the laser intensities for a crossed-beam geometry, Eq. (2.57), to

the bichromatic potential (3.2) and comparing it to a harmonic potential.

In order to ensure

ωj,α(t) = ωj,α = const for j = x, y, z (3.35)

for all times t, the laser powers PLI
(t) and PLII

(t) need to fulfill the condition
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By inserting this relation into Eq. (3.34) for species β we derive the expression

ωx,β(t) = ωy,β(t) =
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for the corresponding trap frequencies. Hence, by tuning the laser powers such that they fulfill

Eq. (3.36) for all times the trap frequencies for species α stay constant while they can be changed

for species β according to Eq. (3.37).

Applications

When this method is applied in a microgravity environment, where there is no gravitational sag, one can

scan through different ground-state configurations just by changing the trap frequencies. In this way

the overlap of the two atomic species can be increased or decreased independently of the interaction

strength, giving experimentalists an additional control to engineer quantum gases appropriately. This

procedure is particularly important for the evaporation process, where a large overlap of the two species

is desirable to improve the sympathetic cooling rate.

Furthermore, the scheme presented above allows to individually address one species while not

changing the trapping potential of the other species. In several experiments a comparable degree of

control is achieved by applying an additional optical beam working in the tune-out scheme to adjust

the trap for one species only [209,222–226]. However, these approaches require specific laser sources

that match the tune-out wavelengths. In contrast, a bichromatic setup offers more flexibility and is not

restricted to a single atomic species.
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Finally, with the ability to change the trapping potential selectively for one species only, it is possible

to give one of the two species a kick by shortly changing the trap frequencies to observe the dynamical

response of the mixture on this small perturbation. Eventually, the excitation is transferred to the other

species by the inter-species interaction allowing to control the dynamics of one species by initially

affecting only the other. This technique can also be applied to investigate the excitation spectrum of

dual-species mixtures [249–252].

3.4. Summary

In this chapter we have discussed novel applications for monochromatic and bichromatic optical dipole

traps in connection with dual-species BECs. For this purpose we have derived conditions for species-

selective tune-out scenarios and equal trap frequencies in case of a single laser wavelength and the

combination of two different laser wavelengths.

The possibility to achieve equal trap frequencies with different approaches will have a large im-

pact on future experiments with dual-species mixtures. In particular, we have shown that equal trap

frequencies are an excellent choice to naturally overcome the differential gravitational sag in ground-

based experiments without the need for additional levitation fields. In this way the richness of different

ground-state configurations can be explored and collocation requirements for precision experiments

can be straightforwardly fulfilled.

Furthermore, a dual-species BEC confined with identical trap frequencies for both species has unique

dynamical properties. Instead of evolving with different rates the mixture conserves its initial shape

and behaves as one large condensate for which the dynamics can be described by a single scaling

matrix. Consequently, atomic lensing can be efficiently applied for such a mixture and less lensing

pulses compared to the case of non-equal trap frequencies are required in order to reduce the expansion

velocities along all spatial directions. Thus, incorporating equal trap frequencies in future setups for

differential atom interferometry will be highly rewarding.

We have also addressed the question of off-resonant photon scattering and have studied the alignment

of the laser beams. As a result, we have identified several promising candidates for achieving equal

trap frequencies for BEC mixtures with a single laser wavelength featuring low heating rates. Here

especially mixtures of 23Na – 87Rb and 87Rb – 133Cs stand out. In these cases the low scattering rates

most likely allow to perform the full Bose-Einstein condensation while subject to equal trap frequencies

including the evaporative cooling.

Moreover, we have presented new concepts that utilize species-selective potentials with an emphasis

on tune-out scenarios. In particular, one species can be optically trapped while the other is confined by

the inter-species interaction alone. For attractive interaction this approach leads to an atom sink, where

both species overlap and their attraction prevents the expansion. In the case of repulsive interaction

an atomic barrier can be created that traps the atoms as we will show in detail in the next chapter.
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Both of these scenarios enable the observation of unique phenomena that have not been experimentally

demonstrated so far.

Finally, bichromatic optical dipole traps allow the manipulation of the trapping potential for a single

atomic species while the confinement for the other species is not affected. We have derived the relevant

equations for this method and discussed possible applications including the study of the excitation

spectrum of dual-species mixtures.

In summary, by a smart choice of the laser wavelengths used for optically trapping dual-species

mixtures we can either improve the individual control over each species or benefit from the common

behavior of the mixture. In this sense monochromatic and bichromatic optical dipole traps offer much

more potential applications than just ordinary trapping atoms with blue- or red-detuned laser light.
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CHAPTER 4

ATOMS TRAPPED BY ATOMS

In everyday life atoms or molecules are widely used as containment for other atoms: be it a glass of

water, a balloon filled with air or a leather bag used to carry marbles or dice. Most macroscopic objects

can easily be stored and moved around because they have only little interaction with their surroundings.

Within the microscopic world of quantum objects, often studied at low temperature, this situation

changes dramatically. Here neutral atoms or ions have to be fully isolated from their environment

to avoid heating, dissipation, and decoherence. Therefore, static or time-dependent electromagnetic

fields are used to control the atoms and to confine them in the vacuum. BECs for instance can consist

of several millions of atoms which can be trapped and cooled together. However, the typical particle

densities of BECs are six orders of magnitude lower than the air we breath and thus collisions between

the particles are rather rare events. Nevertheless, even in such dilute systems the interactions between

neutral atoms actually become relevant and play an important role for the equilibrium properties and

the dynamics [26,27,143,144].

On the other hand, these interactions are a valuable resource which can be exploited to realize a

novel scheme of trapping ultra-cold atoms based solely on the repulsive interaction present in a dual-

species BEC. For this purpose a shell-like initial state is required, where one species is surrounding

the other. By making use of the species-selective optical potentials discussed in chapter 3, one can

switch-off the external trap for the central species while still keeping the outer one confined. When the

repulsive interaction between the two species is simultaneously increased an atomic barrier is created

which prevents the atoms at the center from escaping this newly formed trap.

This approach shows similarities to the concept of self-bound atomic droplets [40,41,52], where

attractive interactions between the atoms are used to compensate the repulsive self-interaction of
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the atoms in order to generate a stable state for a two-component mixture with the help of quantum

fluctuations. In contrast to quantum droplets, our method makes use of a strong repulsive inter-

action between the two atomic species leading to an asymmetric configuration, where one species

creates an effective potential which traps the other one. Hence, in this way a unique dual-species

system can be realized that allows to study the properties of interaction-induced trapping of ultra-cold

quantum gases and the tunneling of one species through an atomic barrier provided by the other species.

In this chapter we discuss the details of this approach and analyze the characteristic features of

such a novel atom trap. As a first step in section 4.1 we lay out the general concept of atoms trapped

by atoms and explain the requirements and challenges of building a potential wall with ultra-cold

atoms. In particular, we address the need for a spherically symmetric, bichromatic optical dipole trap

and why microgravity conditions are mandatory.

In section 4.2 we consider an exemplary setup and discuss the main features of the time evolution

and quantify them. This analysis is the basis for a thorough study of the impact of different parame-

ters on the properties of the atom trap presented in section 4.3. Here we focus on the role of the trap

geometry and the influence of the interaction strength applied for the ground state and the time evolu-

tion, respectively. A short summary of the results and an outlook on future realizations of this method

concludes this chapter.

4.1. General concept

In this section we provide a detailed description of the basic concept of trapping atoms with other

ultra-cold atoms and discuss some of the practical challenges that need to be addressed to realize this

kind of trapping in an experiment.

4.1.1. Building a potential wall with ultra-cold atoms

As a starting point we consider the ground state of a dual-species BEC determined by the time-

independent GP equation (2.5) with large inter-species interaction strength, so that species β is fully

enclosed by species α as displayed for instance in Fig. 2.1.h). When we selectively switch-off the

trapping potential for the central species, while keeping the potential for the outer species constant as

described in chapter 3, the atoms of species β tunnel through the potential barrier generated by species

α and expand rather quickly. However, by simultaneously raising the inter-species interaction strength

through Feshbach resonances, as discussed in section 2.3, the height of this potential barrier can be

increased until the tunneling rate eventually becomes negligible and species β is fully confined solely

by the repulsive interaction with species α.

This process is further illustrated in Fig. 4.1 for the exemplary case of a mixture of 41K and 87Rb,

where we identify the two species with α = K and β = Rb, respectively. Here Vtot,Rb, corresponding

to the sum of the external trapping potential and the intra- and inter-species interaction potentials given
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Figure 4.1.: Combined potential Vtot,Rb (blue) given by Eq. (3.33) for (a) the ground-
state scenario displayed in Fig. 2.1.h) and (b-c) two different repulsive interaction strengths
ḡK,RbN without external trapping potential. The ground-state wave function is plotted in
red and the red dashed line indicates the value of the chemical potential of the respective
setup. Without the external trap (b) the atoms can expand while they are kept confined (c), if
ḡK,RbN is increased simultaneously.

by Eq. (3.33), is plotted for the ground-state configuration shown in Fig. 2.1.h) and two different

interaction strengths without the external trap.

Figure 4.1 clearly shows that by raising the inter-species interaction strength ḡK,RbN above the

value of the ground state, the potassium atoms form a steep potential wall for the rubidium atoms

which can be used to trap them. Since the potassium atoms are still subject to the external potential

they cannot be pushed away by the rubidium atoms leading to a relatively stable situation, where

one species of ultra-cold atoms is trapped by another one. Naturally, the system will not acquire a

steady state, but instead undergo oscillations of its size in the form of breathing modes governed by the

repulsive interaction between the two species and the external trapping potential of the outer species.

Depending on the trapping geometry and the interaction strength the lifetime of this atom trap varies.

After a certain amount of time the collective oscillations lead to a breakdown of the trap and the

potassium atoms move towards the center while the rubidium atoms finally escape the trap and are

spilled out into free space.

4.1.2. Experimental requirements and challenges

In order to realize the idea of atoms trapped by atoms several rather challenging requirements have to

be fulfilled by the experimental apparatus. In the following we give an overview of these requirements

and propose possible solutions to meet them with a future setup.
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Spherically symmetric, bichromatic optical dipole trap

One of the most important measures to evaluate the quality of a given confinement is the lifetime or the

holding time of the trap. As we will see later on, the holding time crucially depends on the geometry

of the optical dipole potential used to trap the dual-species mixture. In fact, the atomic barrier breaks

down quite fast for elongated traps and large holding times can only be obtained for nearly isotropic

traps.

This process can be understood in the following. Even small anisotropies of the optical potential

lead to an elongation of the ground-state-density distributions of a dual-species mixture as depicted

in Fig. 4.2. Hence, the shell of the outer species becomes thinner along the high-frequency axis and

thicker along the low-frequency axis. This asymmetry is further amplified during the dynamics due

to the fact that the potential energy of the outer species is smaller along the low-frequency axis. As

a result, the various forces generate a particle flux within the outer shell which eventually leads to a

breakdown of the atomic confinement.
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Figure 4.2.: Contour lines of the non-integrated ground-state-density distributions of a dual-
species BEC consisting of 41K and 87Rb atoms for (a) a spherically symmetric trap and (b)
an anisotropic trap. The parameters are identical to those of Fig. 2.1.h) with the exception
that for (b) the trap frequencies follow the relation ωx = ωy = 0.83ωz . For a spherically
symmetric trap (a) the particle densities are perfectly isotropic while for an elongated trap (b)
the whole distribution is deformed and in particular the potassium atoms are shifted towards
the weakly-confining x-axis. The blue and red arrows indicate in which direction the atoms
move once the trapping potential for the inner species is selectively switched off.

Consequently, the ideal trapping geometry for atoms trapped by atoms is a spherically symmetric

one. To generate such a trap at least three laser beams are required that ideally are perpendicular to each

other. Such a setup could in principle be realized by recycling one laser beam two times and feeding

it back into the experimental chamber each time with a different polarization to avoid interference

between the individual laser beams as applied for instance for two beams in Refs. [130,253,254].

Naturally, a precise alignment of these three beams is essential to generate an isotropic trap.
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Needless to say, such a three beam setup is already quite challenging to implement. However, the true

difficulty arises from the fact that two different laser wavelengths are required in order to selectively

tune-out the potential for the inner species. As discussed in section 3.1.2 the required lasers can either

be one far-red and one far-blue detuned laser or one far-red detuned laser together with a laser that

matches the tune-out wavelength of the central species.

Ultimately, a spherically symmetric, bichromatic optical dipole trap is needed, which experimentally

is rather demanding. The author is not aware of a laboratory, where such a configuration has yet been

implemented. Nevertheless, from a fundamental point of view there is no reason that prevents the

realization of such a setup with a dedicated apparatus.

Suitable interaction strengths of the dual-species mixture

Apart from the trapping geometry, the interactions play a crucial role in the attempt to trap atoms with

other ultra-cold atoms. In order to realize the proper initial state both atomic species need to possess

a repulsive self-interaction and the inter-species scattering length needs to be tuneable via Feshbach

resonances. One of the obvious choices is the combination [10] of 41K and 87Rb for which exemplary

Feshbach resonances are shown in Fig. 2.4. However, there are of course also other suitable isotope

combinations that can be used for this method [130–132].

We emphasize that the chosen mixture has direct implications on the laser setup since the optimal

laser wavelengths for bichromatic or tune-out schemes strongly depend on the isotope combination as

discussed in chapter 3.

Microgravity environment

In a standard laboratory on earth the gravitational force out-shadows the repulsive interaction between

the atoms by far making it impossible to generate a stable confinement once the external trap is switched

off for the central species. Hence, gravity needs to be fully offset in order to make this approach work.

In principle, there are several ways to compensate the gravitational force even in ground-based lab-

oratories. For instance, light sheets [255,256] are widely used to confine the atoms along the direction

of gravity in order to create quasi-2D BECs [179,180,257,258]. Alternatively, magnetic field gradients

can be used to levitate the atoms and offset the gravitational potential in single-species [107,259–261]

and dual-species experiments [127,128].

However, both methods are contradictory to other crucial requirements for our method. Light sheets

just add an additional potential preventing the atoms from falling out of the confined area, but within

the trapped region gravity still leads to a sagging of the atoms. Hence, the isotropic shell structure of

the dual-species mixture will not be stable once the potential for the inner species has been switched

off. On the other hand, magnetic levitation prohibits the use of Feshbach resonances which are essential

for raising the atomic barrier to trap the other species. Consequently, compensating gravity by one of

these methods is not a valid option and one has to resort to true microgravity environments.
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As explained in more detail in section 1.2, currently, there are several microgravity facilities avail-

able, where experiments with ultra-cold quantum gases can be performed. The QUANTUS collabo-

ration operates in the Bremen droptower [12,13] and also carries out sounding-rocket missions within

the MAIUS project [14]. The ICE consortium performs experiments on parabolic flights [24] and re-

cently CAL has been installed on the ISS and started its operation [15]. For the future a US-German

consortium plans on building the BECCAL apparatus, which will be the successor of CAL on the

ISS [91].

Unfortunately, none of the above listed devices is currently capable of generating the required trap-

ping potentials specified previously. Nevertheless, we are optimistic that the recent developments in

performing BEC experiments in microgravity will pave the way for future missions that at some point

will enable the experimental realization of atoms trapped by atoms.

4.2. Reference case

After having discussed the general concept of trapping atoms with other ultra-cold atoms we now

present the time evolution for an exemplary configuration as the result of numerical simulations. We

first describe the setup before we discuss the results of the dynamics in a second step.

4.2.1. Setup

In our reference case we consider a dual-species BEC consisting of 41K and 87Rb atoms. For con-

venience and brevity we will omit the nucleon number in the remainder of this chapter most of the

time and just refer to the respective element for labeling purposes. In Tab. 4.1 the relevant physical

parameters for our reference scenario are listed in the dimensionless units introduced in section 2.1.1

with the inverse time scale ω̄ = ωx,K and the spatial scale ā =
√

~/(MK ωx,K).

We emphasize that the intra-species interaction strengths are determined by the natural scattering

lengths of 41K and 87Rb, respectively, and the inter-species interaction is chosen in order to create

an initial state with a distinct separation of the two species as displayed in Fig. 2.1.h). Consequently,

the rubidium atoms occupy the center of the external trap while the potassium atoms enclose them

completely. During the dynamics the inter-species interaction strength is increased by one third.

As already mentioned we make use of two different laser wavelengths. A laser at 1064 nm is used

to generate the trap for the initial ground state of the mixture and a second laser with wavelength

λL = 790.027 nm corresponding to the tune-out wavelength of 87Rb is applied during the dynamics

to selectively trap only the potassium atoms. Hence, for the ground state the trap frequencies for

rubidium are smaller than for potassium as can be seen in Fig. 3.6. By appropriately choosing the

laser intensities one can ensure that the trap frequencies for potassium are kept constant during the

time evolution. Finally, the geometry of the trap is chosen to be cylindrically symmetric with a small

anisotropy along the z-axis in order to account for experimental imperfections and to observe the break

down of the trap during the time evolution.
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Table 4.1.: List of the physical parameters for the exemplary time evolution of a BEC mix-
ture consisting of 41K and 87Rb atoms, where one species is trapped by the other one. The
variables are given in dimensionless units where appropriate and the shaded areas indicate
which quantities are changed from the initial state to the dynamics.

Ground state Dynamics

Number of particles N = NK = NRb 105 105

Interaction strengths ḡKN 1.8 · 103 1.8 · 103

ḡRbN 1.4 · 103 1.4 · 103

ḡK,RbN 3.0 · 103 4.0 · 103

Trap anisotropy εiso 10−4 10−4

Trap frequencies ωx,K = ωy,K ω̄ ω̄

ωz,K (1 + εiso) ω̄ (1 + εiso) ω̄

ωj,Rb 0.732ωj,K 0

Laser wavelength λL 1064 nm 790.027 nm

4.2.2. Results of the time evolution

In this section we discuss the properties of the time evolution of our reference case. The details about

the numerical methods applied to obtain the ground state of the system and to compute the dynamics

can be found in appendix A.

Density distributions

The numerically obtained time evolution for the setup specified in the previous section is shown in

Fig. 4.3. The starting point of the dynamics is the spherically symmetric ground state displayed in

Fig. 4.3.a), where the rubidium atoms (red) are concentrated at the center of the trap while the potas-

sium atoms (green) surround them.

When the trapping potential for the rubidium atoms is switched off at ω̄ t = 0, the mixture starts to

oscillate in the radial direction as shown in Fig. 4.3.b-c). This phenomenon is driven by the repulsive

self-interaction of the rubidium atoms which forces the condensate to expand and the strong repulsive

interaction between the two species which prevents the rubidium atoms from tunneling through the

potassium BEC and pushes them back again.

Over time the small anisotropy of the trapping potential for potassium leads to an asymmetric defor-

mation of the dual-species mixture which is depicted in Fig. 4.3.d-e). In particular, the potassium atoms

accumulate in the x-y-plane, where the harmonic confinement is slightly weaker than along the z-axis

leading to a compression of the rubidium atoms. As a consequence, the atomic barrier is lowered along

the z-axis accelerating the deformation of the mixture even further. This process is continued until the

atomic trap ultimately breaks down and the potassium BEC forms a torus squeezing the rubidium BEC

out of the center of the initial trap as displayed in Fig. 4.3.f-g).
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Figure 4.3.: Non-integrated density distributions of 41K (green) and 87Rb (red) on the x-z-
plane for different times during the time evolution of the reference case defined in Tab. 4.1.
The white dashed line indicates the region within which the rubidium atoms are considered to
be trapped. Initially, the rubidium BEC is fully enclosed by the potassium BEC and the den-
sities are spherically symmetric (a). After switching off the external potential for rubidium,
the mixture undergoes radial oscillations while the inner species is confined by the repulsive
interaction with the second species (b-c). Eventually, the collective oscillations lead to a
deformation of the density distributions (d-e) until the atomic confinement breaks down and
the rubidium atoms escape the trap (f-g). Finally, all rubidium atoms have expanded away
from the initial BEC and the potassium BEC remains trapped in an highly excited state (h).

At the end of the time evolution all rubidium atoms have escaped the atomic trap and have expanded

in free space as depicted in Fig. 4.3.h). Due to the species-selective trapping the potassium atoms are

still confined by the external trap. However, as a consequence of the highly nontrivial dynamics the

potassium BEC is strongly excited and features time-dependent oscillations in its density.
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In summary, we have demonstrated that the idea of trapping atoms by atoms actually works for a

given set of parameters and that the confinement is not infinitely stable, but eventually breaks down

due to the anisotropy of the system introduced by the optical potential.

Time-dependent variances

In order to further illustrate the transition from a trapping to a non-trapping regime we consider the

variances

σj,α(t) =

(∫
d3xx2

j |ψα(x, t)|2
)1/2

(4.1)

for the two species along the x- and z-axes which are displayed in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4.: Spatial variances of ψK(x, t) and ψRb(x, t) along the x- and z-axes during the
time evolution of the reference case defined in Tab. 4.1. The black dotted lines correspond
to the time steps displayed in Fig. 4.3. Initially, the size of the mixture oscillates with the
rubidium atoms being closer to the center than the potassium atoms. This relation is inverted
when the trap breaks down and the rubidium atoms expand freely, while the potassium atoms
remain trapped.

The time evolution of the variances clearly shows that the trap breaks down during the third cycle of

the collective breathing oscillation of the mixture. In particular, Fig. 4.4 reveals that σz,Rb (red line)

starts to grow while σx,Rb (yellow line) still undergoes one full oscillation due to the repulsive force

between the two species. Once the rubidium atoms have escaped the atom trap along the z-axis their

wave function also spreads in the x-y-plane leading to an increase of σx,Rb.

At the end of the time evolution the potassium BEC is still trapped, but occupies a highly excited

state leading to the non-trivial oscillation pattern displayed by the variances σx,K (blue line) and σz,K
(green line) in Fig. 4.4.
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Holding time of the atom trap

To better characterize the quality of the confinement we now determine the holding time of the trap.

Therefore, as a first step we define

NRb,trapped(t) = NRb

∫
Vtr

d3x |ψRb(x, t)|2 (4.2)

as the number of atoms trapped through the repulsive interaction at a given point in time. The volume

Vtr corresponding to the trapped region is given by the extent of the initial density distribution. In

particular, we determine at which distance to the origin of the coordinate system the density |ψK(x, 0)|2

has dropped to 10% of its maximal value along the respective direction. All these points combined yield

the surface of Vtr which is displayed as a white dashed line in Fig. 4.3 for all time steps.

We emphasize that for a given ground state Vtr is constant during the entire time evolution, but the

size of the dual-species mixture changes due to collective oscillations. In order to account for this effect

we have included the shape-dependent 10%-margin in the definition of Vtr. This procedure ensures that

during the initial oscillations all trapped atoms are really counted as trapped ones and only those which

have completely passed through the atomic barrier are labeled as untrapped. Thus, Eq. (4.2) gives a

reliable measure of the number of trapped atoms during a single time evolution, but also allows to

easily compare scenarios with different physical parameters.

In Fig. 4.5 the trapped fraction NRb,trapped(t) /NRb is plotted for our reference case. Clearly, the

rubidium atoms are perfectly trapped by the potassium atoms during the first phase of the dynamics and

losses due to tunneling through the atomic barrier are negligible. As soon as the confinement breaks

down the number of trapped atoms decreases rapidly until the trap has been completely depleted of

atoms.

With the help of Eq. (4.2) we can define the time tη which states how long it takes until the trapped

fraction has dropped to the value η:

NRb,trapped(tη) = η NRb . (4.3)

A natural choice to measure the duration of the confinement with a single quantity is the holding

time tht = t0.5, where half of the atoms have already escaped the trap while the other half is still

within the trapped region Vtr. Together with the times t0.8 and t0.2 determined by Eq. (4.3) one can

additionally characterize the rate at which the atomic trap collapses. For the reference case discussed

in this section one obtains the values

ω̄ t0.8 = 13.54 , ω̄ tht = ω̄ t0.5 = 14.20 , ω̄ t0.2 = 15.19 (4.4)

which are depicted by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5.: Fraction of trapped atoms as a function of the evolution time ω̄ t for the reference
scenario specified in Tab. 4.1. Initially, almost all particles are trapped until at around ω̄ t =
13 the confinement starts to collapse and the number of trapped atoms decreases rapidly. The
dashed lines indicate the points in time when the number of trapped atoms has dropped to
0.8NRb, 0.5NRb, and 0.2NRb, respectively.

Finally, to evaluate whether the effect of atoms trapped by atoms can be observed in a laboratory the

real holding time is relevant. Assuming a typical trap frequency of ωx,K = 50 Hz yields tht = 45 ms

which is long enough to being distinguishable from a pure release of the condensate. Hence, we have

shown that it is in principle possible to observe the trapping of ultra-cold atoms only by the repulsive

interaction with other ultra-cold atoms.

4.3. Influence of the parameters on the trapping properties

In this section we analyze how different physical parameters change the properties of the atomic con-

finement and the ability to trap atoms only by the inter-species interaction. In particular, we discuss the

influence of the trap anisotropy and the inter-species interaction strength of the ground state as well as

during the dynamics. As measures for the quality of the confinement we consider the time-dependent

number of trapped atoms and the holding time of the system. In order to have a meaningful comparison

all results are based on the reference scenario defined in Tab. 4.1 with a single parameter being changed

in each case.

4.3.1. The importance of the trap anisotropy

As already mentioned earlier, one of the most crucial parameters for trapping atoms by atoms is the

anisotropy ε of the optical dipole potential. In Fig. 4.6 the number of trapped atoms over time is

compared for different values of ε.
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Figure 4.6.: Fraction of trapped atoms over time for different values of the trap anisotropy ε.
The values of the other parameters are listed in Tab. 4.1. The large dots indicate the holding
time ω̄ tht when only half of the atoms are still trapped. With decreasing anisotropy of
the trap the atoms are trapped for longer times while in all cases the time dependence of the
trapped fraction has a shape similar to that of the reference case (red) discussed in section 4.2.
The inset shows the logarithmic dependence of the holding time on the anisotropy factor ε,
where the black solid line is determined by a linear regression.

Clearly, the time after which the atomic trap breaks down grows as the anisotropy of the trap de-

creases while the general shape of the time dependence of the trapped fraction is similar in all cases.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.6 the increase of the holding time is roughly logarithmic in ε.

The reason for this behavior is that with growing isotropy of the trap the force leading to a redis-

tribution of the potassium atoms along the azimuthal direction, displayed in Fig. 4.2, diminishes and

consequently the deformation of the mixture towards an elongated density distribution is slower yield-

ing larger holding times. Hence, ideally the lifetime of the trap can be arbitrarily long if the optical

potential has a perfect spherical symmetry. However, in practice small imperfections will break this

symmetry resulting in finite holding times.

In Fig. 4.6 the results of our numerical simulations are shown only up to an anisotropy of ε = 10−5

because for even smaller values we have encountered numerical limitations which prohibit an accurate

computation in this case. This behavior is due to the fact that ε enters quadratic in the harmonic external

potential and for values of ε ≤ 10−6 the effect of the anisotropy of the trap is therefore of the order of

the accumulated round-off error present in a standard double-precision computation [262] rendering it

pointless to perform simulations in this regime.

In summary, we have shown that there is a distinct relation between the anisotropy of the optical

potential and the holding time of the atomic trap. For an experimental realization this dependency is
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crucial and impacts the design of a dedicated apparatus to demonstrate the effect of atoms trapped by

atoms in the future.

4.3.2. Dependence on the inter-species interaction strength

Apart from the geometry of the optical potential the interaction strength between the two species also

plays an important role for the dynamics. In this section we discuss how different values of the inter-

action strength ḡK,RbN during the time evolution affect the trapping properties.

Different regimes of operation

Based on our previous considerations in connection with the initial interaction potential displayed

in Fig. 4.1 we expect three different modes of operation depending on the inter-species interaction

strength: (i) no trapping for small values of ḡK,RbN with the atoms expanding rather undisturbed, (ii)

a transition regime for intermediate interaction strengths, where a growing fraction of atoms is trapped

but moves over the atomic barrier over time, and (iii) a pure trapping regime for ḡK,Rb > ḡ0,K,Rb,

where any tunneling is suppressed and the whole BEC is confined until the trap breaks down. The

existence of these three regimes has been verified numerically and the results are shown in Fig. 4.7,

where the fraction of trapped atoms is plotted over time for different values of ḡK,RbN .
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Figure 4.7.: Fraction of trapped atoms over time for different inter-species interaction
strength ḡK,RbN during the dynamics. The values of the other parameters are taken from
Tab. 4.1. For values of ḡK,RbN ≤ 2 · 103 nearly no trapping is observed and the rubid-
ium atoms immediately expand. With increasing interaction strength the atoms are partially
trapped and move over the atomic barrier in periodic waves. For values of ḡK,RbN > 3 · 103

these losses decrease rapidly and nearly all atoms are trapped until the trap breaks down
around ω̄ t = 13.
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Clearly, there is no trapping effect for small inter-species interaction strengths (ḡ2
K,Rb < ḡK ḡRb) and

the rubidium atoms expand as quickly as if there would be no interaction between the two species (black

line). In this case the single-species interactions dominate the dynamics and the interaction between

both species only plays a minor role. This regime is analogous to the condition ḡ2
0,K,Rb < ḡ0,K ḡ0,Rb

required for miscible ground-state configurations as discussed in section 2.1.2.

If ḡ2
K,Rb > ḡK ḡRb the number of trapped atoms decreases slower in time and the holding time of

the trap increases. However, not all atoms are trapped because the potential wall built by the potassium

atoms is not strong enough to confine all the rubidium atoms and therefore a large fraction of them

still expands quite fast. Consequently, only a small amount of the atoms is confined and leaves the trap

during the dynamics. This process is a combination of real quantum-mechanical tunneling [263] and

the effect of atoms moving over the potential barrier due to a large enough momentum. In particular

the second loss mechanism is periodic since the mixture undergoes radial oscillations and the velocities

are maximal when the two species collide. As a result, the atom trap is depleted over time.

For increasing inter-species interaction strength this loss rate decreases due to the growing atomic

barrier. In parallel the fraction of fully trapped atoms increases until for ḡK,Rb > ḡ0,K,Rb nearly

all rubidium atoms are trapped with only negligible losses. This confinement is stable until the trap

eventually breaks down as displayed in Fig. 4.7.

Comparison of the holding times

Although the dynamics of the dual-species mixture is quite different in the three regimes discussed

previously, the transition between these regimes is rather smooth and continuous as can be seen in

Fig. 4.7. Another way of visualizing this transition is to consider the holding time tht as a function of

ḡK,Rb, which is plotted in Fig. 4.8 for trap anisotropies ε = 10−2 and ε = 10−4.

Clearly, the holding time is negligible for small values of ḡK,Rb and increases as the inter-species

interaction strength approaches its ground-state value ḡ0,K,Rb. Around ḡK,Rb = ḡ0,K,Rb the holding

time saturates and further increases of the interaction strength do not lead to an improved confinement

of the atoms. This behavior is similar for different values of the trap anisotropy. However, as already

discussed in section 4.3.1, the saturated holding time is larger for smaller values of ε.

Consequently, for an experimental implementation of atoms trapped by atoms large enough interac-

tion strengths are required to work within the stable region, where the holding time has saturated and

the system features maximal confinement.

In summary, we have distinguished three different regimes of operation: a non-trapping, a

pseudo-tunneling and a trapping regime which are linked by changing the inter-species interaction

strength. In particular, as soon as the interaction strength is larger than the one used to generate the

initial ground state for the dynamics, the holding time becomes maximal and tunneling through the

atomic barrier as well as movement over it are suppressed almost completely. For these parameters the
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Figure 4.8.: Holding time of the atomic trap as a function of the inter-species interaction
strength ḡK,RbN for two different values of the trap anisotropy ε. The solid lines indicate
the value of the holding time tht given by Eq. (4.3) and the shaded areas show the time
interval between t0.8 and t0.2 corresponding to the break down of the trap. The value for the
ground-state interaction strength ḡ0,K,RbN = 3 · 103 is marked by the black dashed line and
like the other parameters is chosen according to Tab. 4.1. For small interaction strength there
is no real trapping, while the holding time increases when ḡK,RbN approaches the value
of the ground state. From this point onward the holding time is constant and is larger for
ε = 10−4 compared with ε = 10−2 as discussed in section 4.3.1.

result of the dynamics is robust against small perturbations and offers excellent prospects for a future

realization in the laboratory.

4.3.3. Influence of the ground-state-density distribution

Up to this point we have always considered the ground state displayed in Fig. 4.3.a) as the initial state

for the time evolution. In this section we study how different ground states, which can be generated by

changing the inter-species interaction accordingly, impact the dynamics and the ability to trap atoms

solely through the repulsive interactions.

Concave and convex configurations

As discussed in section 2.1.2 and illustrated in Fig. 2.1 the shape of the ground state of a dual-species

BEC strongly depends on the value of the initial inter-species interaction strength ḡ0,K,RbN . In Fig. 4.9

the time dependence of the number of trapped particles is plotted for different values of ḡ0,K,RbN

which correspond to a wide range of different ground-state configurations.

Figure 4.9 reveals two clearly distinct regimes: (i) almost no trapping for small initial interac-

tion strength ḡ0,K,RbN ≤ 1.2 · 103 and (ii) reasonably good trapping behavior for larger interaction
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Figure 4.9.: Fraction of trapped atoms over time for different ground-state-interaction
strengths ḡ0,K,RbN . The values of the other parameters are listed in Tab. 4.1. For values
of ḡ0,K,RbN ≤ 1.2 · 103 there is no considerable amount of trapping, while for larger values
a sudden increase of the trapping time is observed until at ḡ0,K,RbN = 3 · 103 nearly perfect
trapping without losses due to tunneling is achieved.

strength. By comparing with the ground-state densities shown in Fig. 2.1 one immediately finds that

apparently there is no trapping possible if both species have a concave density distribution. Only when

the density of the outer species features a dip at the center of the trap interaction-induced confinement

occurs. According to Eq. (2.21) the transition between these two regimes takes place for an interaction

strength of ḡ0,K,RbN = 1.23 · 103 which agrees nicely with the results shown in Fig. 4.9.

This behavior can be understood in the following. If both species feature a monotonically decreas-

ing density from the center to the edge, then the gradient of the density is always negative and the

interaction force points outwards pushing the rubidium atoms away from the center of the trap. If,

however, the density gradient for the potassium atoms is positive at the center, then the rubidium atoms

feel a potential wall and can be confined. As displayed in Figs. 2.1.e) and 4.9 already a small dip in

the density distribution is sufficient to enable trapping. Hence, due to the strong repulsive interaction

applied during the time evolution even the smallest initial dip serves as a nucleus for a large separation

of the two condensates and consequently leads to a stable confinement.

Naturally, for interaction strengths just above the threshold for atomic trapping of ḡ0,K,RbN =

1.23 · 103 not all particles can be confined and a rather large fraction of the rubidium atoms escapes.

However, when the initial densities become more shell-like by increasing ḡ0,K,RbN these initial atom

losses disappear and for ḡ0,K,RbN = 3.0 · 103 almost all particles can be trapped until the trap eventu-

ally breaks down.
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Interplay of initial and dynamical interaction strength

After having discussed the influence of the ground-state-density distribution on the trapping perfor-

mance we now combine the analysis of the initial and the dynamical interaction strength and identify

a stable region in this parameter space that allows to reliably trap atoms by other atoms.

In Fig. 4.10 the holding time of the atomic trap is displayed as a function of the initial and the

dynamical inter-species interaction strength. Additionally, the ground-state-density distribution of the

mixture is shown for specific values of ḡ0,K,RbN illustrating the different ground-state scenarios.
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Figure 4.10.: Holding time tht as a function of the ground-state interaction strength
ḡ0,K,RbN and the dynamical interaction strength ḡK,RbN . The values of the other parame-
ters are listed in Tab. 4.1. Green and yellow colors indicate long trapping times. Reasonable
trapping occurs for ground states with interaction strengths 1.2 · 103 < ḡ0,K,RbN < 3.6 · 103

in combination with interaction strengths ḡK,RbN > 2.6 · 103 during the time evolution.
On the right the non-integrated ground-state-density distributions are plotted for three dif-
ferent interaction strength: (b) ḡ0,K,RbN = 3.6 · 103, (c) ḡ0,K,RbN = 1.6 · 103, and (d)
ḡ0,K,RbN = 1.2 · 103 illustrating that trapping is only possible if the potassium density has
a dip at the center.

Clearly, the concept of atoms trapped by atoms is only realizable for a distinct range of parameters

which is determined by three more or less hard bounds: (i) a minimum ground-state interaction strength

is required so that the mixture can develop a shell-like configuration, (ii) an upper bound ensures that

the ground state is symmetric, and (iii) the interaction strength applied during the dynamics has to be

large enough to enable atomic trapping.
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The lower limit of ḡ0,K,RbN > 1.23 · 103 has already been discussed in connection with Fig. 4.9

and governs the transition from a concave to a convex ground-state-density distribution for potassium.

According to Fig. 4.10 this value gives a good orientation for the onset of atomic trapping, however for

large dynamical interaction strengths trapping with reduced holding times is also possible for values

below this threshold. In these cases the movement of atoms over the atomic barrier is the dominant

loss mechanism leading to short holding times.

A real hard bound is given by the requirement that the ground-state densities have to be symmetric in

order to achieve atomic trapping. According to Eq. (2.23) this symmetry is spontaneously broken above

a certain interaction strength. Hence, for the parameters considered here the condition ḡ0,K,RbN <

3.47 · 103 needs to be fulfilled in order to realize non-vanishing holding times as displayed in Fig. 4.10.

Consequently, only for ground-state interaction strengths 1.23 · 103 < ḡ0,K,RbN < 3.47 · 103 reason-

ably long holding times can be obtained.

Apart from the ground-state configuration also the interaction strength applied during the time evolu-

tion has an important impact on the dynamics of the mixture as discussed in section 4.3.2. Figure 4.10

shows that rather independent of the ground state the rubidium atoms can only be confined by the

potassium atoms for values of ḡK,RbN > 2.6 · 103.

However, by comparing with Fig. 4.7 it becomes obvious that the holding time alone is not

a sufficient criteria to evaluate the trapping performance. For instance, interaction strengths of

ḡK,RbN = 2.8 · 103 and ḡK,RbN = 4.0 · 103 yield almost identical holding times, but as shown in

Fig. 4.7 the corresponding number of trapped particles differs strongly over time. Hence, even if the

holding times are equal the loss rates can be quite different.

As a result, there is a wide range of possible interaction strengths indicated by the greenish

area in Fig. 4.10 that allows for trapping atoms with other ultra-cold atoms over long times. To achieve

a high-quality confinement with small loss and tunneling rates it is advisable to choose the parameters

such that they lie well within this region. In this case the result of the dynamics is stable and robust

against small perturbations or fluctuations of the interaction strengths.

4.4. Summary

In this chapter we have presented a novel approach for trapping ultra-cold atoms through the repulsive

interaction with another atomic species which is trapped optically. In this way we have realized a

unique dual-species system that can be operated either in a pseudo-tunneling or in a trapping regime

giving rise to unprecedented phenomena.

For sufficiently large inter-species interaction strength a meta-stable atom trap can be generated

confining the inner species over several tens of milliseconds. During this holding time the mixture

undergoes breathing oscillations which eventually lead to the break-down of the trap due to small
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initial anisotropies of the system. This break-down typically happens on a very short time scale in

which all trapped atoms are pushed out of the trapping region and expand freely.

Our findings show that the holding time of this new kind of atom trap crucially depends on the

geometry of the initial optical potential used to create the dual-species mixture. Standard crossed two-

beam setups are not appropriate because they do not provide any net trapping effect. Consequently, a

spherically symmetric setup consisting of three orthogonal laser beams yields a maximal lifetime of the

atom trap. Together with the need for microgravity these requirements are quite challenging rendering

an experimental realization a difficult endeavor. Nevertheless, there are no fundamental limitations

which prevent an experimental demonstration of atoms trapped by atoms so that we are confident of

seeing this idea being realized rather sooner than later.

Apart from geometric considerations, choosing the appropriate interaction strengths for the initial

state and the time evolution is nearly as important. We have identified several conditions that need to

be fulfilled in order to realize long trapping times. In particular, the ground state of the system used

as the initial state of the dynamics has to feature a shell-like structure, where the density distribution

of the outer species exhibits a dip serving as the center of the atom trap which is later formed. Such a

configuration can be realized for a wide range of initial interaction strengths. However, for too weak

interaction there is no initial dip and for too strong interaction the ground state is asymmetric preventing

interaction-induced trapping completely.

On the other hand, the interaction strength applied during the dynamics has a more gradual effect

on the trapping properties. Likewise, small values of the interaction strength are insufficient to achieve

trapping. However, with increasing interaction strength there is first a transition from a non-trapping to

a loss-dominated regime and then to the full trapping regime. The intermediate regime is characterized

by a large number of initially trapped particles that are not all confined until the trap breaks down, but

which can move over the atomic barrier over time. By changing the inter-species interaction strength

the height of the atomic barrier and consequently the loss rate can be tuned. This effect is of particular

relevance and unique to our system since tunneling is usually demonstrated through potentials gener-

ated by classical electromagnetic fields [217,264,265] and not through another ultra-cold quantum gas.

In this sense our method features quantum-quantum trapping since the interaction between the atoms

generating the confinement has a quantum-mechanical nature.

In addition to the results presented so far, there are also ideas on how to further improve the trapping

behavior. One possibility is to apply time-dependent laser intensities to mimic a dynamical change of

the trap frequencies. In principle this approach could stabilize the trapping mechanism by reducing

the average anisotropy of the system in analogy to the Paul trap used for charged particles [266,267].

However, oscillating trap frequencies also pump energy into the system which in contrast accelerate

the break-down of the trap. Overall we have observed no considerable improvement of the trapping

characteristics by applying this method.

For future studies it is worthwhile to consider an optical guide as an additionally confinement in two

spatial directions and to analyze whether an interaction-induced trapping can be achieved along the
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axial direction. By a clever choice of the properties of the laser used to generate the optical guide an

initial state can be created, where the two species are well separated along the axial direction while

being identically extended along the radial directions so that a stable atomic barrier emerges. Such a

system would most likely have less severe requirements on the geometry of the optical potential so that

an experimental implementation might be more feasible.

Either way, there are plenty of applications imaginable, where tuneable atom-atom interactions to-

gether with species-selective potentials can be used as an innovative resource for experiments with

quantum gas mixtures. The concept of atoms trapped by atoms presented in this chapter just highlights

these capabilities and shows what can be realized in the future with the tools we have developed in this

chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

THE SPACE ATOM LASER

Up to now atom lasers [53–56] have been performed in earth-bound laboratories, where the dominant

force acting on the outcoupled atoms is gravity resulting in a directed and accelerated beam of atoms

leaving the condensate. This acceleration can be reduced by applying a gravity-compensating potential

originating from a magnetic-field gradient [268] or by loading atom lasers into horizontal matter-wave

guides [269–271], but both approaches still yield a directed beam.

By making use of novel microgravity environments [12–15] it is now possible to enter a completely

new regime for the atom laser, where weightlessness allows to create a unique shell-like atom laser

which slowly expands away from the initial BEC driven only by the repulsive interaction between the

atoms. As we will show, this effect can be exploited to establish a nearly isotropic source for ultra-

cold atoms in microgravity, the so-called space atom laser, even if the initial BEC was trapped in an

elongated anisotropic trap.

The outcoupling scheme presented in this chapter1 has been developed for a direct implementation

in future microgravity experiments like NASA’s CAL [15], which enables BEC experiments aboard

the ISS. Thus, we have taken much care to incorporate all relevant experimental effects into our model

and to choose realistic values for all parameters. In addition, we have also studied the influence of

fluctuations of the initial number of particles and the offset magnetic field on the performance of the

1The content of this chapter has already been published by the author in Ref. [92] under the Creative Commons Attribution
3.0 License (CC BY 3.0, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/), where the author was responsible for the concept,
planning, and execution of the scientific study including writing the manuscript of the published article.
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space atom laser. In this way we present not only a theoretical study of rf outcoupling in microgravity

but also pave the way for an experimental realization of the space atom laser in the near future.

The space atom laser is yet another example of how atom-atom interactions can be used as a

resource for experiments with ultra-cold atoms in microgravity. Due to the isotropic nature of the

repulsive interactions between atoms in different internal states there is no preferred direction for the

system so that a shell-like output state emerges which expands in all directions away from the center of

the trap. On ground these interactions are out-shadowed by gravity and only have a minor effect on the

atom-laser beam leading to a diverging beam profile as a function of the resonance position [272–275].

Thus, only in the absence of gravity the atom-atom interactions fully come to light and dominate the

dynamics of atom lasers.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.1 we lay out the theoretical framework for

the description of the space atom laser based on coupled GP equations and derive conditions for a

spatially-localized and state-selective outcoupling. In addition, we discuss the origin of the unique

isotropy of the output state of the space atom laser and why this isotropy is essentially independent of

the geometry of the magnetic trap.

A model sequence that allows the generation of such an isotropic output state is presented in sec-

tion 5.2 together with the corresponding results obtained by numerical simulations. The shape of the

outcoupled shell is discussed in more detail in section 5.3, where we compare the isotropy of the

momentum distribution for different coupling strengths. Furthermore, we show how second-order con-

tributions to the Zeeman effect lead to a slight broadening of the momentum distribution in a real

experiment.

The influence of varying experimental parameters on the output of the space atom laser is studied in

section 5.4 by numerically scanning through the initial number of particles and the Rabi frequency of

the rf field. In this way we identify different regimes of operation for the space atom laser including

a fairly stable regime with large isotropy for intermediate coupling as well as an oscillatory regime

for strong coupling. Finally, we analyze the impact of fluctuations of the offset magnetic field on the

rf-outcoupling process. As it turns out, even small changes of the magnetic field can shift the resonance

of the rf field far away from the BEC so that the outcoupling shuts down completely. Hence, taking

care of the magnetic field fluctuations is crucial for a successful experimental realization of the space

atom laser.

This chapter is concluded in section 5.5 with a brief summary of our results and an outlook towards

future experiments and applications.

5.1. Radio-frequency outcoupling in microgravity

Throughout this chapter we consider a magnetically trapped BEC of 87Rb atoms which are in the

electronic ground state and within the hyperfine manifold with total angular momentum F = 1. Nev-
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ertheless, the ideas and concepts presented here can straightforwardly be generalized to other suitable

isotopes like 23Na, 39K, and 41K as well as to the case F = 2.

In this section we present the theoretical framework for the description of an atom laser in micro-

gravity. Based on the coupled multi-component GP equation (section 2.1.1) and the general Zeeman

effect (section 2.2.1) we analyse the energy levels of the atoms and derive two conditions that enable

us to perform a spatially-localized as well as state-selective outcoupling. Furthermore, we argue why

the output of the space atom laser has an isotropic distribution in position and momentum space.

5.1.1. General concept

Atom lasers have been demonstrated by various groups [53–56] and have been described theoretically

from many different perspectives [145,276–282]. In general, the formation of an atom laser is realized

by coherently transferring a fraction of a magnetically trapped BEC to a magnetic insensitive state

either via rf fields [53,56,272,283], microwave fields [284,285] or Raman lasers [55,286,287]. In the

absence of gravity the so outcoupled atoms gain kinetic energy only through the repulsive interaction

between the atoms and thus expand away from the center of the trap. Consequently, the momentum

distribution of the atom-laser output crucially depends on the location of the resonance area during the

outcoupling process. This connection has already been used in guided atom lasers to generate slowly

propagating, directed beams of atoms for applications in guided atom optics [288].

Here we present a scheme based on rf coupling that enables the generation of a slowly expanding

shell of atoms featuring an isotropic momentum distribution independent of the anisotropy of the initial

BEC. For this purpose, we outcouple resonantly at the very edge of the BEC with relatively small

coupling strength in order to establish a spatially well-localized and state-selective outcoupling process.

In our case rf fields are the preferred choice because in contrast to Raman lasers the atoms only get

a negligible recoil kick, which is essential to obtain a spherically symmetric output. Moreover, it is

experimentally less demanding to perform frequency ramps of a few Hertz with rf fields rather than

with microwave fields due to the much lower offset frequency of rf transitions. Finally, the drawback

of driving a multi-level system inherent to rf outcoupling mentioned in section 2.4.1 can be limited by

making use of the asymmetric level structure generated by the general Zeeman effect as discussed in

section 2.2.1.

5.1.2. Energy levels for different hyperfine sublevels

In the presence of a spatially-dependent magnetic field the F = 1 ground-state hyperfine manifold of
87Rb is split into a trapped (mF = −1), untrapped (mF = 0), and anti-trapped (mF = +1) sublevel

as displayed in Fig. 2.2. The atoms in each of these states are described by the corresponding wave

functions ψmF = ψmF(x, t), respectively. Initially, the BEC is prepared in the ground state of the

trapped magnetic sublevelmF = −1 for which the wave function is given by the lowest-energy solution

of the time-independent GP equation (2.5) with µ−1 being the corresponding chemical potential.
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The dynamics of this system under the influence of a monochromatic rf field of frequency ωrf(t) is

governed by the coupled GP equation (2.2), where the external potential Vext,mF(x, t) is determined

by the Breit-Rabi formula (2.38) and the rf coupling term Hcoup,mF,mF
′(x, t) is given by Eq. (2.67).

For convenience we use the index mF instead of α to label the different hyperfine sublevels throughout

this chapter.

To highlight the relevant features of the rf outcoupling, we consider a slightly simplified model

of the BEC dynamics (i) by neglecting the kinetic energy term in the GP equation (2.2) in the spirit

of the Thomas-Fermi approximation [143] and (ii) by assuming that the interaction strengths (2.4)

between all hyperfine sublevels are identical, that is gmF,mF
′ ≈ g, which for 87Rb is a very accurate

approximation [289]. Thus, the interaction potential (2.3) reduces to

Vint,mF(x, t) ≈ Vint(x, t) = g
∑
mF

′

NmF
′ |ψmF

′(x, t)|2 (5.1)

and is identical for all sublevels. We stress that these two assumptions are only used in the context of

this section to determine the energy levels and to illustrate how a spatially-localized and state-selective

outcoupling can in principle be realized. In later sections and for numerical simulations we will still

use the full GP equation (2.2).

Having the approximations mentioned above in mind, we define the potential energy of the hyperfine

states by

EmF = EmF(x, t) = Vext,mF(x, t) + Vint(x, t) , (5.2)

where the interaction potential Vint(x, t) is given by Eq. (5.1). In microgravity the external potential

Vext,mF(x, t) = Vbot,mF
+ Vtrap,mF(x, t) (5.3)

is entirely determined by the magnetic field (2.34) through the Breit-Rabi formula (2.38) and can be

split into two terms in analogy to Eq. (2.35). A schematic overview of the potential energies (5.2) is

displayed in Fig. 5.1 for the example of a BEC in a harmonic trap.

Clearly, the mF = 0 state features the small anti-trapping potential given by Eq. (2.43) and atoms

outcoupled to this state are slowly accelerated away from the initial BEC. According to Eq. (2.43)

the impact of this additional potential can be suppressed, if the magnetic-field offset Bbot fulfills the

condition

Bbot �
4 |gF |Ahfs

(gJ − gI)2 µB
. (5.4)

Moreover, Fig. 5.1 also shows that the spacing between the hyperfine sublevels is asymmetric as

predicted by Eq. (2.45). This effect has direct consequences for the resonant transition frequencies
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Figure 5.1.: Sketch of the potential energies EmF of the mF = −1, 0, and +1 hyperfine
states of a BEC in a harmonic magnetic trap, where all the atoms occupy the trapped state
mF = −1. The dashed lines indicate the external potential Vext,mF while the blue line
depicts the interaction potential Vint,mF . The black solid lines show the sum of these two
potentials for each hyperfine state. The energy axis is not to scale but displays the asymmetry
between the mF = −1 and +1 state as well as the small anti-trapping potential for the
mF = 0 state. The red arrows illustrate that for a given rf frequency ωrf the resonance
conditions (5.6) and (5.7) are fulfilled at different positions. Reprinted from Ref. [92] under
license CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with small adaptions to fit
the style and notation of this thesis.

ωmF,mF
′ between two sublevels which are defined by the difference of the corresponding external

magnetic potentials

ωmF,mF
′(x, t) =

∣∣Vext,mF(x, t)− Vext,mF
′(x, t)

∣∣ /~ . (5.5)

Since we consider a pure rf coupling for the hyperfine states as discussed in section 2.4.1 at first

order there are only transitions possible between neighboring sublevels such that the relevant transition

frequencies for our model are given by

ω−1,0(x, t) = [Vext,−1(x, t)− Vext,0(x, t)] /~ , (5.6)

ω0,+1(x, t) = [Vext,0(x, t)− Vext,+1(x, t)] /~ . (5.7)

We emphasize that these frequencies are fully determined by the external magnetic fields and therefore

are spatially dependent in general as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. From Eq. (2.45) it immediately follows that

ω−1,0(x, t) ≥ ω0,+1(x, t) (5.8)
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for all times and independent of the position. As discussed in the next section this asymmetry has

important advantages for the realization of atom lasers in microgravity.

5.1.3. Requirements for spatially-dependent and state-selective outcoupling

In order to efficiently outcouple a significant number of particles from the initial BEC to the mF = 0

state forming a slowly expanding shell of atoms, it is essential (i) to resonantly outcouple only at the

edge of the condensate to reduce the amount of kinetic energy that the transferred particles gain through

the repulsive interaction and (ii) to suppress the outcoupling to the mF = +1 state, in which the atoms

are strongly accelerated. In the following we discuss how these two conditions can be satisfied during

the outcoupling process.

Resonance condition and outcoupling area

As shown in Fig. 5.1 the energy gap between neighboring sublevels strongly varies in space. Hence,

a given rf frequency ωrf(t) only matches the transition frequency (5.9) to transfer atoms from the

mF = −1 to themF = 0 state for certain positions xreso
−1,0(t) and the corresponding resonance condition

can thus be written as

ω−1,0

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
= ωrf(t) . (5.9)

A similar condition

ω0,+1

(
xreso

0,+1(t), t
)

= ωrf(t) (5.10)

can be formulated for the transition from the mF = 0 to the mF = +1 state.

In case of a harmonic magnetic field the resonance areas defined by Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) are essen-

tially ellipsoids centered at the minimum of the magnetic field. In the absence of gravity the magnetic-

field minimum coincides with the center of the external potential and thus a BEC in the ground state

is collocated with the magnetic-field lines as depicted in Fig. 5.2.b). Consequently, by choosing the rf

frequency appropriately, the resonance area lies fully within the BEC and features the same symmetry

as the condensate.

In contrast, under the effect of gravity the potential minimum of the BEC is shifted by a distance

zsag as displayed in Fig. 5.2.a) and the condensate is not aligned with the magnetic field. In this case

the elliptic resonance area lies only partially within the BEC leading to an intrinsically asymmetric

outcoupling.

As a result, microgravity not only ensures that the atoms can freely expand in all directions away

from the BEC after they have been outcoupled, but it is also an essential requirement to enable a

symmetric outcoupling in the first place.
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Figure 5.2.: Sketch of the position of a BEC (blue) with respect to the lines of constant
magnetic-field strength (black) for a harmonic magnetic trap in the presence of a linear grav-
itational potential (a) and in the absence of gravity (b). In microgravity (b) the BEC and the
magnetic-field lines are concentric so that the resonance area of the rf outcoupler (red) which
is defined by Eq. (5.6) forms an ellipsoid within the BEC. Gravity (a) leads to a sagging zsag

of the BEC with respect to the magnetic-field lines and consequently the resonance area (red)
cuts asymmetric through the BEC.

Time-dependent rf frequency

To gain a better understanding of the resonance conditions (5.9) and (5.10) we split the rf frequency

ωrf(t) = ω0 +∆rf(t) (5.11)

into two parts, where the constant offset frequency

ω0 = [Vbot,−1 − Vbot,0] /~ (5.12)

accounts for the main energy difference between the mF = −1 and the mF = 0 state. Consequently,

the time dependent term ∆rf(t) determines the resonance position xreso
−1,0(t) according to the relation

[
Vtrap,−1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
− Vtrap,0

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)]
/~ = ∆rf(t) , (5.13)

which directly follows from Eq. (5.9) by applying Eqs. (5.6), (5.11), and (5.12). Hence, the positions,

where the resonance conditions (5.9) and (5.10) are fulfilled, can easily be tuned by changing the rf

frequency ωrf(t).

Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 the asymmetry (5.8) between the two transition frequencies en-

sures that for a single rf frequency ωrf(t) the resonance position xreso
0,+1(t) is shifted further away from

the center of the trap compared with the resonance position xreso
−1,0(t). As a consequence, atoms out-

coupled from the mF = −1 to the mF = 0 state will not be immediately transferred to the mF = +1

state, which allows to selectively transfer the atoms from one state to another.
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Hence, we have shown that by controlling the rf frequency ωrf(t) appropriately, it is possible to

achieve a spatially-dependent as well as state-selective outcoupling. In the following we derive condi-

tions that allow to better quantify this regime of operation.

Sharp resonance

Since the transition frequencies (5.6) and (5.7) are spatially dependent the resonance conditions (5.9)

and (5.10) are in general only fulfilled on a two-dimensional surface in three-dimensional space as de-

picted in Fig. 5.2. However, the transition between two states can be driven even off resonance depend-

ing on the detuning and the coupling strength. Based on the formalism for Rabi oscillations [190,290]

we derive a condition which, if fulfilled, ensures that the resonance for the transition from one hyperfine

sublevel to the next one is sharp enough so that only a fraction of the BEC is outcoupled at once.

We want to stress that this procedure oversimplifies the dynamics of our system and therefore yields

only a rough estimate for the parameter range in which a sharp resonance can be expected. Never-

theless, our condition is still a valuable starting point for exploring the dynamics of the space atom

laser.

First, we define the transition amplitude [190]

AmF,mF
′(x, t) =

Ω2
rf

Ω2
rf +∆2

mF,mF
′(x, t)

(5.14)

between the hyperfine sublevelsmF andmF
′, whereΩrf is the Rabi frequency of the system as defined

in Eq. (2.68) and

∆mF,mF
′(x, t) = ωmF,mF

′(x, t)− ωrf(t) (5.15)

is the position-dependent detuning from the resonance.

For the transition from the mF = −1 to the mF = −0 state this detuning is given by

∆−1,0(x, t) =
[
Vtrap,−1 (x, t)− Vtrap,−1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
+ Vtrap,0

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
− Vtrap,0 (x, t)

]
/~

(5.16)

≈
[
Vtrap,−1 (x, t)− Vtrap,−1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)]
/~ (5.17)

according to Eqs. (5.6) and (5.11) - (5.13). Here we have neglected the contribution from the slowly

varying potential of the mF = 0 state in the second line. This approximation is justified as long as the

condition (5.4) holds true, which ensures a small curvature for the potential Vtrap,0(x, t).
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5.1. Radio-frequency outcoupling in microgravity

In order to have a sharp resonance, we require that the condition (5.9) is fulfilled at the edge of the

BEC and that simultaneously A−1,0(x0, t) � 1 at the center of the trap x0 which corresponds to the

relation

∆2
−1,0(x0, t)� Ω2

rf . (5.18)

In this way, the transition from one state to the other only takes place at the edge of the BEC while the

central region is not outcoupled at all.

Within the Thomas-Fermi approximation [143] the difference of the potential energy between the

center of the trap and the edge of a BEC in the ground state of the trap is given by the chemical potential

as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Thus, according to Eq. (5.17) the detuning

∆−1,0(x0, t) ≈ −µ−1/~ . (5.19)

Consequently, following from Eq. (5.18) the resonance is considered to be sharp if the condition

µ2
−1 � (~Ωrf)

2 (5.20)

holds true.

As a result, for a given chemical potential µ−1 characterizing the initial state of the BEC Eq. (5.20)

sets an upper bound on the Rabi frequency Ωrf for spatially-selective outcoupling. Naturally, small

values of Ωrf allow for a better control of where the outcoupling process takes place and also reduce

the amount of back-coupling to the initial state, while a large coupling strength leads to the emergence

of full Rabi oscillations between neighboring sublevels.

State-selective outcoupling

In addition to having a sharp resonance, Eq. (5.20), it is also crucial that the atoms are only coupled

from the mF = −1 to the mF = 0 state and that any subsequent coupling to the mF = +1 state is

suppressed. In this way large expansion rates of the outcoupled atoms can be prevented.

Thus, in analogy to the previous case we require the transition amplitude A0,+1(x, t) defined by

Eq. (5.14) to vanish at the resonance position xreso
−1,0(t) of the preferred transition, which is the case if

the condition

∆2
0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
� Ω2

rf (5.21)

is fulfilled.

According to Eqs. (5.15) and (5.9) the relevant detuning is determined by

∆0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
= ω0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
− ω−1,0

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
. (5.22)
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By making use of Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) this expression can be rewritten into

∆0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
= −∆E−1,0;0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
/~ , (5.23)

where ∆E−1,0;0,+1 is defined by Eq. (2.45) and takes into account the nonlinear energy splitting due

to the general Zeeman effect.

Since typically the magnetic field strengths used to trap atoms are quite small the term b(x, t) given

by Eq. (2.37) fulfills b(x, t)� 1 in the region where the trapped atoms are actually located. Hence, by

expanding the square roots in Eq. (2.45) around one up to third order in b, we obtain

∆0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
= −Ahfs

~

[
1

4
b2
(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
+O(b4)

]
. (5.24)

With the definition of b(x, t) given by Eq. (2.37) and the fact that the magnitude of the magnetic

field B(x, t) takes on its minimum value Bbot at the center of the trap, we can now define a lower

bound for the detuning (5.24) which reads

∣∣∆0,+1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)∣∣ > (gJ − gI)2 µ2
BB

2
bot

16 ~Ahfs
. (5.25)

When this expression is applied to Eq. (5.21) we finally arrive at the condition

B4
bot �

256 ~2Ω2
rf A

2
hfs

(gJ − gI)4 µ4
B

(5.26)

which ensures that the transition from the mF = 0 to the mF = +1 state is sufficiently suppressed at

the location of the BEC. For a given Rabi frequency Ωrf condition (5.26) can easily be fulfilled by

raising the trap bottom Bbot.

In summary, by choosing Ωrf and Bbot appropriately compared to the chemical potential µ−1

the conditions (5.20) and (5.26) can be satisfied simultaneously enabling a spatially-localized and

state-selective outcoupling. However, according to Eq. (2.43) raising the magnetic-field offset Bbot

also leads to an increased acceleration of the outcoupled atoms due to the small anti-trapping potential

caused by the general Zeeman effect. Consequently, there is a trade-off between the efficiency of

outcoupling atoms into the mF = 0 state and the resulting expansion velocity of these atoms. In

section 5.2 we will present the results of a model outcoupling sequence where the parameters are

chosen such that a compromise between outcoupling efficiency, expansion rate, and the isotropy of the

output state is obtained.

5.1.4. Properties of the output state

Based on the results of the previous section, we are now able to make qualitative predictions about the

shape of the output state of the space atom laser. Under the assumption that the outcoupling process
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5.1. Radio-frequency outcoupling in microgravity

takes only place at the edge of the BEC and is adiabatically slow so that no collective oscillations of the

remaining trapped atoms are excited, we can treat ψ−1(x, t) as being in the ground state determined by

the time-independent GP equation (2.5), but with a decreasing number of particles. When in addition

we neglect the kinetic energy term according to the Thomas-Fermi approximation [143] and make use

of Eq. (5.1) we can define the time-dependent chemical potential

µ−1(t) ≈ Vtrap,−1(x, t) + Vint(x, t) (5.27)

valid within the trapped BEC. We stress that this approximation oversimplifies the true dynamics of

the outcoupling process, especially close to the edge of the BEC, but it is still useful to get an intuitive

understanding of the general properties of the outcoupled state.

By combining Eqs. (2.43) and (5.13) we obtain the relation

Vtrap,−1

(
xreso
−1,0(t), t

)
≈ ~∆rf(t)

1 + (gJ−gI)2 µBBbot

4 |gF |Ahfs

, (5.28)

which states that the trapping potential for the mF = −1 state is spatially constant over the whole

resonance area.

Applying Eq. (5.28) to Eq. (5.27) yields a similar relation for the interaction potential

Vint(x
reso
−1,0(t), t) ≈ µ−1(t)− ~∆rf(t)

1 + (gJ−gI)2 µBBbot

4 |gF |Ahfs

. (5.29)

Hence, the interaction energy of the outcoupled atoms is approximately constant across the resonance

area and consequently the amount of kinetic energy that these atoms gain by running down the inter-

action hill is constant, too. As a consequence, the momentum distribution of the space atom laser is a

thin spherical shell centered around zero. We emphasize that the geometry of the initially trapped BEC

does not play any role in this derivation. Thus, even when the initial BEC is trapped in an elongated,

anisotropic trap, the momentum distribution of the outcoupled shell has a spherical shape.

However, the distribution of the momentum density within this spherical shell is in general not

isotropic. Indeed, its angular dependence is determined by the coupling strength of the rf field as well

as by the shape of the trapped BEC as we will show in section 5.3. Finally, after a sufficiently long free

evolution time the density distribution in position space is determined by the momentum distribution

and therefore approximately also has the shape of a spherical shell.

For a more comprehensive study of the output state of the space atom laser several additional ef-

fects need to be considered that lead to deviations from the ideal spherical shape of the momentum

distribution: (i) collective excitations of the trapped BEC result in non-vanishing momenta of the just

outcoupled atoms and (ii) the small anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state, Eq. (2.43), introduces

a spatially dependent acceleration. Both of these effects depend on the geometry of the magnetic trap
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and are thus highly anisotropic in general. Nevertheless, if these effects can be kept small, the output

of the space atom laser is quite isotropic both in position and momentum space.

5.1.5. The role of elastic and inelastic collisions

Up to now we have assumed that collisions between two atoms occupying the hyperfine sublevels

mF and mF
′ do not change the internal states of the atoms and are thus elastic. In this section we

show that this assumption is justified and that inelastic collisions can indeed be neglected for our

system. Consequently, it is sufficient to describe the collisions solely by the non-linear interaction

potential (2.3).

Within the F = 1 ground-state hyperfine manifold two atoms in the mF = −1 state can only scatter

elastically because there are no other hyperfine sublevels with the same projection of the total angular

momentum available [26]. The same statement holds true for two atoms in the mF = +1 state.

For atoms in the mF = 0 state the situation is different, though. Here the two atoms can either

scatter elastically or they can both change their internal state in contrary ways resulting in one atom

in the mF = −1 state and one atom in the mF = +1 state. However, in addition to the angular

momentum conservation also energy is conserved during this process. The relative kinetic energy of

the two atoms after the collision taking place at the position xc is given by the relation [26]

p′ 2−1,+1

M
=
p2

0,0

M
+ 2Vext,0(xc, t)− Vext,−1(xc, t)− Vext,+1(xc, t) (5.30)

=
p2

0,0

M
−∆E−1,0;0,+1(xc, t) , (5.31)

where p0,0 and p′−1,+1 denote the relative momentum of the two atoms before and after the collision,

respectively. The term ∆E−1,0;0,+1(x, t) is defined in Eq. (2.44) and is always positive according to

Eq. (2.45).

Due to energy conservation scattering is only possible if the right-hand side of Eq. (5.31) is positive.

Hence, by requiring

∆E−1,0;0,+1(xc, t) >
p2

0,0

M
(5.32)

we can close this scattering channel and ensure that collisions between two mF = 0 atoms are purely

elastic.

The maximal kinetic energy that an outcoupled atom gains by running down the interaction potential

is given by the chemical potential µ−1 as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In addition, according to Eqs. (5.23)

- (5.25) the term ∆E−1,0;0,+1(x, t) is minimal at the center of the trap x0. Consequently, we can

rephrase the inequality (5.32) and demand

∆E−1,0;0,+1(x0, t) > 2µ−1 (5.33)
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instead. This condition is much better suited for comparison with a given experimental setup and ac-

cording to Eq. (2.45) can be easily fulfilled by raising the magnetic field minimum Bbot appropriately.

Apart from collisions between atoms sharing the same hyperfine sublevel, in principle also atoms

in different mF states can scatter inelastically. Due to the fact that the triplet and singlet scattering

lengths are roughly equal for 87Rb atoms, the cross section for these inelastic collisions are rather

low [26]. In addition, the individual mF states are subject to entirely different potentials leading to a

rapid spatial separation of atoms in these states and consequently to a minimal overlap of the respective

wavefunctions. As a result, inelastic collisions are strongly suppressed for the space atom laser and it is

a valid assumption to consider only the elastic collisions determined by the interaction potential (2.3).

5.1.6. Rotating wave approximation

In order to perform analytical calculations or numerical simulations of the dynamics of the space atom

laser it is common practice [145,281,282] to apply the rotating wave approximation [290] to the GP

equation (2.2). With this transformation we can reduce the effective frequency of the oscillating terms

of the rf coupling determined by Eq. (2.67).

We switch to the internal rotating frame by introducing the transformation

ψmF(x, t) = e+i (mF ω0−Vbot,0/~) t ψ̃mF(x, t) (5.34)

for the wave functions of the different hyperfine sublevels mF. By applying Eq. (5.34) to the GP

equation (2.2) with the rf coupling term (2.67) and the rf frequency (5.11) and by neglecting the fast

oscillating terms with frequency 2ω0 + ∆rf(t) we obtain the GP equation within the rotating wave

approximation

i~
∂

∂t
ψ̃mF(x, t) =

[
− ~2∇2

x

2MmF

+ Vext,mF(x, t) + ~ω0mF − Vbot,0 + Vint,mF(x, t)

]
ψ̃mF(x, t)

+
~Ωrf

2

∑
mF

′

[
e+i∆rf(t) tδmF,mF

′+1 + e−i∆rf(t) tδmF,mF
′−1

]
ψ̃mF

′(x, t) . (5.35)

We emphasize that this approximation is only valid if 2|ω0| � |∆rf(t)| for all times which for near

resonant coupling should always be the case.

When we compare the oscillating terms of the transformed equation (5.35) with the original coupling

term given by Eq. (2.67) we find that indeed the effective frequency has been reduced from the full rf

frequency ωrf(t) to the small detuning ∆rf(t) determined by Eq. (5.13). Both relations are connected

through the transformation (5.34) which contains the large offset frequency ω0 = ωrf(t) − ∆rf(t)

as defined in Eq. (5.11) . As a result, we make use of Eq. (5.35) for any further calculations and in

particular for numerical simulations.
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5.2. Model sequence

After having discussed the theoretical basis of the space atom laser we present in this section the

numerical results of a model sequence that illustrate what to expect from actually performing an rf

outcoupling experiment with BECs in microgravity. We first describe the setup of our test sequence and

show that the parameters fulfill the conditions for a spatially-dependent and state-selective outcoupling

as described in section 5.1.3. We then present the results of our numerical simulations and analyse the

characteristic effects of the space atom laser.

5.2.1. Setup

The setup of our model sequence is based on realistic values that are in accordance with the capabilities

of the CAL apparatus [15] or the QUANTUS capsule [12,13]. For convenience we have scaled all

quantities according to the geometric mean of the trap frequencies ω̄ = (ωx ωy ωz)
1/3, the mass of a

87Rb atom MRb, and the oscillator length ā =
√

~/(MRb ω̄) in analogy to section 2.1.1. Table 5.1

contains the values of the relevant physical quantities for our model sequence.

Table 5.1.: List of the physical parameters for the model sequence of the space atom laser.
All quantities are given in dimensionless units.

Total number of particles N 105

Interaction strengths ḡ+1,+1 3.021 · 10−2

ḡ−1,−1 3.021 · 10−2

ḡ0,±1 3.021 · 10−2

ḡ0,0 3.035 · 10−2

ḡ+1,−1 3.049 · 10−2

Trap frequencies ωx = ωy 21/3 ω̄

ωz 2−2/3 ω̄

Magnetic field minimum Bbot 2.35 · 105 ~ ω̄/µB

Rabi frequency Ωrf 3.8 ω̄

Rf-outcoupling time ω̄ trf 13.5

Full evolution time ω̄ tmax 21.0

Magnetic trap and initial state

For the sake of simplicity we have chosen a cylindrically symmetric trap, where the trapping potentials

for the different hyperfine sublevels are calculated with the Breit-Rabi formula (2.38) and the harmonic

magnetic field

|B(x, t)| = Bbot +
∂2|B(x, t)|

∂x2

x2

2
+
∂2|B(x, t)|

∂y2

y2

2
+
∂2|B(x, t)|

∂z2

z2

2
. (5.36)
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The curvatures of the magnetic field have been chosen to generate in first order a harmonic trap for the

mF = −1 state with the trap frequencies ωx, ωy, and ωz . In order to do so, we have used the linear

Zeeman effect, Eq. (2.42), leading to the relation

∂2|B(x, t)|
∂x2

i

=
M ω2

i

|gF |µB
with i = x, y, z . (5.37)

With the number of particles, the interaction strengths and the trap frequencies listed in Tab. 5.1 we

have numerically obtained the ground state of the system as the solution to the time-independent GP

equation (2.5). The corresponding chemical potential has been determined to be

µ−1 = 13.35 ~ ω̄ . (5.38)

Details about the numerical methods applied can be found in appendix A.

Time-dependent outcoupling sequence

The numerically obtained ground state of the system represents the starting point of our outcoupling

sequence, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.

0 13.5 14.2 16.5 16.8 21.0

ω̄ t

Bbot
ωx, ωy, ωz

Ωrf

∆rf

Bgrad

Figure 5.3.: Schematic diagram of the outcoupling sequence featuring a linear ramp-down
of the rf detuning ∆rf(t), a subsequent ramp-down of the offset magnetic field Bbot and
the trap frequencies ωx(t), ωy(t), and ωz(t) as well as a short pulse with a magnetic field
Bgrad(x, t) exhibiting a linear gradient along the z-axis. Reprinted from Ref. [92] under
license CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with small adaptions to fit
the style and notation of this thesis.

At the time ω̄ t = 0 the rf field leading to the Rabi frequency Ωrf is switched on and the rf frequency

ωrf(t), defined by Eq. (5.11), is linearly ramped down according to the time dependent term

∆rf(t) = (13.40− 0.45 ω̄ t) ω̄ for 0 ≤ ω̄ t ≤ 13.5 . (5.39)
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At the end of this ramp-down the rf field is switched off completely. Subsequently, the trap bottom

Bbot as well as the trap frequencies ωi(t) are linearly ramped down to 0.25Bbot and 0.1ωi compared

with the values listed in Tab. 5.1, respectively. At the time ω̄ t = 14.2 the magnetic trap is switched

off, while the offset magnetic field is reduced to 0.05Bbot. From this point onward the whole system

evolves freely until at ω̄ t = 16.5 the magnetic gradient field

Bgrad(x, t) = 130
~ ω̄
µB

·
z

ā
for 16.5 ≤ ω̄ t ≤ 16.8 (5.40)

is applied. Finally, at ω̄ t = 21.0 the simulation ends and the final states are analyzed.

The time dependence of the rf frequency given by Eq. (5.39) ensures that the outcoupling process

starts resonantly at the very edge of the BEC and that the resonance is shifted closer and closer to the

center of the trap as more and more atoms are transferred from the mF = −1 to the mF = 0 state. In

this way we can continuously empty the BEC from the edge to the center as proposed in Ref. [282],

while ensuring that the kinetic energy gained per particle stays constant during the whole outcoupling

process.

By keeping the magnetic trap switched on for a short time after the rf outcoupling has stopped, the

remaining atoms in the mF = −1 state are separated from the free expanding atoms in the mF = 0

state, so that the predicted spherical shell can form without perturbations from the other states.

In order to suppress the acceleration of the outcoupled atoms due to the small anti-trapping poten-

tial (2.43) during this process, the trap bottom as well as the trap frequencies are ramped down and the

trap is finally switched off. For the remainder of the evolution a small magnetic-field offset is main-

tained to ensure a proper quantization axis for the hyperfine sublevels. The magnetic field gradient

(5.40) serves the purpose of removing the atoms in the mF = −1 state from the detection area. The

timing of the magnetic gradient is chosen so that the particle densities have dropped sufficiently to

minimize interactions between the different hyperfine states when passing through each other. Note

also that the momentum shift for the mF = 0 state caused by the magnetic gradient field is negligible.

Validity of selective-outcoupling conditions

Before turning to the results of our numerical simulations, we verify that the physical parameters that

we have chosen for our model sequence are in accordance with the conditions on spatial- and state-

selectivity derived in section 5.1.3. In addition, we also evaluate for this setup the strength of the

anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state and show that inelastic spin-flip collisions of two atoms in

the mF = 0 state are energetically forbidden.

Firstly, in order to outcouple the atoms only locally, our system needs to fulfill the sharp-resonance

condition (5.20). When we apply the result (5.38) for the chemical potential and the Rabi frequency

listed in Tab. 5.1 to Eq. (5.20) we obtain

µ2
−1

(~Ωrf)2
= 12.5� 1 . (5.41)
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Hence, the Rabi frequency that we have used should indeed be small enough to allow for a spatially-

selective outcoupling.

Secondly, to avoid transferring atoms from the mF = 0 to the mF = +1 state, the condition (5.26)

needs to hold true. By inserting the chemical potential (5.38) and the value of the minimum of the

magnetic field given by Tab. 5.1 into Eq. (5.26) we get

(gJ − gI)4 µ4
BB

4
bot

256 ~2Ω2
rfA

2
hfs

= 653� 1 . (5.42)

Thus, the asymmetry between the transition frequencies ω−1,0 and ω0,+1 is large enough to sufficiently

suppress the unwanted outcoupling to the mF = +1 state.

Thirdly, we compare the ratio of the trapping potentials for the mF = 0 and the mF = −1 state

which is given by Eq. (2.43) and yields

|Vtrap,0(x, t)|
|Vtrap,−1(x, t)|

= 3.3 · 10−3 � 1 . (5.43)

Although this ratio is quite small, we will see in section 5.3 that the anti-trapping potential for the

mF = 0 state still has a relevant impact on the output of the space atom laser. In principle, this effect

could be reduced by further lowering the value of the magnetic trap bottom Bbot. However, in doing

so, we would reduce the validity of the inequality (5.42). Hence, the value of Bbot listed in Tab. 5.1 is

chosen as a compromise to fulfill both conditions as good as possible.

As a last check we make sure that inelastic collisions of atoms in the mF = 0 hyperfine sublevel are

indeed energetically forbidden. For this purpose we insert Eqs. (2.37) and (2.45) into condition (5.33)

together with the parameters listed in Tab. 5.1 which yields the relation

∆E−1,0;0,+1(x0, t)

2µ−1
= 3.6 > 1 . (5.44)

Hence, due to energy conservation collisions of two mF = 0 atoms are purely elastic and do not lead

to any spin flips.

In summary, the parameters that we have chosen for our setup fulfill all necessary requirements

for a spatially-dependent and state-selective outcoupling. Furthermore, the effect of the anti-trapping

potential for the mF = 0 state is small and inelastic collisions do not affect the dynamics. In the next

section we present the results of this outcoupling process.

5.2.2. Time evolution

Starting with the ground state of the BEC in the mF = −1 sublevel we have numerically computed

the dynamics of the three hyperfine sublevels ψmF(x, t) governed by the coupled GP equation (2.2)

and the model sequence described in section 5.2.1. The numerical methods used for this purpose are

discussed in detail in appendix A. The non-integrated density distributions of all three states on the
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Figure 5.4.: Density distributions of the trapped (left column), untrapped (middle column),
and anti-trapped state (right column) on the xz-plane for different times during the model se-
quence of Fig. 5.3. The red dashed line displays the area where the resonance condition (5.9)
for the transition between the mF = −1 and mF = 0 sublevels is fulfilled, while the green
dashed line shows the resonance area for the transition between the mF = 0 and mF = +1
sublevels given by Eq. (5.10). For numerical reasons an imaginary absorption potential has
been implemented for the mF = +1 state, which takes on nonzero values outside of the
white dashed line, but does not influence the dynamics of the other states. During the time
evolution an increasing number of atoms is transferred to the mF = 0 sublevel and expands
away from the center of the trap, while there are also losses to the mF = +1 state. After the
end of the outcoupling process the remaining atoms in the mF = −1 sublevel are removed
by a magnetic field gradient. For the sake of visibility the color map for the mF = 0 state
is rescaled in the last row to compensate for the decreasing density due to the expansion
of the atom cloud and the density takes on the values given in parenthesis. Adapted from
Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with ad-
ditions and changes to fit the style and notation of this thesis. A video displaying the whole
time evolution can be found in the supplementary material of Ref. [92].
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Figure 5.5.: Change of the number of particles in each hyperfine sublevel as a function of
time for the model sequence of Fig. 5.3. Initially all atoms occupy the mF = −1 sub-
level, which is emptied in a continuous, slightly oscillatory manner in the course of the
outcoupling process. The number of particles in the mF = 0 sublevel grows over time,
but towards the end it decreases slightly and the particle number in the mF = +1 state
rises. After the rf field is switched off at ω̄ t = 13.5 the occupation numbers remain con-
stant until the end of the evolution. Reprinted from Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with small adaptions to fit the style and nota-
tion of this thesis.

xz-plane are displayed in Fig. 5.4 for different times during the rf-outcoupling sequence defined in

Fig. 5.3.

During the outcoupling process more and more atoms are transferred from the mF = −1 to the

mF = 0 state and expand slowly. In this stage the wave functions of these two states resemble the

slightly elongated shape of the initial state as shown in Fig. 5.4.b-c) and undergo small periodic os-

cillations, which indicate the onset of collective excitations within the system. A small fraction of the

BEC is also transferred to the mF = +1 state and is rapidly accelerated away from the center of the

trap.

After the rf field has been switched off at ω̄ t = 13.5 the remaining atoms in the mF = −1 state

are accelerated along the negative z-axis by a magnetic field gradient at ω̄ t = 16.5 and move out of

the detection area. The outcoupled atoms in the mF = 0 state on the other hand are only marginally

affected by the magnetic gradient and form a nearly spherically symmetric shell that slowly expands

along all spatial directions away from the initial BEC as depicted in Fig. 5.4.d).

Figure 5.5 displays the corresponding time dependence of the number of particles in each sublevel.

Initially, all the atoms are in the mF = −1 sublevel. During the outcoupling process the number of

atoms in the mF = 0 state grows quite continuously with small oscillations modulating the particle

gain, while the number of trapped atoms is reduced by the same amount. These oscillations are a

consequence of the collective oscillations introduced into the system by the outcoupling process.

Close to the end of the rf coupling the number of particles in the mF = +1 state increases since

more atoms approach the resonance area between the mF = 0 and the mF = +1 sublevel indicated by
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the green dotted line in Fig. 5.4. Consequently, the amount of particles in the mF = 0 state decreases

slightly. After the rf field is switched off the number of particles stays constant in all sublevels for the

rest of the evolution.

In summary, we have emptied the mF = −1 sublevel nearly completely by transferring 0.71N

atoms to the mF = 0 sublevel at the end of the outcoupling process with a loss of 0.26N to the

unwanted mF = +1 sublevel. We emphasize that our model sequence represents a trade-off between

transfer efficiency, expansion velocity, and isotropy of the output state and that even higher transfer

rates can be easily reached with a setup specifically chosen for that purpose.

5.2.3. Analysis of the output state

The density distributions of the mF = 0 state in position and momentum at the end of the model

sequence are shown in Fig. 5.6. Clearly, both distributions show a fairly isotropic structure, which is

in good agreement with the predictions made in section 5.1.4. In the following we discuss the key

features of these distributions in more detail.
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Figure 5.6.: Density distributions in position (a) and momentum (b) space of the mF = 0
state at the end of the model sequence defined in Fig. 5.3. The spatial density |ψ0(x, tmax)|2
displayed in the xz-plane is rather isotropic with a shell-like main peak. The white dashed
line indicates the separation ellipsoid used to distinguish between the main peak and faster
expanding contributions. The corresponding momentum density |ψ̃mp(p, tmax)|2 for the
main peak is also quite isotropic with a slight elongation along the px-axis. Reprinted from
Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with small
adaptions to fit the style and notation of this thesis.
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Definition of the main peak

The momentum distribution ψ̃mp(p, tmax) is calculated by means of the Fourier transform

ψ̃mp(p, tmax) =

(
1

2π~

)3/2 ∫
Vmp

d3x e−ip ·x/~ ψ0(x, tmax) , (5.45)

where we limit the integration to the volume Vmp around the main peak, which is restricted by the

white dashed ellipse in Fig. 5.6.a). The semi-principal axes of this ellipse, which in three dimensions

is an ellipsoid, are defined by the points where the density |ψ0(x, tmax)|2 has decreased to 10−3 of its

maximum value along the respective axis. This procedure allows us to reliably compare our results

with future experimental data. Since in an experiment only the density around the main peak would

produce a large enough signal to be measured, the momentum distribution should also be restricted

to the main peak. Typically the atoms outside of the main peak have a higher velocity, which can be

caused either by off-resonant outcoupling in a region with higher spatial density and, hence, larger

interaction energy or by outcoupling atoms that undergo collective oscillations of the system and thus

already have a higher momentum. As a consequence, by restricting the analysis to the main peak, we

ensure that our results are independent of these experimentally non-detectable, fast-moving atoms and

are more useful for experimentalists.

To further quantify the output of the space atom laser we consider the number of particles within the

main peak

Nmp = N

∫
Vmp

d3x |ψ0(x, tmax)|2 (5.46)

and the average momentum of the atoms in the main peak

p̄mp =

∫
d3p |p|

∣∣∣ψ̃mp(p, tmax)
∣∣∣2∫

d3p
∣∣∣ψ̃mp(p, tmax)

∣∣∣2 (5.47)

which is a measure of the overall expansion rate of the outcoupled shell.

Outcoupling results

The values for Nmp and p̄mp for the model sequence are listed in Tab. 5.2 together with the widths of

the shell-like momentum distribution σpx and σpz which have been obtained by fitting two Gaussians

along the px- and pz-axes of the momentum distribution ψ̃mp(p, tmax), respectively. The momentum

overlap fidelity F [ψ̃mp] is discussed in the next section as a measure for the isotropy of the distribution

and is only listed here for completeness.
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Table 5.2.: Comparison of the numerical results of the model sequence of Fig. 5.3 for the
space atom laser with the expansion of the initial BEC after a sudden release from the trap.

Space atom laser Sudden trap release

Atoms in the main peak Nmp 0.65N 1.0N

Average momentum p̄mp 1.24 ~/ā 2.61 ~/ā
Width of the momentum shell (σpx , σpz ) (0.34, 0.21) ~/ā –
Momentum overlap fidelity F [ψ̃mp] 0.961 0.842

Table 5.2 also displays the corresponding values obtained for a free expansion of the initial BEC by

completely switching off the trap without using any rf field. In this case, all particles obviously remain

in the mF = −1 state and all the relevant quantities are therefore calculated for this state.

Naturally, there are some particle losses when using an rf-outcoupling method compared to releasing

all atoms from the trap by a sudden switch-off. Nevertheless, our test sequence demonstrates a good

transfer efficiency of Nmp/N = 0.65 from the initial BEC to the main peak of the space atom laser,

which confirms the state-selectivity of our method. In principle, even better outcoupling efficiencies

can be reached by using a higher trap bottom Bbot, but this strategy leads to increasing expansion

velocities due to the anti-trapping potential (2.43) for the mF = 0 state.

For the space atom laser we obtain a substantially lower average momentum p̄mp compared with a

BEC freely expanding after a sudden release. This effect is due to the different release mechanisms

used in these two scenarios: in the case of a BEC suddenly released from the trap the entire interaction

energy is transformed to kinetic energy during the subsequent expansion dynamics. However, with

the space atom laser we continuously outcouple atoms from the very edge of the BEC, where the

interaction energy density is low. This release over time ensures that in total far less interaction energy

is converted to kinetic energy and that the average momentum is consequently much smaller than for a

sudden release of the whole BEC.

Moreover, the widths of the momentum distribution σpx and σpz are only a fraction of the average

momentum so that the shell-like momentum distribution is quite thin. This effect is a consequence of

the sharp resonance applied during the outcoupling process.

Effective temperature

We conclude this section by considering real values for the trap frequencies in order to obtain exem-

plary results for the expansion rate and the effective temperature of the space atom laser. We emphasize

that for the sake of comparability we here consider the velocity of the atoms rather than their momen-

tum. Choosing ωx = ωy = 2π · 30 Hz and ωz = 2π · 15 Hz in combination with the results listed

in Tab. 5.2 yields an average 3D-expansion velocity of v̄mp = 410 µm/s and corresponding widths of

σvx = 113 µm/s and σvz = 67 µm/s, respectively.
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When we relate these velocity widths to the effective temperature

Teff,i = Mσ2
vi/kB (5.48)

we obtain Teff,x = 133 pK and Teff,z = 47 pK, which are deep in the picokelvin regime. Hence,

the small velocity spread σvx and σvz realizable with the space atom laser is comparable to state-of-

the-art experiments [13,87,291] employing delta-kick collimation to reduce the momentum width of

the atomic cloud. Therefore, our rf-outcoupling method provides another independent approach of

preparing ultra-cold atoms in the sub-nanokelvin regime.

5.3. Isotropy of the outcoupled shell

In this section we have a closer look at the isotropy of the output state of the space atom laser. Since for

a sufficiently long free evolution time the spatial density distribution is determined by the momentum

distribution, we focus on the momentum distribution.

5.3.1. Momentum overlap fidelity

As a measure of the isotropy of a given state we introduce the momentum overlap fidelity

F
[
ψ̃mp

]
=

∫
dpx dpz

∣∣∣ψ̃mp(px, 0, pz, tmax)
∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ψ̃mp(pz, 0, px, tmax)

∣∣∣∫
dpx dpz

∣∣∣ψ̃mp(px, 0, pz, tmax)
∣∣∣2 ≤ 1 , (5.49)

which calculates the overlap between |ψ̃mp| and the same state rotated by 90 degrees on the pxpz-plane.

For a perfectly isotropic state we have F = 1. The advantage of using F [ψ̃mp] lies in the fact that this

measure is sensitive to the local isotropy of the momentum distribution and does not just compare

integrated quantities.

Clearly, Eq. (5.49) only measures the four-fold symmetry of the momentum distribution and also im-

plies F = 1 for a four-pointed star or a cross-shaped distribution. However, for magnetically trapped

BECs outcoupled in microgravity the spatial and momentum distributions typically tend towards el-

liptical shapes as illustrated in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. The anisotropy of such distributions can be reliably

characterized by the momentum overlap fidelity presented here.

In Tab. 5.2 the momentum overlap fidelity for our model sequence is compared with the value cor-

responding to a BEC freely expanding after a sudden release. Clearly, our rf-outcoupling method leads

to a much more isotropic momentum distribution. This isotropy is one of the unique properties of

the space atom laser compared to other sources of ultra-cold atoms, especially when taking into ac-

count that for the space atom laser it emerges naturally during the outcoupling process, as discussed in

section 5.1.4.
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Figure 5.7.: Momentum density distributions |ψ̃mp(p, tmax)|2 for the main peak of the space
atom laser together with the momentum overlap fidelity F [ψ̃mp] for different Rabi frequen-
cies whilst (a) taking into account the anti-trapping potential, Eq. (2.43), for themF = 0 state
and (b) setting Vtrap,0(x, t) = 0 artificially. ForΩrf = 3.8 ω̄ the momentum distribution pos-
sesses a nearly isotropic, ring-like shape. For smaller Rabi frequencies the ring gets wider
and the momentum density is distributed anisotropically across the ring, while for higher
Rabi frequencies the momentum distribution gets strongly deformed. For small and medium
Rabi frequencies the anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state (a) leads to a broadening
of the momentum distribution, whereas for Ωrf = 6.3 ω̄ this effect is only minor. Reprinted
from Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with
small adaptions to fit the style and notation of this thesis.

5.3.2. Dependence on the Rabi frequency

As already mentioned earlier, several experimental parameters do have an impact on the isotropy of

the outcoupled state, in particular the Rabi frequency and the strength of the anti-trapping potential for

the mF = 0 state. In Fig. 5.7 the momentum distributions and the corresponding values of F [ψ̃mp] are

displayed for three different Rabi frequencies. In Fig. 5.7.a) we have used exactly the same sequence

as described in section 5.2, while the results displayed in Fig. 5.7.b) have been calculated by setting

Vtrap,0(x, t) = 0 during the outcoupling process.

Clearly, the choice of the correct Rabi frequency is crucial for generating an isotropic output state.

Even though Fig. 5.7 shows in principle a ring-like shape for all three Rabi frequencies, the density

distribution across this ring depends strongly on Ωrf . For small Rabi frequencies Ωrf = 1.7 ω̄ the

momentum density along the px-axis is the highest, while for large Rabi frequencies Ωrf = 6.3 ω̄
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most atoms have a momentum pointing along the pz-axis. For the intermediate value Ωrf = 3.8 ω̄ the

momentum density is distributed equally on all spatial directions forming a truly isotropic distribution.

This phenomenon can be explained in the following way: for small Rabi frequencies the outcoupling

is weak enough not to excite collective modes of the trapped BEC. Instead, the atoms are outcoupled at

the edge of the BEC, gain a specific amount of kinetic energy equal to the interaction potential (5.29)

and propagate orthogonally away from the surface of the trapped BEC. Since this surface is an ellipsoid

elongated along the z-axis as displayed in Fig. 5.4.a), most atoms have a larger velocity along the x-

and y-axes than along the z-axis which leads to the momentum distribution displayed in the left image

of Fig. 5.7.a).

As the Rabi frequency is increased the resonance for transitions from the mF = −1 to the mF = 0

hyperfine state gets wider, so that more atoms are outcoupled at once. This relation leads to the onset

of collective oscillations of the trapped BEC and also changes the distribution of directions in which

the outcoupled atoms propagate away from the condensate. Since ωz is the smallest trap frequency the

spatial density of the trapped BEC has the lowest slope along the z-axis and thus an increase in the

resonance width directly leads to an overproportional gain of atoms being outcoupled along the z-axis

compared with the x- and y-axes. As a consequence, by increasing the Rabi frequency the output of

the space atom laser changes from a regime where most atoms propagate along the tight-confining

axes to a regime, where a majority of the atoms are outcoupled along the weakly-confining axis, as

displayed in Fig. 5.7.a). Obviously, for intermediate Rabi frequencies this effect results in an isotropic

momentum distribution.

However, as our numerical simulations have shown, the true dynamics of the space atom laser is

more complex due to the influence of collective oscillations, which distort the shape of the trapped

BEC and thus lead to substantial deviations from the ellipsoidal shape. Consequently, for large Rabi

frequencies the resulting momentum distributions lose their ring-like shape as displayed on the right

image of Fig. 5.7.a). Nevertheless, the above considerations are valuable to explain the general depen-

dence of the shape of the momentum distribution on the Rabi frequency.

5.3.3. Influence of the anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state

In addition, the strength of the anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state given by Eq. (2.43) poten-

tially has a strong influence on the isotropy of the output state. We have studied this effect by artificially

setting Vtrap,0(x, t) = 0 but apart from that performing exactly the same time evolution as defined in

section 5.2.1. The results of this simulation are displayed in Fig. 5.7 and yield valuable information

about the influence of the small anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state on the dynamics.

Indeed, when we compare the results for the real anti-trapping potential in Fig 5.7.a) with the ones

obtained by setting Vtrap,0(x, t) = 0 shown in Fig. 5.7.b), we observe much sharper distributions for

the latter case. Hence, the small anti-trapping leads to a clear broadening of the momentum distribution

due to the additional acceleration away from the initial BEC. Since this acceleration is proportional to

the strength of the magnetic trap, its effect is stronger along the tightly-confining axes, which leads to an
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anisotropic elongation of the momentum distribution along these axes and, consequently, to a reduced

overlap fidelity F [ψ̃mp]. For large Rabi frequencies the atoms are coupled back and forth between the

mF = −1 and the mF = 0 states multiple times so that in this case they are not continuously exposed

to the anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state and this causes substantially less broadening of the

momentum distribution, as shown in the last column of Fig. 5.7.

As a result, the anti-trapping potential for the mF = 0 state prevents us from reaching even higher

isotropies with our rf outcoupling scheme. Therefore, it is advisable to reduce the impact of this poten-

tial as much as possible. According to Eq. (2.43) lowering the trap bottom Bbot or the trap frequencies

of the magnetic trap helps in reaching this goal. However, by lowering Bbot, the asymmetry (5.8)

between the different hyperfine states is also reduced leading to a larger loss rate to the mF = +1 state

during the outcoupling process. As a consequence, one needs to make a trade-off between the out-

coupling efficiency and the expansion rate of the atoms. The parameters used for our model sequence

constitute such a compromise and show that it is indeed possible to achieve a good performance of the

space atom laser with rf outcoupling.

One possible solution to circumvent this problem is to use a highly stable microwave source instead

of an rf outcoupler. Such an alternative system allows to drive an effectively two-level system between

the F = 1,mF = −1 and the F = 2,mF = 0 states as demonstrated for an earth-bound laboratory

in Ref. [284,285]. In this case the offset magnetic field can be lowered further without losing atoms

to an unwanted state. Thus, the outcoupling efficiency can be maximized, while at the same time

the potential due to the general Zeeman effect, which for the F = 2,mF = 0 state is a trapping

potential [187], has just a minor effect on the expansion dynamics. However, the absolute requirements

on the stability and the tunability of the microwave frequency are the same as in the rf case, but with

an offset frequency of the order 103 times larger. Nevertheless, using microwave outcouplers in a

dedicated experimental setup constitutes one way to suppress the higher-order Zeeman potential for

the untrapped state and allows even higher isotropies.

Another alternative for reducing the acceleration that acts on the outcoupled atoms is to superimpose

an optical dipole trap which compensates the magnetic potential for the mF = 0 state as demonstrated

in Refs. [269,288] with a horizontal wave guide. However, transferring this concept to micrograv-

ity requires three optical beams in order to compensate the elongated magnetic trap along all spatial

directions and is therefore quite challenging to implement.

We conclude this section by emphasizing that the effect of a constant output velocity across the res-

onance area has already been mentioned in Ref. [277] in the context of a theoretical study of an atom

laser with a continuous repumping mechanism that allows to keep the wave function of the trapped

state constant during the dynamics. Within this thesis we have shown that an isotropic and narrow

velocity distribution can be realized even when the trapped state is continuously emptied over time

and undergoes small collective oscillations during the outcoupling process. In addition, we have also

discussed in detail the origin of possible deviations from this isotropic shape depending on the Rabi fre-

quency. Finally, we stress that despite the additional acceleration due to the general Zeeman effect our
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rf-outcoupling scheme for the space atom laser allows to convert an initially trapped, anisotropic BEC

into a nearly isotropic, freely expanding one. This capability is unique to outcoupling in microgravity.

5.4. Influence of varying parameters

The results presented in sections 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrate the properties of the space atom laser for

an outcoupling sequence that was optimized for a particular set of system parameters. For different

setups this procedure can be repeated and a suitable outcoupling scheme can be found in most cases.

However, in practice not all parameters such as the number of particles, or the value of the magnetic-

field offset are known at arbitrary precision. In fact, they might vary substantially between individual

measurements, or over a longer period. It is, therefore, of great importance to understand the behavior

of the system under different conditions.

In this section we study the influence of such varying parameters on the outcoupling results. At first

we change the initial number of particles and the Rabi frequency associated with the rf field, but apply

otherwise exactly the same outcoupling sequence as described in section 5.2.1 and shown in Fig. 5.3.

In a second step we also vary the magnetic-field offset. To measure the effect of these changes on

the outcoupling process, we consider the outcoupled fraction Nmp/N for the main peak of the space

atom laser, the corresponding average momentum p̄mp, and the momentum overlap fidelity F [ψ̃mp].

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the position dependence of the Rabi frequency

across the outcoupling region due to spatial variations of the rf-field strength and the magnetic-field

alignment.

5.4.1. Varying number of particles and Rabi frequency

We have performed more than one thousand simulations to study the influence of a varying number of

particles in the initial BEC and different but constant Rabi frequencies during the outcoupling sequence.

The number of particles has been varied by up to ± 50% around N = 105 with a step size of 10%,

while the coupling strength has been scanned from Ωrf = 0 to Ωrf = 12.0 ω̄ with a step size of 0.1 ω̄.

The outcoupling efficiency, the average momentum, and the momentum overlap fidelity for all these

combinations are shown in Fig. 5.8.

To understand the rich structure of these parameter plots, we divide them into several regimes, which

can be summarized as follows: (i) there is a general dependency of the outcoupling results on the initial

particle number N , (ii) in the regime Ωrf < 2 ω̄ the overall performance is quite poor, and (iii) for

Ωrf > 4 ω̄ the output results oscillate with increasing Rabi frequency. The choice of parameters for

the model sequence discussed in the previous sections is highlighted in Fig. 5.8 with a white rectangle

and lies in a small sweet spot (iv) between these different regimes that yields good results for all three

measures.
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Figure 5.8.: Outcoupled fraction (a), average momentum (b), and momentum overlap fi-
delity (c) for varying numbers of particles in the initial BEC and different values of the
Rabi frequency. Dark red colors indicate a high outcoupling efficiency (a), dark blue col-
ors correspond to low expansion rates (b), and dark green colors to a high isotropy (c) of
the output state. In all three plots the white rectangle highlights the parameters used in the
model sequence presented in section 5.2. For large values of Ωrf all three measures show
an oscillatory behavior. The outcoupled fraction is maximal for small N and small Ωrf ,
while it approaches zero for even smaller values of Ωrf and has another minimum for large
N and intermediate values of Ωrf . The average momentum gets minimal for small N and
intermediate values of Ωrf . The momentum overlap fidelity possesses a strong oscillatory
behavior, but is relatively close to one and constant for intermediate values ofΩrf . Reprinted
from Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with
small adaptions to fit the style and notation of this thesis.

Impact of the particle number

For a wide range of Rabi frequencies the results of the outcoupling process do depend on the initial

particle number N as displayed in Fig. 5.8. The reason for this effect is that by varying the initial
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particle number N the chemical potential changes and consequently the edge of the BEC is shifted

with respect to the ellipsoid where the outcoupling transition is resonant. Hence, for a lower particle

number the rf field is initially resonant outside of the BEC, while for a larger number of particles the

resonance lies initially within the BEC. In the latter case the outcoupled atoms gain more momentum

due to the higher interaction energy density inside the BEC, which explains the higher expansion rates

p̄mp observed for larger initial BECs depicted in Fig. 5.8.b). Faster moving atoms also reach the

resonance area between the mF = 0 and the mF = +1 state earlier and are therefore more likely to be

coupled to the mF = +1 state. This loss mechanism reduces the outcoupling efficiency Nmp/N with

growing initial particle number as shown in Fig. 5.8.a).

In addition, the resonance area for the rf transition has the same shape as the magnetic trap, which

is elongated along the z-axis. Thus, the losses to the mF = +1 state are distributed anisotropicaly

leading to a smaller momentum overlap fidelity for the outcoupled state as displayed in Fig. 5.8.c).

Shut-down for small coupling strength

In the regime of small Rabi frequencies (Ωrf < 2 ω̄) the outcoupling efficiency decreases from its

maximum value to zero for vanishing coupling strength. In addition, the average momentum is very

large and the momentum overlap fidelity is minimal.

The decreasing outcoupling efficiency can be traced back to the fact that for small Rabi frequencies

the coupling between the hyperfine sublevels is too weak to fully empty the BEC from the edge to

the center and thus the amount of outcoupled atoms approaches zero as Ωrf decreases as depicted

in Fig. 5.8.a). As a consequence, the outcoupling process is slower than the ramp-down of the rf

frequency, as given by Eq. (5.39), and the resonance is thus shifted closer to the center of the BEC,

where the interaction energy, Eq. (5.29), is larger and the outcoupled atoms gain more momentum.

This effect is even amplified for larger BECs, since in this case the outcoupling process is resonant

within the BEC already from the start. As a consequence, we observe an increase of p̄mp for growing

N and decreasing Ωrf as shown in Fig. 5.8.b). The fact that for small values of Ωrf the momentum

overlap fidelity decreases has been discussed in section 5.3.2 in connection with Fig. 5.7 and can be

attributed to the elongated shape of the trapped BEC, which favors an anisotropic distribution of the

momentum density for small Rabi frequencies. Consequently, F [ψ̃mp] gets minimal for decreasingΩrf

as displayed in Fig. 5.8.c).

Rabi oscillations for large coupling strength

Another distinct feature is the oscillatory behavior observed for all three measures, which sets in for

values of Ωrf > 4 ω̄ with a constant periodicity of approximately 0.5 ω̄. As shown in Fig. 5.8, these

stripe patterns are mutually correlated so that a high outcoupling efficiency corresponds to large ex-

pansion rates and low isotropy, while a small outcoupling efficiency is connected to smaller momenta

and a higher momentum overlap fidelity.
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This relation is a consequence of the increasing Rabi frequency, which allows to simultaneously

transfer an ever growing fraction of the atoms in the mF = −1 state to the mF = 0 state and back

until eventually the whole BEC undergoes full Rabi oscillations between these two states. Finally, the

validity of the sharp-resonance condition (5.20) breaks down for large values of Ωrf . In this case the

outcoupling results crucially depend on the phase of the Rabi cycle transferring the atoms back and

forth between the mF = −1 and the mF = 0 state. If the rf field is switched off when a lot of atoms

are in the mF = 0 state, then all these atoms expand together and their interaction energy is converted

into kinetic energy leading to fairly high expansion velocities. On the other hand, if only few atoms are

in the mF = 0 state after switch-off, their interaction energy is much smaller and they consequently

expand more slowly.

In addition, with a growing Rabi frequency more collective modes are excited and deform the trapped

BEC at an increasing rate. This effect leads to a less isotropic momentum distribution when most atoms

are outcoupled simultaneously at the end of the sequence instead of being outcoupled over time and

averaging out the collective oscillations of the BEC to a certain degree.

Finally, when a lot of atoms are continuously transferred back and forth between the mF = −1 and

the mF = 0 state during the rf ramp-down, then far fewer atoms are coupled to the mF = +1 state and

thus the outcoupling efficiency as well as the isotropy of the output state increases slightly for large

values of Ωrf , as displayed in Figs. 5.8.a) and 5.8.c), respectively.

To better illustrate the Rabi oscillations mentioned above, Fig. 5.9 shows the time dependence of

the number of particles in the mF = 0 state for five different values of the Rabi frequency. For small

Rabi frequencies (Ωrf = 1.7 ω̄) the population of the mF = 0 state grows monotonically and reaches

very high values. For intermediate Rabi frequencies (Ωrf = 3.8 ω̄ and 6.3 ω̄) this gain of particles is

modulated by oscillations which grow in amplitude for larger values of Ωrf . In addition, losses to the

mF = +1 state lead to a slight reduction of N0(t)/N towards the end of the outcoupling process.

Nevertheless, in this intermediate regime the Rabi frequency affects the outcoupling efficiency only

slightly and the final value of the number of outcoupled atoms is mainly determined by the slope of the

rf ramp.

This situation changes for larger values of Ωrf , as shown in Fig. 5.9.b), where roughly half of the

BEC undergoes Rabi oscillations with losses, in the sense that not all atoms transferred to the mF = 0

state are coupled back to the mF = −1 state. Thus, over time the average number of particles in the

mF = 0 state increases, but with a much smaller rate compared to the intermediate regime, Fig. 5.9.a).

In this case the final number of outcoupled atoms crucially depends on whether the rf field is switched

off close to a maximum or a minimum of these Rabi oscillations. Since for our model sequence the rf

field is switched on for a time ω̄ trf = 13.5 a shift of 0.47 ω̄ of the Rabi frequency enables an additional

full Rabi cycle within the outcoupling time, which is in excellent agreement with the stripe pattern

shown in Fig. 5.8. Hence, the difference of 0.2 ω̄ of the Rabi frequency displayed in Fig. 5.9.b) roughly

corresponds to half a Rabi cycle resulting in a large difference of the final atom number N0(tmax).
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Figure 5.9.: Time evolution of the number of particles in the mF = 0 state for different
values of the Rabi frequency and a constant number of particles N = 105 for the ini-
tial BEC. For small and intermediate Rabi frequencies (a) the time dependence changes
from a monotonic growth (Ωrf = 1.7 ω̄) to a gain modulated by increasing oscillations
(Ωrf = 6.3 ω̄). For large Rabi frequencies (b) N0(t)/N is dominated by strong oscillations
and its final value is very sensitive toΩrf . Reprinted from Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with small adaptions to fit the style and nota-
tion of this thesis.

The aforementioned Rabi oscillations between the mF = −1 and the mF = 0 state can also be

understood from a different but equivalent perspective, namely in the context of adiabatic dressed po-

tentials [182,183,185,186,292], which lead to a deformation of the external potentials for all hyperfine

sublevels in the case of growing coupling strength ~Ωrf . As a consequence, for large Rabi frequen-

cies nearly all atoms are trapped within the dressed potentials mixing the hyperfine sublevels so that

there is no continuous outcoupling as long as the rf field is switched on. After swiching off the rf

field, the atoms are projected back to the undressed mF-states and a fraction of them expands freely.

This effect sets clear limitations on the flux of continuous atom lasers and has been studied for gravity

driven [293,294] as well as optically guided atom lasers [271].

Sweet spot for intermediate Rabi frequencies

For intermediate Rabi frequencies (3 ω̄ < Ωrf < 5 ω̄) the outcoupling results are overall quite good

with a reasonably high outcoupling efficiency, small expansion rates, and a very isotropic momentum

distribution of the output state, as displayed in Fig. 5.8. Close to this sweet spot the rf coupling is

strong enough to outcouple the whole BEC continuously from the edge to its center, but at the same

time Eq. (5.20) is still fulfilled, so that the resonance is sharp enough to outcouple just the atoms with

small interaction energies at the edge of the trapped state.

This intermediate regime is the optimal choice for operating the space atom laser since small changes

of the parameters do not affect the outcoupling results much. In particular the momentum overlap fi-

delity shows nearly no dependence on the initial particle number for this range of parameters. Hence, in
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order to observe an output state which is as isotropic as possible, choosing the experimental parameters

in this intermediate regime is quite favorable.

5.4.2. Fluctuations of the offset magnetic field

In addition to fluctuations of the number of particles and different choices of the Rabi frequency, there

is another quantity which is of great importance in order to perform a space-atom-laser experiment

successfully: the stability of the offset magnetic field. Magnetic fields generated by currents running

through wires show small drifts and fluctuations over the course of an experiment. For the space atom

laser the offset magnetic field determines the trap bottom and consequently the transition frequencies

between the hyperfine sublevels. If this quantity deviates unexpectedly from its predicted value, then

the applied rf frequency will not match the transition frequency anymore and no atoms will be trans-

ferred to the mF = 0 state.

To study this effect, we have performed additional simulations, where we have introduced a deviation

of the magnetic field∆B, which takes on values between± 2.5 · 10−4Bbot, but has been kept constant

during a single run. The remaining parameters are identical to the previous simulations, including the

rf ramp shown in Fig. 5.3. The results for different combinations of the initial particle number and the

Rabi frequency are displayed in Fig. 5.10.

Figure 5.10.a) shows that, independently of the Rabi frequency, the output of the space atom laser

is quite stable as long as the deviations of the magnetic field stay below 25 · 10−6Bbot. For larger

deviations the outcoupling efficiency goes to zero while the average momentum grows. This behavior

is not surprising since the chemical potential of the initial BEC measured in magnetic-field strength

is given by 2µ−1/µB = 114 · 10−6Bbot according to Eqs. (2.33) and (5.38). Thus, deviations of the

magnetic field of this order shift the resonance position of the rf transition faraway enough from where

the atoms actually are to suppress any outcoupling. Hence, in order to reliably outcouple a space-atom-

laser shell the deviations of the magnetic fields that generate the trap should be well below the chemical

potential of the initial BEC.

For different initial particle numbers, Fig. 5.10.b), a similar behavior is visible. However, here a

shift along the magnetic-field deviation occurs namely that small initial BECs yield better results (high

outcoupling efficiency and low expansion rate) for positive values of ∆B than large BECs, while for

negative values of ∆B the behavior is the opposite. This phenomenon can again be traced back to

the chemical potential of the system, which grows with an increasing number of particles and thus

influences the resonance position of the rf transition.

In fact, if there are initially less particles in themF = −1 state, then the resonance position xreso
−1,0(t),

which is determined by Eq. (5.13) and the rf ramp displayed in Fig. 5.3, lies outside the BEC and fewer

atoms are transferred to the mF = 0 state. However, this gap can be closed by either reducing the

rf frequency ωrf(t) or by raising the offset magnetic field. In contrast, for a large initial BEC the

resonance starts within the BEC and an increase of ωrf(t) or a decrease of the magnetic field shifts this

resonance back to the edge of the BEC. As a result, for a given chemical potential deviations of the
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Figure 5.10.: Outcoupled fraction (first row) and average momentum (second row) as func-
tions of a varying magnetic field for (a) different values of the Rabi frequency with the
number of particles N = 105 and (b) different initial particle numbers with the Rabi
frequency Ωrf = 3.8 ω̄. The scale of the magnetic field deviation ∆B is logarithmic
with the range ± 2.5 · 10−6Bbot to ± 250 · 10−6Bbot centered around ∆B = 0. For val-
ues of |∆B| ≤ 25 · 10−6Bbot the outcoupled fraction is quite large and the expansion
rate is small, while for larger values of |∆B| the outcoupling efficiency approaches zero
rapidly and the momentum increases. Reprinted from Ref. [92] under license CC BY 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) with small adaptions to fit the style and nota-
tion of this thesis.

magnetic field can be compensated by tuning the rf frequency appropriately. This dependence can also

be used to systematically check for magnetic field deviations by scanning the rf frequency step-wise.

Finally, we note that the results shown in Fig. 5.10.b) can be alternatively interpreted as provid-

ing information on the influence of a shift of the rf-field detuning ∆rf(t) instead of a change of the

magnetic-field offset on the outcoupling process. Accordingly, from Fig. 5.10.b) we can conclude that

in general the best outcoupling results can be obtained if the rf ramp starts with a frequency fulfilling

the resonance condition close to the edge of the initial BEC.
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5.4.3. Spatial dependence of the Rabi frequency

In addition to the effects discussed earlier in this section, we have also studied the influence of a

realistic, spatially dependent rf field and of the alignment between the rf field and the magnetic moment

of the trapped atoms, which both affect the value of the Rabi frequency. These calculations are based

on a chip model that allows to compute the magnetic fields generated by the different wires of the CAL

chip together with a ring coil for the rf field.

Due to the relatively small size of the trapped BEC the rf field strength Brf and consequently the

Rabi frequency given by Eq. (2.68) undergo a relative change of less than 10−3 across the whole BEC.

Hence, within the intermediate regime discussed in section 5.4.1 this small change of the Rabi fre-

quency has a negligible effect on the outcoupling dynamics and we can safely assume a homogeneous

rf field in this case.

When we additionally take into account the spatial dependence of the alignment of the rf field and

the magnetic field, which acts as a quantization axis for the magnetic moment of the atoms, we ob-

tain a richer dependence of the Rabi frequency on position. However, the relative change of the Rabi

frequency across the BEC still remains below 10−3 and therefore can also be neglected in our consid-

erations.

5.5. Summary

In this chapter we have introduced an rf-outcoupling method that, starting from a trapped BEC, allows

to generate a coherent and isotropic shell of atoms slowly expanding in microgravity, the so-called

space atom laser. What makes our method unique is the fact that the isotropic distribution in position

and momentum emerges naturally during the outcoupling process and is essentially independent of the

geometry of the magnetic trap. Hence, even if the initial BEC was trapped in an elongated anisotropic

trap, the outcoupled atoms form a spherically symmetric shell while expanding. This isotropy of the

space-atom-laser shell is an interesting property in its own right since it would be the first time that

such a large, highly symmetric matter wave could be realized experimentally.

Our model sequence is based on realistic values and shows that an experimental realization of the

space atom laser is within reach of upcoming microgravity experiments such as NASA’s CAL aboard

the ISS. We have demonstrated that it is in principle possible to establish a spatially well-localized

as well as state-selective outcoupling that leads to a large outcoupling efficiency, small expansion

rates, and a high isotropy of the output state. With our model sequence we have achieved average

3D-expansion velocities of around 400 µm/s with a width of the velocity distribution of roughly 100

µm/s. Moreover, with dedicated sequences even lower velocities can be reached if at the same time one

accepts either a lower number of particles transferred to the output state or a reduced isotropy.

By scanning the Rabi frequency we have identified different regimes of operation for the space

atom laser including an oscillatory behavior for large values of Ωrf and a sweet spot for operation at

intermediate values. We have also studied in detail the influence of a varying number of particles and
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fluctuations of the magnetic field on the outcoupling results, which is important for future experimental

realizations of the space atom laser.

Furthermore, the higher-order contributions to the Zeeman effect generate a small anti-trapping po-

tential for the F = 1,mF = 0 hyperfine sublevel which leads to an anisotropic broadening of the

momentum distribution of the output state. In this context we have also discussed possible strategies

to suppress this effect by changing the experimental setup. The possibility of using microwave fields

to create an effective two-level system seems particularly promising and will be the subject of future

studies.

With the space atom laser we open up new possibilities in matter-wave optics by enabling the gener-

ation of freely expanding shell-shaped BECs, which can be seen as a first step towards the custom-built

design of matter-wave packets in microgravity. In fact, the expansion velocity of the outcoupled atoms

is a function of the resonance position of the rf field with respect to the trapped BEC and the shape of

the momentum distribution of the output state crucially depends on the value of the Rabi frequency.

This tunability allows in principle to control the size and thickness of the shell taking into account the

experimental needs. We expect this approach to be further developed in the future and to enable the

generation of even more exotic wave functions for applications in matter-wave optics.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis we have analyzed BEC mixtures in microgravity and have discussed three main topics,

namely (i) the generation of equal trap frequencies for dual-species BECs with appropriate optical

potentials, (ii) the idea of atoms trapped by atoms where one species is confined solely by the repulsive

inter-species interaction, and (iii) the space atom laser which allows to create slowly expanding shell-

shaped condensates. In the following we briefly summarize these results and discuss their impact on

future applications.

Equal trap frequencies have striking advantages for dual-species BECs since such a setup ensures

that there is no differential gravitational sag and both species perfectly overlap, even on ground. As

a result, this method allows to generate microgravity-like conditions for trapped mixtures in an earth-

bound laboratory without the need for external levitation fields. In addition, the effect of an atomic

lens depends on the trap frequencies and thus in this case the lens acts equally on both species so that

the whole mixture can be collimated with half of the lensing pulses compared to the case of unequal

The cover picture of this chapter shows the capture of an Orbital ATK Cygnus cargo spacecraft by the Canadarm2 robotic
arm of the ISS on October 23rd 2016. A similar spacecraft delivered CAL to the ISS on May 24th 2018. This picture has
been published by NASA on Flickr (https://flic.kr/p/Mzg2eP) under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivs 2.0 license (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/) and is reprinted here
without modifications.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

trap frequencies. Both of these effects are most relevant for high-precision quantum tests of the weak

equivalence principle and related experimental setups because imperfect collocation is typically one

of the main error sources in simultaneous dual-species atom interferometry. Therefore, the ability to

straightforwardly compensate the gravitational sag is particularly valuable.

Furthermore, we have shown that equal trap frequencies can be achieved for a wide range of BEC

mixtures either with monochromatic or bichromatic optical dipole potentials. In particular, mixtures

of 23Na and 87Rb as well as of 87Rb and 133Cs are ideal candidates since for these combinations a

single far-red detuned laser wavelength is sufficient to generate equal trap frequencies combined with

low photon-scattering rates. Hence, in these cases the whole evaporation process and the atomic lens

can be performed with a monochromatic setup making a future experimental implementation rather

straightforward. For combinations of other isotopes large scattering rates limit the usage of equal

trap frequencies to the final evaporation step and short delta-kick pulses. However, in these cases

bichromatic approaches provide an interesting alternative.

Another application of monochromatic and bichromatic optical dipole potentials are tune-out sce-

narios in which one atomic species is trapped while the other does effectively not feel any trapping

potential at all. We have exploited this effect in combination with Feshbach resonances and have

demonstrated how one BEC can be trapped solely by the repulsive interaction with another condensate.

We have discussed in detail how the holding time of this new kind of trap depends on the interaction

strength as well as the anisotropy of the initial density distribution and have shown that almost spheri-

cally symmetric density distributions are required to produce a measurable effect. Hence, microgravity

conditions are mandatory in order to make the idea of atoms trapped by atoms work because gravity

would otherwise break the symmetry necessary for interaction-induced trapping. With this study we

have presented a novel scheme that allows the trapping of quantum matter with other quantum matter

complementing the usual methods of confining ultra-cold atoms with classical electromagnetic fields.

The idea of employing species-selective potentials to achieve novel dynamical effects with BEC

mixtures can also be utilized for other applications. For example, it is possible to drive collective

excitations of only one species by changing the trap frequencies and to observe the impact on the

other species. With the same technique it is feasible to selectively move one condensate around to

generate vortices or to study the controlled collision of two BECs. In summary, the combination of

species-selective potentials and tunable interactions serves as a toolbox and opens up new possibilities

for experiments in matter-wave optics.

Instead of employing different isotopes or elements, atom lasers take advantage of different internal

states of a single atomic species and drive resonant transitions between these states. In the case of a

magnetic confinement, each hyperfine sublevel is subject to a state-dependent external potential similar

to the case of optically trapped multi-species mixtures. By transferring trapped atoms to a magnetically

untrapped state they can expand freely and feel only the repulsive interaction with the other atoms. On

ground this process leads to the formation of an accelerated and directed beam of atoms, while in the

absence of gravity a shell-shaped output state emerges. We have thoroughly studied the dynamics of
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such an atom laser in microgravity and have shown that an almost spherically symmetric shell can

be created even if the initial BEC was elongated due to the magnetic trapping potential. This effect

is quite remarkably since the shell geometry occurs naturally and is rather independent of the shape

of the initial state. In order to prepare for an experimental realization aboard the ISS we have also

taken into account changes of the number of particles and the Rabi frequency as well as shifts of the

trap bottom. Our results show that a stable output can be created within an experimentally accessible

parameter regime.

Besides the spherical symmetry of the output state, another noteworthy property of the space atom

laser is the fact that its shell-like distribution can be quite thin in momentum space. We have identified

experimental sequences that yield a width of the momentum shell corresponding to a velocity spread

of the order of 100 µm/s or even lower, which is comparable to the results of delta-kick collimation

for free expanding BECs reaching the picokelvin regime. Hence, the space atom laser can be seen as

a new source for matter-wave optics in microgravity which not only features low expansion rates but

also allows to study a unique shell-like topology.

Furthermore, we have demonstrated that with suitable outcoupling parameters the shape of the shell

and its thickness can be tuned so that atom laser techniques provide an additional tool for quantum state

engineering. This approach has great potential for future experiments and theoretical studies alike.

The calculations and simulations presented in this thesis serve as the basis for an experimental

realization of the space atom laser with NASA’s CAL on the ISS. First experiments towards this goal

have been proposed by members of the CUAS consortium and are currently being performed in orbit.

Although this work is in principle theoretical, the example of the space atom laser shows very

clearly that we have always had the experimental realization of the presented concepts in mind and

have tried to account for the relevant practical needs and challenges. This statement holds true for the

discussion of equal trap frequencies as well, where we have addressed the effect of off-resonant photon

scattering and additionally the misalignment of the laser beams in the case of bichromatic setups.

Furthermore, our study of atoms trapped by atoms also includes an analysis of the corresponding

experimental requirements.

In summary, we have employed analytical and numerical methods to exploit external potentials,

atom-atom interactions, and internal-state couplings of multi-species BECs and have identified several

promising new applications that are not just interesting in their own right but give also a glimpse of

what may be possible with future experiments. Since a growing number of dedicated microgravity

facilities making use of BEC mixtures are planned and being currently built, this is the right time to

explore and propose such novel ideas. Thus, we are confident that the presented concepts and methods

will trigger more developments in the future and contribute to the advance of ultra-cold quantum gases

in microgravity.
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APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL METHODS

Mathematics is like laundry.
Everybody has to do it, but people
do not have to watch you.

(Marlan O. Scully)

Numerical simulations are an essential tool to analyze the ground state and the dynamics of multi-

species BECs under various conditions. Since many of the results presented in this thesis are based

on numerical simulations we give an overview of the applied methods and relevant parameters in this

appendix. We start with the determination of the ground state in section A.1 and present our method

of solving the time evolution in section A.2. This appendix is concluded in section A.3 with a short

discussion of the technical details of our numerical simulations.

A.1. Ground state

As discussed in section 2.1.1 the ground state of a multi-species BEC is defined as the lowest-energy

solution of the time-independent GP equation (2.5) with the energy functional given by Eq. (2.7). In

the following we present the methods used to numerically obtain the ground-state wave functions for

the different scenarios discussed within this thesis.

Imaginary time propagation

An efficient approach to determine the ground-state wave function φα(x) of a given setup is to employ

the well-known method of imaginary time propagation [295–297]. In this case the time coordinate of

the GP equation (2.2) is chosen to be imaginary, t = −i ti, which in the absence of any coupling term

yields the diffusion equation

∂

∂ti
ψα(x, ti) = −1

~

[
−~2∇2

x

2Mα
+ Vext,α(x, ti) + Vint,α(x, ti)

]
ψα(x, ti) . (A.1)
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The right-hand side of Eq. (A.1) is up to a constant factor equivalent to the right-hand side of the time-

independent GP equation (2.5). Hence, as discussed in Refs. [295–297] the imaginary time evolution

of Eq. (A.1) leads to a damping of the eigenfunctions of the time-independent GP equation (2.5) de-

pending on their eigenvalues. Eigenfunctions with large eigenvalues decay more rapidly than those

with small eigenvalues.

Consequently, a given initial wave function ψα(x, t0) written in the basis of eigenfunctions of the

time-independent GP equation (2.5) will be damped when evolved with Eq. (A.1) so that for long

imaginary evolution times ti → ∞ it converges to the eigenfunction associated with the smallest

eigenvalue. By properly normalizing the resulting wave function after each iteration step one obtains

the ground-state wave function φα(x) of the BEC at the end of the imaginary time propagation. We

emphasize that this process is independent of the choice of the initial wave function and allows to

reliably find the ground state of the system. Naturally, the diffusion process converges faster if the

initial guess is already close to the correct ground-state wave function. In contrary, more time steps are

required if the difference between the two lowest eigenvalues is small.

This method can also be generalized to multi-species BECs by propagating a set of coupled diffusion

equations analogous to Eq. (A.1) in parallel. In this case there is one equation for each species.

Heun’s method

Although in many cases the imaginary time propagation method [295–297] is combined with a split-

operator approach [298–301] to numerically solve the diffusion equation (A.1), it can also be combined

with other numerical integration schemes. In particular, in case of cylindrical symmetric setups that

can effectively be described by a two-dimensional spatial grid, the Laplace operator in the kinetic term

contains products of spatial coordinates and their derivatives which make split-operator techniques

unfavorable.

For this reason we integrate the diffusion equation (A.1) with Heun’s method [302] which is a two-

stage second-order Runge–Kutta method where Euler’s method is used as a predictor step and the

trapezoidal rule acts as the corrector step. This approach has been applied throughout this thesis to

obtain the ground state and ensures stable results as well as a reasonably fast convergence of the nu-

merics.

A.2. Time evolution

For a given BEC mixture the dynamics is determined by the GP equation (2.2) and can include time-

dependent external potentials and coupling terms as well as the atom-atom interaction between the

different species. In this section we discuss the numerical propagation scheme that we have used to

solve this time evolution.
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A.2. Time evolution

Embedded Dormand-Prince method

The GP equation (2.2) can be solved with a huge variety of different numerical methods which all have

their benefits and drawbacks [262]. To ensure a high accuracy of the numerical results and to allow

for adaptive step-size control we have chosen an embedded Runge-Kutta method originally proposed

by Prince and Dormand [303]. This so-called RK8(7)13 method combines two Runge-Kutta schemes

with order eight and seven, respectively, and requires 13 function evaluations per time step.

Since this method combines two independent Runge-Kutta schemes the truncation error is given

by the difference between both methods and is thus accurate to order seven in the step size. This

error estimate can be used as the basis for an adaptive step-size control [262] which ensures that the

error for each successful time step is of the same order. If the calculated error is larger than the

chosen tolerance, then the time step is rejected and repeated with a smaller step size. However, if

the error is below the tolerance, the step size is increased for the next step to speed up the simulation

where possible. With this approach the step size is automatically adjusted and even situations where

the Hamiltonian alternates between strong time-dependent periods and rather constant periods can be

efficiently simulated.

Co-moving grids

During free expansion the size of an initially trapped BEC grows continuously making a numerical

simulation with a constant spatial grid rather impractical for long expansion times. As discussed in

section 2.1.3 one solution to circumvent this problem is to solve the transformed GP equation (2.32)

in the adapted coordinates (2.29) instead. In this case most of the expansion dynamics is absorbed by

the scaling matrix Λ(t) which is determined by the differential equation (2.25) together with the initial

conditions (2.26).

This approach allows to tremendously speed up numerical simulations. We have successfully em-

ployed these co-moving grids for instance when calculating the expansion dynamics of the dual-species

BECs displayed in Fig. 3.3.

Imaginary absorption potentials

In certain situations dynamical effects featuring very different length and momentum scales appear

simultaneously and have to be considered in the numerical treatment. One example is the trapping of

one atomic species by the other studied in chapter 4, where the trapping occurs rather localized while

the free expansion of the escaping atoms involves large distances. Another example is the atom laser

discussed in chapter 5, where the outcoupling takes place in a small area but the transferred atoms can

expand with high momenta due to the anti-trapping potentials present in the system. In both cases

keeping track of the full time evolution of all different internal states and species over arbitrary large

distances and momenta is computationally very challenging and requires huge resources.
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Co-moving grids with a linear spacing of the grid points as described above are not suitable for

these kind of situations because they can either be rescaled according to the dynamics on small or large

length scales but not with respect to bot simultaneously.

However, if one is only interested in the time evolution within a limited spatial area there is an

alternative solution to lower the computational costs. Imaginary absorption potentials [304,305] can

be used to damp the wave function close to the edge of the spatial grid so that effectively the atoms

moving away from the region of interest are absorbed and do not need to be propagated further. At

the heart of this approach lies the idea to add an imaginary potential −iVabsorb,α(x, t) to the external

potential of the GP equation (2.2) such that the total potential is given by the relation

Vtot,α(x, t) = Vext,α(x, t)− iVabsorb,α(x, t) . (A.2)

In order to not affect the dynamics in the region of interest and to avoid reflections the potential

Vabsorb,α(x, t) should only be nonzero at the edge of the spatial grid and grow monotonically with

position while being fully differentiable.

With this method it is possible to focus on the relevant dynamics close to the center of the trap and

to absorb and count the atoms leaving this interaction zone. For the scenarios described above such a

treatment is in most cases sufficient. In particular, for the holding time of an atom trap it is not relevant

how the atoms propagate further once they have escaped the trap. Also in the case of atom lasers the

fast moving atoms that are not part of the main peak of outcoupled atoms and that have expanded

beyond all resonance areas are rather irrelevant for the remaining dynamics and can also be absorbed

appropriately.

A.3. Technical details

The numerical methods for determining the ground state and solving the time evolution of multi-

species BECs discussed in the previous sections have been implemented with MATLAB [306] based

on a spatial discretization. Since all scenarios discussed in this thesis feature a cylindrical symmetry

a two-dimensional grid with the coordinates ρ and z is sufficient to represent the three-dimensional

wave functions. The number of grid points along each dimension is chosen to be Nρ and Nz and the

maximal distance to the origin is ρmax and zmax, respectively. Consequently, the spatial resolution

reads ∆ρ = 2ρmax/(Nρ − 1) and ∆z = 2zmax/(Nz − 1). Table A.1 contains all parameters of the

spatial grids used in the various simulations performed for this thesis.

For efficiently calculating the spatial derivatives of the kinetic term of the GP equation (2.2) we

have used the fast Fourier transform [262] built into MATLAB. The resulting resolution in momentum

space is given by ∆pρ = 2π~/(Nρ∆ρ) and ∆pz = 2π~/(Nz∆z) while the maximum momentum is

pρ,max = π~/∆ρ and pz,max = π~/∆z, respectively.

The time steps and error tolerances have been chosen carefully for all simulations to ensure a proper

sampling of the dynamics. The results of the numerical simulations have been checked for convergence
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Table A.1.: Overview of the parameters of the spatially discretised grids used for the numer-
ical simulations.

Nρ Nz ρmax/ā zmax/ā

Dual-species ground state (sections 2.1 and 2.3) 512 512 20 20

Dual-species dynamics with adapted coordinates (section 3.2) 512 512 20 20

Atoms trapped by atoms (chapter 4) 1024 1024 40 40

Space atom laser (chapter 5) 1024 945 60 60

by increasing the number of grid points and lowering the error tolerances. The grid settings listed

in Tab. A.1 are optimized for combining accurate results with moderate memory requirements and

reasonably fast computation.
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